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Letter from The Historic Preservation Commission

July 2009
Dear Reader,
Historic Preservation efforts in Manitou Springs have been ongoing for the last 30 years and
represent a core community value. The Manitou Springs Historic Preservation Commission
(MSHPC) appreciates the time it takes to read the following information and your efforts to
plan a project that respects the Design Guidelines and the planning/approval process.
These Design Guidelines are the result of years of experience and months of work by the volunteers of the MSHPC, the Planning Department Staff, and Parks & Gardens, LLC – the consultant hired to help finalize this document. They will help you by providing a framework to
follow as you design alterations to existing buildings or new construction within the Historic
District. The City’s preservation regulations require that proposed changes are consistent
with the Guidelines, and they provide the MSHPC objective criteria by which to evaluate
applications. Our Guidelines are based on nationally accepted preservation principles and
have been refined to reflect Manitou Springs’ unique local conditions, neighborhoods, and
features. With conscientious adherence to the Guidelines, the City can provide a consistent,
predictable review process and protect our impressive and irreplaceable historic resources,
while still allowing for appropriate and compatible changes.
To orient you to the approval process and how to use this document, please refer to Chapter
1: Introduction and, particularly, the flow diagram on page 1.8. The Planning Staff is also
always available to help you understand the Guidelines and the approval process (either administrative or through the Commission), and can advise you regarding the compatibility of
a proposal with the Guidelines. Please contact the Planning Department early in your project
planning - it will likely save you time and money!
Thank you for your interest and investment in the Historic District. Preservation of our historic resources and the character of Manitou Springs is an important task in which we are all
partners.
Sincerely,
Manitou Springs Historic Preservation Commission

Letter from The Historic Preservation Commission
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Chapter 1: Introduction
Philosophy of the Design Guidelines
The Manitou Springs Historic District Design Guidelines provide a basis for evaluating building design
proposals within the District and help ensure implementation of the goals of the Historic Preservation
Ordinance. The Guidelines have been derived from the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Treatment of Historic Properties and are specifically crafted to meet the needs of the City of Manitou Springs,
Colorado.
The Guidelines require reasonable application. Their purpose in the design approval process is to maintain
and protect:
• The historic integrity of individual structures and historic features in the District
• The unique architectural character of the different sub-districts
• The distinctiveness of the city as a whole
The Guidelines provide a tool for property owners and the Commission to use in determining whether a
proposal is appropriate to the long-term interests of the District. The parameters set forth in the Guidelines
also support opportunities for design creativity and individual choice. Our application of the Guidelines
encourages a balance between function and preservation, accommodating the needs of property owners
by recognizing the practical issues involved in adapting historic structures and the City’s townscape to
modern lifestyles.
What do the Design Guidelines provide?
• Consistent guidance for proposed changes to existing buildings and for new construction, which
preserves the historic characteristics unique to Manitou Springs
• The basis for decisions by the Historic Preservation Commission and Planning Staff
• A concise framework for proposed design and construction within the Historic District for developers and property owners
• Education regarding the context of the Historic District and architectural styles
What are the goals of the Design Guidelines?
• Reinforce the visual continuity of the community
• Protect and enhance property values through preservation
• Protect important structures that are considered “contributing” to the District and to the neighborhood character and context
• Preserve unique buildings and unique monuments
• Provide a basis for marketing strategies for merchants who choose to emphasize the historic setting of their
business
• Assure that new construction and additions to non-contributing buildings are compatible with the District.

Who will use the Design Guidelines?
• Property Owners and Developers: the Guidelines provide practical guidance in design, renovation or restoration
• Manitou Springs Historic Preservation Commission: the Guidelines provide a framework to determine which
proposed changes are appropriate to the District’s historic character
• The Community: the Guidelines help clarify the City’s Historic Preservation objectives and rationale
• Potential Property Owners: the Guidelines help explain their responsibilities as District property owners in maintaining the City’s character.
Chapter 1: Introduction
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Role of the City: Rainbow Vision Plan
The Manitou Springs Rainbow Vision Plan includes
vision policies and implementation actions for historic preservation that emphasize the City’s role in
preservation efforts. Vision Policy #8 states that:
“Manitou Springs will protect, preserve and
enhance its historic structures, buildings,
mineral springs and related historic images.”

Role of the Historic Preservation
Commission (HPC)
Manitou Avenue, Manitou Springs, CO

The City of Manitou Springs Historic Preservation Commission (HPC) is responsible for reviewing applications for Material Change of Appearance
Certifications (MCAC) and verifying that the improvements are consistent with the Secretary of the
Interior’s standards for Treatment of Historic Properties. Decisions made by the HPC may be appealed to
the City Council.
The Commission is charged with the “protection, enhancement and perpetuation of districts of historic
and cultural significance” and was directed “to instill
and foster civic pride in the legacy and achievements
of the past.” The Commission was created with the
authority (City Ordinance 2.52.010) to:

Pikes Peak Cog Railway, Manitou Springs, CO

•

•

•

•

Manitou Springs business owners who were interviewed for the
Design Guideline Update Process 2008. From left to right: Dave
Symonds, Farley McDonough and Bruno Pothier
Page 1.2

Review and approve, conditionally
approve or deny alterations to existing
resources or new construction in the
Historic District.
Review and make recommendations
to the Manitou Springs City Council
regarding demolition of certain resources
within the Historic District.
Review and make recommendations to
the Manitou Springs City Council regarding designation of Historic Districts.
Implement public awareness and incentive programs to promote Historic
Preservation.”

The Design Guidelines for the Historic District represent one of the ways the Commission fulfills its
mandate.
Chapter 1: Introduction
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Role of Planning Staff
The Manitou Springs Planning Department Staff is
responsible for:
•

Administering the City’s historic preservation office. This includes maintaining
the official records and documents associated with the Commission and ensuring
those are available to the public.

•

Advising the HPC in regard to projects
and activities, such as public outreach
and educational programs, the Annual
Honor Awards, and updating of the Design Guidelines or the Historic Preservation Regulations. Staff assists with the
implementation of Commission programs
and projects.

•

Providing advice and guidance to property owners and applicants on new construction or the restoration, alteration,
landscaping, or maintenance of any property within the Historic District. Informal consultations and the pre-application
conferences required prior to accepting MCAC applications can usually be
scheduled with the Planning Staff on fairly short notice.

•

Determining the completeness of MCAC
applications and scheduling those for
public hearing before the Commission.

•

Making recommendations to the Historic Preservation Commission, Planning
Commission and City Council regarding
proposed projects involving structures in
the Historic District.

•

Conducting historic property surveys
and updates to help maintain the inventory of historic resources within Manitou
Springs’ Local Historic Preservation District.

•

Many homeowners seek to rehabilitate contributing structures as
well as valued attributes of the landscape. This photograph captures the rehabilitation of a retaining wall. Manitou Springs, CO

Performing Administrative Review,

Chapter 1: Introduction

Compatible residential infill and redevelopment projects are an
important component to the continued success of the Historic
District. Manitou Springs, CO

The Historic District contains several stairways that link the
Historic Core to adjacent residential neighborhoods.
Manitou Springs, CO
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including the approval or disapproval, of
the following applications for:
1. A permit to make interior alterations only to
a privately-owned structure.
2. A permit for construction or alterations to
correct the unsafe or dangerous condition of
any structure, so long as only that work necessary to correct the condition is performed.
3. Ordinary maintenance and repair as defined
in the Historic Preservation Regulations.
Manitou Avenue, Manitou Springs, CO

4. Installation of signs, which conform to the
Sign Ordinance and Sign Design Guidelines.
5. Minor amendments to a previously approved MCAC, which conform to the Design
Guidelines and have no impact on the approved
design.
6. Additions or Alterations to Noncontributing resources which increase the floor area by
twenty-five percent or less, will not result in
the structure being visually or architecturally
intrusive, and which do not require Planning
Commission approval.

Downtown contains several historic bridges across Ruxton and
Fountain Creeks. Manitou Springs, CO

7. All projects which, upon Staff review, are
determined to have no significant or detrimental impacts on the resource or Historic District
and do not require Planning Commission Approval.
8. Construction of secondary structures which
do not exceed one hundred twenty square feet,
do not have a permanent foundation, are not
located in the front of the property and do not
require Planning Commission approval.

Economic Benefit

The Spa Building serves as an example of successful rehabilitation of contributing structures. Manitou Springs, CO
Page 1.4

The historic resources of any community are finite
and cannot be replaced. They create an inventory of
cherished and valuable commodities that many investors seek – either to reside in, reside next to or
reside among. Because individuals are making an investment based on the historic attributes of a specific
property or because of the overall historic assets of a
community, the preservation of historic resources inChapter 1: Introduction
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creases the value of private property. Historic preservation results in community and neighborhood character that
also attracts visitors. Heritage Tourism throughout the State of Colorado is construed as a vital source of revenue
as more and more visitors and tourists seek historic sites and experiences. Many towns and cities throughout the
country have realized tremendous revenues and investments due to the integration of historic preservation into
their long-range planning and development strategies.

How to Use the Design Guidelines
Unlike many communities that possess a uniformity of building types, Manitou Springs buildings celebrate every

architectural era from the Victorian to the Modern, the rustic to the artfully ornamented. An overview of Manitou
Springs historic building styles is presented in Chapter 2. The style descriptions will assist in understanding when
a building was constructed.
The Design Guidelines generally apply to all subdistricts within the Historic District, with the following exceptions: The Log Cabin, El Colorado Lodge and Cliff Dwellings Subdistricts are different enough in character to
require Guidelines unique to that subdistrict (Refer to Chapter 8).
Chapters 4, 5 and 6 contain Design Guidelines for residential buildings; Chapter 7 contains Design Guidelines for
the Commercial Core; and Chapters 8, 9, 10 and 11 contain Guidelines that apply to both Residential and Commercial properties.

Topic

Background
Information

Design
Guidelines
Supplemental,
Educational
Information

Architectural Character
Additions to and alterations of existing historic
structures are increasingly common and require
thoughtful design to ensure that new elements do
not detract from the historic character and value of
an existing structure. An addition and/or alteration
should respect the established architectural character of the original building and as well as historic
development patterns in the neighborhood. A new
addition should not call undue attention to itself.
The following guidelines should be used to establish a conceptual design approach to an addition and
when reasonably applied, will result in an addition
and/or alteration that contributes to the overall character of the neighborhood and Historic District.
4.1 An addition or alteration to an historic building shall ensure that the original architectural
character and style of the structure is maintained
and the addition is subordinate in appearance to
the main building.
• Use restraint in introducing any major exterior alterations to an historic residence.
• Alterations to defining historic features are
not acceptable.

IMAGE

Photo Caption

IMAGE

Illustration
Caption

Photo Caption

This diagram identifies each component and subcomponent of individual design guidelines. The design guideline is numbered
and is typically followed by supplemental information to help explain the intent of the guideline.
Chapter 1: Introduction
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There is an important distinction between commercial and residential building uses. In general, a property’s zoning corresponds to a commercial or residential designation for guideline purposes. However,
if an historic building was originally constructed for
commercial purposes, such as many of those along
Ruxton Avenue, but has later been converted to a
residential use or vice versa, the guidelines for the
original use govern.

Manitou Avenue contains many historic buildings that have been
adapted over time. Manitou Springs, CO

Whether constructing a new building, altering an existing historic structure, or adding a landscape feature, it is important to remember that the City’s Planning Staff and the Historic Preservation Commission
(HPC) are experienced resources that can provide
assistance. Thoughtful planning and thorough communication with the Historic Preservation Commission and the Planning Staff can result in a project
that respects the historic context, enhances Manitou
Springs’ legacy and protects both public and the
property owner’s investments.
Recognizing that Manitou Springs has contributing
and non-contributing historic buildings as well as
non-historic (under 50 years of age) buildings, the
Guidelines address all types of residential and commercial buildings.

This historic home has been converted to a bed and breakfast. Adaptive reuse projects may require site improvements to accommodate
new uses, such as additional on-site parking. Manitou Springs, CO

Supplemental information is contained in a series of
five appendices, including a design guideline checklist. The appendices include:
A. The Secretary of the Interior Standards for
Rehabilitation, Restoration, Reconstruction
and Preservation
B. Technical Maintenance and Preservation Information
C. Tax Credits and Other Incentives for Historic
Preservation
D. Glossary of Terms

Compliance and Applicability

Members of the 2007 Historic Preservation Commission provided
guidance and insight during the update process. From left to
right: Molly Wingate, Neil Plass (Former Chairman)
Page 1.6

Because of the diversity of architectural styles currently existing within the Historic District and the
eclectic nature of the community, every Guideline
may not apply to each project. The applicant should
Chapter 1: Introduction
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review the Design Guidelines and, using the Design
tural style.
Guideline Checklist (available from Planning Staff), 4. Renovation: Renovations are similar to rehabilitaascertain which Design Guidelines are applicable. If an
tion, although the introduction of new materials
applicable Guideline cannot be fulfilled, the applicant
and elements are permitted. The original characwill need to explain why and list strategies they will
ter and style is respected, but some sympathetic
employ to best meet the intent of the Guideline.
changes are tolerated.
5. Adaptive Reuse: Converting a structure from its
original, intended use to a new use is considered
Defining an Approach for your Project
an adaptive reuse. For example, some structures
Each project involving an historic structure or constructhat were originally built for commercial uses
tion within the Historic District is unique and may inalong Ruxton Avenue are now used for residential
clude a variety of approaches, from maintenance of expurposes. Conversely, some of the older homes in
isting features to the construction of new elements and
Manitou Springs have been adapted for reuse as
habitable spaces. The following steps should be taken
Bed and Breakfast commercial lodging establishwhen initiating a preservation project:
ments. A successful adaptive reuse project maintains the historic character and architectural style,
1. Research the history of the property and the hisbut permits new uses in the interior of the structoric uses associated with the structure.
ture.
2. Inventory and assess existing conditions and de6.
Remodel: Remodeling a structure involves altertermine whether your structure is contributing or
ing the original appearance of a building by either
noncontributing. Ask Staff for assistance.
removing older attributes of the building or by
3. Identify the components of the proposed projadding new features that are out of character with
ect: Do you need to restore existing architectural
the existing structure.
details of the structure? Are you building a new
7.
Maintenance: Maintenance involves the upkeep of
structure? Are you adding to an existing contribhistoric features by using preservation techniques
uting or non-contributing historic structure or
and materials that retain the original character of
non-historic structure?
the building.
By understanding the history of a specific building and
its use, its present condition and the steps necessary to Once the project approach has been identified, the propfulfill your goals, you can develop an overall project erty owner should review the Design Guidelines and
approach. The Secretary of the Interior Standards (See apply them in the initial stages of planning and design.
Appendix A) for Historic Preservation are based on the The following synopsis should be used as a guide to
determine the correct approach:
following types of projects:
• If the structure/feature is intact, MAINTAIN IT.
• If the structure/feature is damaged or shows signs
1. Preservation: Keeping an existing building in its
of decay, REPAIR IT.
current state by initiating a program of mainte• If the structure/feature cannot be repaired, REnance and repair.
PLACE IT using similar materials, details and fin2. Rehabilitation: The process of returning a strucish.
ture to its original state by preserving features that
• If the structure/feature is missing, RECONcontribute to its historic character. This may also
STRUCT IT using historic photographs and other
include the adaptive reuse of a structure, such as a
documentation.
kitchen upgrade/expansion and other types of addi• If a new structure or feature is desired, DESIGN
tions. Most projects in Manitou Springs would be
AND CONSTRUCT IT to minimize the visual imconsidered rehabilitations.
pact on existing structures/features of a structure,
3. Restoration: To restore a structure, one must reconstreet and/or neighborhood.
struct the appearance of the building as it looked at
a particular period of time and match the architecChapter 1: Introduction
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Submittal Process

and approved by the Planning Staff only without review by the Historic Preservation Commission. In
general, the method for obtaining approval for new
construction or changes to existing structures within
the District is through a Material Change of Appearance Certification (MCAC). The flowchart below
illustrates the steps to be followed in obtaining a
MCAC and obtaining approval for completing the
project.

This section summarizes the approval processes required to build or update a property within the District.
It also contains advice on how to comply with these
processes.

Construction Application Process
Nearly all construction within the City of Manitou
Springs requires review by the Manitou Springs Planning Department and many projects require review by
the Pikes Peak Regional Building Department. Construction within the District that is visible from a public right-of-way requires review by either the Planning
Staff or Historic Preservation Commission. Many simple improvements within the district can be reviewed

Submittal Process Diagram
Initial Preparation
Obtain &
Read
Guidelines

Develop
Project Concept

Schedule
Meeting with
Planning Staff to
Determine Approval
Process-Admin.
or HPC

Obtain MCAC

Complete
MCAC
Application

Schedule
Pre-Application
Meeting
with Staff

Read Staff
Staff Determines
Yes
Report and
Completeness
Respond to Issues
& Schedules for
or Questions
Public Hearings
No
Submit Add’l/
Revised Info.
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Submit Plans/
Documentation
Required by Staff

Administrative
Approval
Yes

MCAC
Approved?

Yes

No

No
Proceed
to Post Review
Actions

Revise or
Appeal to
HPC

Revise Project
or Appeal to
City Council

Post Review Actions

Submit Plans for
City Permit

No

Submit Application
& Design Review
Info. by Published
Deadline

Attend Hearing
to Present
Application and
Discuss Project

Yes

Can Staff
Approve?

Submit Plans
for Regional
Building Permit*

Once All Permits
are Issued,
Proceed
with Project

* if necessary

Chapter 1: Introduction
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Administrative Review
Applicants should first seek Administrative Review by
the City of Manitou Springs Planning Staff. Refer to
“The Role of the Planning Staff” section for projects
that can be administratively approved.

Building Changes or New Construction:
Material Change of Appearance Certification
(MCAC)
When ready to start the approval process for construction within the District, a property owner must first obtain a MCAC. This must be done prior to submitting a
proposed project to the Planning Department. As stated
above, obtaining a MCAC is required for all changes
within the district that can be seen from a public rightof-way, except for ordinary maintenance and repair of
existing structures.1
1. The first step in completing any project within
the District is to read the Design Guidelines and
understand how to apply them. The Design Guidelines are available online at: http://www.manitousprings-co.gov and the Manitou Springs Planning
Department. The Planning Staff is a resource for
owners, contractors and architects to help understand the Guidelines.
2. Identify the Project Approach and age/style of
building to be rehabilitated or altered, if applicable.
3. Next, develop initial plans for the project. The
plans should be detailed enough to illustrate to the
Planning Staff the desired changes. Include any
new construction or additions to the property.
4. Arrange for information review by the Planning
Staff to determine whether the project can be
administratively reviewed or will require a public
hearing and to obtain guidance regarding a successful application and project approval.
5. If a public hearing is necessary, complete the
MCAC application and submittal information as
required by the MCAC submittal instructions,
including the Design Guidelines Applicability
Checklist (available from Planning Staff).
1 “Ordinary maintenance and repair” is defined in the City’s Historic Preservation Regulations (Ordinance) as, “any work, the sole purpose and effect of which
is to prevent or correct deterioration, decay, or damage, including repair of damage caused by fire or other disaster and which does not result in a change in the
historic appearance and materials of a property.”

Chapter 1: Introduction

6. Schedule a Pre-application Meeting with the
Planning Staff. Staff will review the submittal for
completeness and provide any additional guidance
regarding amendments, Guideline compliance and
project approval.
7. Submit application with required application fee
by published deadline date.
8. Staff will perform sufficiency review and schedule
complete applications for a public hearing.
9. Applicant should read the Staff Report provided to
them before the hearing and either respond to any
questions or issues, or be prepared to discuss these
at the meeting.
10. Attend the MCAC Review and present your application to the Historic Preservation Commission
(HPC). During the hearing, the HPC will first hear
the Staff Report and recommendations. Next, the
applicant will be invited to address the Commission and answer any questions in the Staff Report
or that the HPC may have of the applicant. The
HPC will then open the hearing for public comment. Upon completion of the HPC’s review, the
application will either be: 1) approved, 2) approved with conditions, 3) denied, or 4) postponed
for revisions. It should be noted that, per the Ordinance, the HPC (or the Planning Staff if approval
is permitted by staff review) shall approve the
application only if it finds either that the proposed
change is consistent with the Design Guidelines, or
that the denial of a proposed project would result
in “Economic Hardship” as defined by the Ordinance.2
If the MCAC is rejected by the Historic Preservation
Commission, the applicant may either revise the project to address the HPC’s concerns or the applicant may
appeal the HPC’s decision to the Manitou Springs City
Council.
2 Chapter 17.04, Historic Preservation Regulations, Paragraph 17.04.090,
includes a full discussion of how the Commission’s decisions may be affected by
“Economic Hardship.” If this consideration may be relevant to an applicant, the
applicant is encouraged to read the full text of this paragraph in the Ordinance.
However, the Ordinance generally provides that the following factors must be established in order to demonstrate “economic hardship; ‘that an economic hardship
would result from denial or a recommendation of disapproval of the application,
or from upholding the decision of Staff; and that no feasible alternatives or mitigation measures are available to the applicant; and that the applicant would not
enjoy reasonable economic use or return from the property should the proposed
project be disapproved, or the decision of Staff upheld; and the nature or extent of
economic hardship that would result from the disapproval of a proposed project
application would exceed the historic or cultural value of the Resource; and the
hardship is not created by the conduct of the applicant.”
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Chapter 2: Historical Context
This section describes the historical context of Manitou Springs as reflected in its historic structures. A community history can be documented in a collection of names and dates carefully recorded in history books seldom read,
or it can be seen everyday in the architecture of the past. Protecting and preserving that architectural heritage is
one way we can celebrate the people and events that shaped our community and enhance the foundation for our
future growth and development.

Background
Large Queen Anne Victorian hotels such as the Barker House and the Cliff House are visible reminders
of Manitou’s heyday as a health resort. These grand
buildings, although altered significantly through early renovations, date back to the 1870s when Manitou
Springs was founded by Dr. William Bell, an English physician and business partner of General William Palmer, the founder of Colorado Springs and
the Denver and Rio Grande Railroad. Dr. Bell envisioned a European-style health resort built around the
natural mineral springs with public parks, gardens,
villas and elegant hotels. With this plan in mind,
Manitou Springs’ first hotel, the Manitou House,
was constructed in 1872. Development during the
1870s -1880s was rapid and consisted primarily of
frame construction. Although Manitou’s growth
did not faithfully adhere to Dr. Bell’s vision, public
parks were sited next to rustic pavilions that housed
the mineral springs, and hotels were built along the
boundaries of these parks. Residential development
consisted initially of tents followed by more permanent structures. Grand Avenue became the favored
area for the town’s wealthiest citizens, while others
built more modest homes on the hillsides south of
Manitou Avenue. Dr. Bell constructed his villa, Briarhurst along Fountain Creek east of downtown.
During the 1880s and 1890s, the wooden frame
structures of the original commercial district were
replaced by more substantial brick and stone structures that are still evident today. Native stone became
an important material used in homes, retaining walls
and bridges. Tourists continued to flock to Manitou during the summer months and many important
buildings were constructed to attract visitors to the
“Saratoga of the West.” Among these structures
were the Manitou Bath House (1883), Soda Springs
Chapter 2: Historic Context

Manitou Avenue
Manitou Springs, CO

Views across the valley are valued by the local community.
Manitou Springs, CO
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Shoshone Spring, Manitou Avenue
Manitou Springs, CO

Our Lady of Perpetual Help Church
Ruxton, Avenue, Manitou Springs, CO

Corner of Spencer and Cave Avenues
Manitou Springs, CO
Page 2.2

Pavilion (1885), Manitou Mineral Water Bottling
Works (1890), the Wheeler Block (1883), the Leddy
Block (1891) and Miramont Castle (1897). Of these
structures, only the Wheeler and Leddy Blocks and
Miramont Castle still exist. Additional development
provided residences for Manitou’s business owners,
shopkeepers and doctors. Year-round residents favored large homes with extra rooms that were rented
to tourists during the summer. To keep the tourists
entertained, attractions such as the Cave of the Winds
and the Cog Railroad were developed. Although it
was still a seasonal town during this period, citizens
were proud of their community and constructed a
sandstone public school and several churches to provide local services for year-round residents and visitors.
At the turn of the century, Manitou Springs was still
a thriving resort; however, the high Victorian period
had passed and building styles became simpler. The
influence of the automobile was also felt and touring cars for visiting outlying areas were a popular attraction, though tourists still arrived on the train and
stayed for several weeks or the entire season. Summer
cottages that were constructed to accommodate these
visitors are evident today - most notably along Ruxton, Pilot Knob and Waltham Avenues, although cottages are also located on side and back lots throughout the Historic District. World War I ended the era of
the health spa and season-long visitors. Tourists continued to be attracted to Manitou Springs, but these
visitors arrived in their own automobiles and stayed
for shorter periods. Development focused on the east
end of town where tourist courts sprang up. Originally constructed as detached cottages, these were
subsequently attached to each other with garages or
carports. Examples of auto-tourist development include the El Colorado Lodge and Green Willow Motel. Other automobile-related development included
gas stations and roadside restaurants. Civic leaders,
anxious to lure tourists, developed the present day
Spa Building and private businessmen developed the
neighboring Arcade and the 900 block of Manitou
Avenue in the popular Pueblo Revival, Spanish Colonial and Craftsman styles.

Chapter 2: Historic Context
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The Great Depression and changes in the tourist
trade brought about the gradual decline of many of
Manitou’s older, more important buildings. Victorian structures were not prized during this period
nor were they considered financially supportable,
and many fell victim to fire, demolition and neglect. World War II brought in a new era of change
as Manitou Springs became a bedroom community
for the burgeoning City of Colorado Springs and its
new military installations. Grand hotels and summer
cottages were converted into apartments and homes
for new, year-round residents. The downtown district
had grocery stores, clothing shops, hardware stores
and drugstores to meet the needs of these residents.

Heart of Manitou
Pawnee Avenue, Manitou Springs, CO

During the 1950s and 1960s, family vacations were
the norm, and historic motels in Manitou Springs’
east end flourished as did curio shops and local attractions including the Mt. Manitou Incline and the
Cliff Dwellings. Throughout this period, it was common to modernize store fronts with aluminum and
plastic and many of Manitou’s historic commercial
buildings followed this trend. Residential building
also continued along the perimeters of town and
Crystal Hills was developed. The 1960s brought an
era of unrest to Manitou as well as the rest of the
country, and the City became a mecca for counter
culture and alternative lifestyles.
The 1980s ushered in a new understanding of our
past with the formation of a National Historic District. This renewed appreciation for history resulted
in the restoration of many of our commercial and residential buildings. The Mineral Springs Foundation
restored long abandoned mineral springs to public
use, and a hillside density ordinance was adopted to
protect the delicate, natural setting of the community.
An art colony began to prosper with the founding of
Commonwheel Artists Co-op and the Business of
Art Center. Tourists continued to come to Manitou
Springs, and while they enjoyed the traditional attractions, a new emphasis on “Green Tourism,” outdoor activities, and hiking trails emerged. Historic
motels continued to offer small-town hospitality, but
were joined by a growing number of Bed and Breakfast-type lodging. Along with increased tourism, the
Chapter 2: Historic Context

Manitou Springs Public Library
Manitou Avenue, Manitou Springs, CO

Summer Cottage
Ruxton Avenue, Manitou Springs, CO
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1980s and 1990s brought increased growth, as new
residents were attracted to Manitou Springs by its visual beauty and quality of life.

Manitou Avenue
Manitou Springs, CO

As Manitou Springs enters the twenty-first century,
long-time residents and newcomers have gained a
new appreciation of Manitou’s unique small-town
atmosphere. A sense of community draws residents
together and provides a source of civic identity and
pride. This pride is reflected in the continuing restoration and rehabilitation of private homes and businesses, as well as a strong spirit of volunteerism and
community involvement. Examples are the restoration of The Cliff House, The Spa Building and the
Downtown Streetscape Revitalization Project.
The topography combined with historic architectural
styles and development patterns result in cohesive,
welcoming neighborhoods. The proximity of houses
to the street and the prevalence of large, accessible
front porches generate a small-town spirit that is
also evident in the pedestrian-oriented commercial
district where residents, business owners and tourists meet and mingle against a backdrop of historic
storefronts.

Smaller scaled buildings contribute to the established development pattern of the Historic District. Spencer Avenue, Manitou
Springs, CO

As the region enjoys a long-awaited economic revival, the demand for property in the limited Manitou
Springs market has increased. Development pressures are increasing, and if not carefully managed,
will threaten the natural and built environments that
consistently draw residents and visitors to Manitou
Springs. Providing new growth and development
that is sensitive to our natural setting and our historical heritage will be the primary challenge of this new
century.

City of Manitou Springs Historic District

Some commercial buildings have been designed to meet small
building parcels that flank Manitou Avenue. Manitou Springs, CO
Page 2.4

In 1978, the City generated “A Design Plan” for
the Downtown. The Historic Preservation Commission was formed in 1979 to delineate historic district boundaries and to create design guidelines for
the District. The local Historic Preservation District
was created in 1980 and the first Design Guidelines
Handbook for both the residential and commercial
areas within the newly created District was adopted
Chapter 2: Historic Context
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in 1981. In 1983, the City was honored by the designation of three National Register Districts by the
National Parks Service: Crystal Valley Cemetery,
Keithley Log Cabin and the Multiple Resource District (which comprises the majority of the “core” of
Manitou Springs). In 1987, the Historic Preservation
Ordinance was updated. Since their initial adoption,
the Guidelines have been revised from time-to-time
by the City to make them more inclusive and to
provide more clarity. They were comprehensively
updated and the initial subdistricts were created in
1993. In 1996, new Local Historic Preservation District boundaries were adopted that reduced its size to
be more consistent with lines of the National Register Districts. A major update and reorganization to
the Historic Preservation Ordinance was adopted in
2002. The current 2009 revisions to the Guidelines
feature an updated format, more illustrations and
photographs, inclusion of sustainable techniques
(“Green Building”) and consolidation of both the
residential and commercial design guideline documents into one set of Guidelines in a web-friendly
format.

Example of Manitou Springs motel architecture popular in the
50s and 60s. Manitou Avenue, Manitou Springs, CO

This false front building is one of several commercial style storefronts. Manitou Avenue, Manitou Springs CO

This historic residence has been converted to a commercial business in the Commercial Core. Avenue Hotel Bed & Breakfast
Manitou Avenue, Manitou Springs, CO
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The architectural detailing and ongoing maintenance of this
historic residence contributes to the overall character of the
Historic District. 602 Upper Ruxton Avenue
Manitou Springs, CO
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SUBDISTRICTS

Historic Subdistricts Map
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Subdistrict Introduction
Manitou Springs’ Local Historic Preservation District is comprised of 16 subdistricts. All these sub-areas are
detailed in the following maps and descriptions, except for the Crystal Valley Cemetery Subdistrict, for which the
City intends to develop use and maintenance Guidelines in the future.
These subdistricts were created in an effort to define neighborhoods and help both the Commission and property
owners to focus on important features and characteristics within each area. Every subdistrict has a variety of infill
and building types – both historic and contemporary – and this mixture has had varying effects on the historic
qualities and character of these areas. Some subdistricts, or even smaller areas within those neighborhoods, are
quite cohesive in building styles and dates of construction. Other neighborhoods are more eclectic. However,
patterns of siting, materials and design features among the historic buildings can be found even in subdistricts
with diverse eras of development. These are generally the characteristics that will inspire the most successful
projects.

General Features
The steep topography exhibited throughout the Historic
District resulted in narrow streets that meander up the
hillsides and provide stunning views across the valley.
The primary entrance to many structures is oriented toward the street and connects directly to sidewalks and /
or secondary pedestrian walkways that link residential
neighborhoods to the Commercial Core, local schools
and City services.
Stone foundations, retaining walls and historic stone
bridges are found throughout the City’s Historic District. The character of these features may vary from
subdistrict to subdistrict. The areas of the community
that developed earlier in the City’s history often display
more cut stone and formal detailing. Manitou Greenstone was locally quarried from approximately 1890 to
1940 and is found only in this area, but is no longer
commercially available. The use of Greenstone is a defining feature within the Historic District. Stonework
associated with “later” development, generally post1900, may be more random and natural, such as the use
of found “rubble” stone.

Areas of the community that developed earlier display cut stone
and formal detailing similar to this commercial structure on
Canon Avenue. Canon Avenue, Manitou Springs, CO

Except for some historic chimneys and many of the
buildings within the Commercial Core Subdistrict,
brick is not a common material used within Manitou
Springs’ Historic District. Although there are a limited
number of buildings with ornate decoration within the
Historic District, overall the use of simple architectural
detailing and materials is most prevalent.
The WPA insignia on a retaining wall in the Upper Washington
Subdistrict. Lafayette Avenue, Manitou Springs, CO
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Subdistrict Descriptions and Maps
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SUBDISTRICTS

Agate Hill
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Agate Hill Subdistrict
The Agate Hill Subdistrict reflects the historic name
of this neighborhood that begins on Canon Avenue
just past the Cliff House Hotel, which incorporates
the upper area of Canon, Grand, Spencer, Cave,
and Dudley Avenues, Manitou Terrace and Narrows
Road. An Historic Survey and Inventory of this area
was completed in 2002 and contains much more detailed and specific information regarding the history
and features of this subdistrict. Copies of the individual Inventory Forms and the Final Report can be
obtained through the Planning Department. Some of
the notable structures within this subdistrict are:
• Agate Hill Bed and Breakfast (103 Cave Avenue)
• Sunnymeade Bed and Breakfast (107 Spencer
Avenue)
• Davis Castle #1 (128 Spencer Avenue)
• Whitetower/Davis Castle #2 (201 Spencer Avenue)
• Sterling/Willie Cottage (125 Cave Avenue)
• Shingled Eastlake Victorian (26 Grand Avenue)
• 46 Grand Avenue
• Stehr House (41 Grand Avenue)
• Nolon House (2 Grand Avenue)
• Linger Longer Lodge (528 Canon Avenue)

Manitou. South-oriented siting takes advantage of the
full sun exposure, with large front yards contained by
stone walls on the downhill-facing lots. Eastern-facing
lots tend to be smaller, with more modest yards. The
steep topography of the area has affected the form of
the structures built here. There are a number of garages
built into the hillsides, some with roof top decks. Although sizes vary, and there is an enclave of very small
cottages on Narrows Road, there are a proportionately
higher number of larger-scale residences than in other
subdistricts, grandly sited on large lots.
The Architectural styles frequently found in this subdistrict are: Craftsman, Queen Anne Victorian, Rustic,
and Folk Victorian, with a number of other recognizable
styles represented in the area. Detailing is exemplary in
both the buildings and the stone retaining walls, which
surround many yards. Cut stone and “grapevined”
mortar joints are common characteristics of the walls in
this area. In addition, other than the house at 46 Grand
Avenue (which may be the only historic brick residence
in the Historic District) stone and wood shingles are
often found in combination on the larger “high-style”
residences.

The following features characterize the Agate Hill
Subdistrict:
1. Larger scale residences
2. A high level of building craftsmanship and detailing
3. A mixture of eclectic and “resort” styles
4. Stone combined with wood shingles
5. Cut-stone retaining walls
This residential neighborhood is laid out on south and
east-facing slopes that overlook Manitou and Canon
Avenues, with picturesque views across the valleys
and toward Williams and Engleman Canyons, Red
Mountain, Cameron’s Cone, Pikes Peak, and Mount
Photo Caption
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Agate Hill Bed and Breakfast, Spencer Avenue
Manitou Springs, CO
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Cliff Dwellings
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Cliff Dwellings Subdistrict
Due to the location of the resource, this subdistrict
was created for one specific development, the Cliff
Dwellings property. Copies of the individual Inventory Form for the Cliff Dwellings and the Final Report can be obtained from the Planning Department.
The Manitou Cliff Dwellings are made from authentic Anasazi cliff dwellings, originally located in
McElmo Canyon in the Mesa Verde area in the Four
Corners of southwest Colorado more than 700 years
ago. In 1902, prior to the passing of the Federal Antiquities Act, a group of Manitou, Colorado Springs,
and Ohio businessmen arranged for the removal
of the original material to Manitou Springs, which
was reassembled under a red sandstone overhang
in Phantom Cliff Canon. The Cliff Dwellings were
completed at a cost of over $100,000 and opened as
a museum and tourist attraction in 1906.

Cliff Dwellings, Retail Structure, Manitou Springs, CO

In addition to the reconstructed Anasazi ruins, the
site contains two other significant structures - a threestory Pueblo-style building housing the museum and
gift shop and a Rustic-style residence. The Cliff
Dwellings have national historic importance due to
their association with the creation of regulations that
now protect these types of archeological resources
and are an important component of the early tourism
industry in the area.
The Cliff Dwellings are located on the north side of
the US Highway 24 Bypass and are not readily visible from the highway or Manitou Springs. Therefore, alterations and new construction should respect
the architectural heritage of the existing development. Preservation of the Cliff Dwellings themselves
is also imperative to the history of this property and
the role tourism has played in the development of
Manitou Springs.

Cliff Dwellings, Retail Structure, Manitou Springs, CO

Cliff Dwellings, Log Structure, Manitou Springs, CO
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SUBDISTRICTS

El Colorado Lodge
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El Colorado Lodge Subdistrict
This subdistrict is located on Manitou Avenue at the
easternmost City limits and is comprised of the El
Colorado Lodge motel property (23 Manitou Avenue)
and the City’s Eastern Gateway Arch over Manitou
Avenue. A Historic Survey and Inventory of this area
was completed in 1991 and contains more detailed
and specific information regarding the history and
features of this subdistrict. Copies of the individual
Inventory Form for the El Colorado Lodge and the
Final Report can be obtained through the Planning
Department.
The Pueblo Revival cabins and main lodge building
are the prevalent structures in this area, giving it its
distinct identity. The defining characteristics of this
area are:
• Single story cabins and the two-story main lodge
building.
• Stucco with peeled log vigas, exclusively
• Flat roofs
• Siting and landscaping which blends with the
setting
• Dominant Greenstone retaining wall along the
Manitou Avenue frontage
The El Colorado Tourist Camp, built in 1926, originally included 24 cabins and the main lodge. The
camp typifies early lodging facilities catering to the
auto-tourist. A 1929 article in American City magazine spoke of the El Colorado as an example of the
new beautiful and comfortable motor-travel camps
that were beginning “to replace the unsightly and unsanitary camps which dotted cities of the West.” El
Colorado “was the pattern for others which are now
to be found in San Antonio, Galveston, El Paso, Albuquerque, Phoenix, Los Angeles, Salt Lake City and
Denver.” In 1952 and 1954 four cabins, the swimming pool, patio and barbeque were added.

These have given way to areas of grass and large, pine
trees. The El Colorado is the primary resource within
this subdistrict, and important to the context of the Historic District and history of the City overall.
The Historic Gateway Arch is one of two arches located over Manitou Avenue adjacent to Manitou Springs’
boundaries at either end of the City. The eastern archway has been in this location since approximately 1915
and was relocated from closer to Downtown (where it
advertised the Cave of the Winds). The archway itself
is over 100 years old and is constructed of steel, with
open fretwork and exposed rivets that are both structural
and decorative. Manitou Springs’ may be one of only
two locations in the State with existing, historic arches
over public streets. Definitive research is not complete,
however efforts have been made to locate other, similar
structures. Golden, CO, has the only other historic archway of which we are aware; Manitou Springs’ arches
pre-date Golden’s. Both the Eastern Gateway Arch, and
the Western Gateway Arch located in the West Manitou
Subdistrict are unique and rare structures.
The Archway and National Register-eligible El Colorado Lodge are located in close proximity and the association of these two landmarks is important to the interpretation of this part of Manitou Avenue. The Arch,
together with the El Colorado Lodge, exemplifies the
advent of Auto Tourism - a nationwide shift in tourism that began as private vehicles became more available. Auto Tourism has had an important, historic role
particularly in this area of Manitou Springs since cars
started replacing trains and trolleys after the turn of the
20th century.

The street layout and siting relationships also contribute to the character of the El Colorado property.
Native vegetation, including yucca, scrub oak, and
cedar, were originally the typical plant materials.
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SUBDISTRICTS

El Paso Cottages
High Road
Lower Washington
Minnehaha/Pilot Knob
Peakview
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El Paso Cottages Subdistrict, High Road Subdistrict, Lower Washington Subdistrict,
Minnehaha/Pilot Knob Subdistrict and Peakview Subdistrict
The descriptions of these Subdistricts have been grouped together due to their similarities. They exhibit a wider
variety of building sizes and scales. Much of these areas were developed post 1900.
The El Paso Cottages Subdistrict is a small area
on the north side of El Paso Blvd., between 448 and
480, which extends to the south side of Pinon Lane
adjacent to these properties. The name of this subdistrict reflects the dominant architectural style in the
area. Some of the notable structures within this subdistrict are:
• Spanish Colonial Revival Residences at 454 and
460 El Paso Blvd.
• Uneeda Rest Cottage (466 El Paso Blvd.)
The High Road Subdistrict is found along the southern border of the Historic District roughly between
Pawnee Avenue and Uinta Road. This subdistrict
contains parts of Midland Avenue, Shoshone Place,
Chipeta Road, Fairmont, Garnet and Mica Avenues,
and Edgewood Pathway. One of the notable structures within this subdistrict is:
• Kanagy House and WPA Wall (901 Midland Avenue)
The Lower Washington Subdistrict is found between 215 and 425 Washington Avenue and also contains Sunshine Trail, Burn and Cliff Roads. Some of
the notable structures within this subdistrict are:
• The Alabama House (425 Washington Avenue)
• Historic Cabin (413 Washington Avenue)
The Minnehaha/Pilot Knob Subdistrict is located
in the western part of the City. In addition to the
streets for which it is named, it also contains areas of
Pine Ridge, Michigan, Duncan, and Illinois Avenues,
Ute Trail, Rock Hill and Iron Roads.
The Peakview Subdistrict is located along the eastern boundary of the Historic District, south of Manitou Avenue. This subdistrict contains South Path,
Fountain Place, part of Elk Path, Peakview and Delaware Roads.
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These Subdistricts represent a less consistent mixture
of historic and non-historic residences characterized by
the following features:
1. A mixture of building ages and scales
2. Siting on some of the most severe topography in
the Historic District
3. Irregular setbacks
4. Cottages and vernacular style
5. Wood frame construction
6. Roof gables parallel to the street (side gables)
7. Retaining walls made from found stone (rubble)
and dry-laid stone
The topography tends to be steeper, hence building siting may be irregular and buildings are fit to the varied topography. Some buildings are set immediately
against the roadbed or sidewalks and many have a
strong relationship to the street or the view. One of the
most critical considerations for this area is to respect
the natural topography and fit new construction into
the topography, rather than using modern methods and
equipment to alter it.
Although contemporary styles are generally more compatible in these subdistricts than in others, scale, massing and orientation, which echo the historic residences
are recommended. Low, horizontal ranch-style houses
are least appropriate. Blocky, vertical, steep-roofed
residences, which have clearly-defined front entries,
view orientations and down-played garage entries are
more likely to complement the historic buildings that
are present.
In keeping with the more informal characteristics of this
neighborhood, stone walls, although common, are generally built from rubble and are frequently curvilinear.
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Log Cabin
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Log Cabin Subdistrict
The Log Cabin Subdistrict is a very unique area of
the Historic District, and has its own set of Guidelines (See Chapter 8). This subdistrict incorporates
an area of Crystal Park Road, Chelten, Spur and
Short Roads, and Keithley Road and Place. Notable
structures within this subdistrict are:

enhances the log cabin architecture and scale of the area
is critical to the preservation of its character.

• McLaughlin Lodge (183 Crystal Park Road)
• Original Keithley Cabins on Keithley Road
• 10 Short Road
Log cabins are the prevalent structures giving this
area its distinct identity. The defining characteristics
of this area are as follows:
1. Horizontal single-story residences
2. Original log cabin construction
3. Peeled-bark, round logs with natural chinking;
some “scab” and log siding
4. Low-sloped gabled roofs with shed extensions
for porches
5. Siting and landscaping which blends with the
setting
6. Split rail fences and rustic, rubble stone walls
fit into the topography
7. Rustic, natural landscaping, pinons and native
planting
8. Detailed with shingles and clapboard

Architectural and Site Detailing: Log Cabin Subdistrict,
Manitou Springs, CO

Residential Building, Keithley Road, Manitou Springs, CO

Conscientious maintenance of the log cabins is the
most important action to preserve the character of
this neighborhood. Although the cabins in this area
generally maintain a horizontal emphasis, there are
some examples of two-story cabins built into the
topography with walkout lower levels and roof dormers to create usable upper floor areas.
The street layout and siting relationships also contribute to the character of the area. Streets are unpaved
and lack gutters or sidewalks, which adds to the “rustic” atmosphere. Buildings are sited back from the
road. Fences, hedges, or low walls define large front
lawns. Native vegetation, including yucca, scrub
oak, and cedar, are typical plant materials. Infill that
Page 2.34

Residential Building, Chelten Road, Manitou Springs, CO
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Midland Subdistrict
The Midland Subdistrict is named for the Midland
Railroad, which ran through the middle of this neighborhood until the late 1940s. This subdistrict runs
parallel and south of the Commercial Core Subdistrict and incorporates Midland, part of Elk Path,
South Path, and High Street, Pawnee Avenue, Duclo
Avenue, Prospect Place, Manitou Place, Osage Avenue, and Mohawk Road. Some of the notable structures within this subdistrict are:

Average buildings in this subdistrict are of moderate
size and regularly spaced. Wood frame construction
and bungalows are quite common. Some unique detailing can also be found in this area, including areas
of high-style Victorian design. Although stone retaining
walls are less consistent in this subdistrict than in Agate
Hill or Upper Washington Subdistricts, cut stone is still
commonly found.

• Manitou Springs Elementary School (110 Pawnee Avenue)
• Bonnie Castle (717 Duclo Avenue)
• Rest-a-while (731 Duclo Avenue)
• 824 Duclo Avenue
• Graham House (15 Ruxton Avenue)
• Former Midland Railway Depot (705 Prospect
Place)
• Community Congregational Church (103 Pawnee Avenue)
• Summit Hotel (935 Osage Avenue)
• Van Horne Cottages (928 Osage Avenue)
The following features characterize the Midland
Subdistrict:
1. Building siting laid out in a grid pattern
2. Moderately scaled residences
3. Terracing of sites related to the historic railroad
right of way
4. Bungalows and cottages
5. Wood frame construction
6. Cut stone walls
7. Unique detailing

Window Detailing, Midland Subdistrict, Manitou Springs, CO

Although the natural topography of this area is a
north-facing slope and quite steep in places, the
deep, flat cut of the old right-of-way contributes a
“terraced” quality to the subdistrict. In addition, the
streets and lots of this subdistrict were laid out in a
“grid” pattern, rather than conforming to the natural
topography.
Rehabilitated Residence, Modoc Place, Manitou Springs, CO
Page 2.38
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Ruxton Subdistrict
The Ruxton Subdistrict begins at 104 Ruxton Avenue on
the north and 25 Ruxton Avenue on the south side of the
street, and continues west to the boundary of the Historic
District at 622 Ruxton Avenue. Winter Street, Fairview
Avenue, Spring Street, the southern side of Bluff Avenue,
Brook Street, Church Street, Maple Lane, part of Capitol
Hill and Waltham Avenues are located within this subdistrict. A Historic Survey and Inventory of this area was
completed in 1992 and contains much more detailed and
specific information regarding the history and features of
this subdistrict. Copies of the individual Inventory Forms
and the Final Report can be obtained from the Planning
Department. Some of the notable structures within the subdistrict are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Miramont Castle (9 Capital Hill Avenue)
Manitou and Pikes Peak Cog Railway Depot (515
Ruxton Avenue)
Iron Spring Chateau (444 Ruxton Avenue)
442 Winter Street
Iron Spring Cottage (444 Winter Street)
Iron Spring Pavilion (429 Ruxton Avenue)
Penfield House (215 Ruxton Avenue)
Our Lady of Perpetual Help Catholic Church (218
Ruxton Avenue)
Brookside House/Ruxton House Annex (151 Ruxton
Avenue)
349 Ruxton Avenue
622 Ruxton Avenue
Collier’s Hotel (25 Ruxton Avenue)
Colorado Springs Hydroelectric Plant (1 Hydro
Street)
Stone Bridges on Ruxton, Winter Street, Church
Street, and Brook Street
Gillis Bros. Home (104-106 Ruxton Avenue)
Crawford House (104 Capitol Hill Avenue)
25 Waltham Avenue
Ruxton Lodge (602 Ruxton)

The following features characterize the Ruxton Subdistrict:
1. Medium-scale residences on Ruxton, Fairview and
Capital Hill Avenues
2. A higher level of building craftsmanship and detailing, including many high-style Victorian residences.
3. A greater mixture of eclectic and “resort” styles
4. Stone combined with wood shingles
5. Cut-stone retaining walls and bridge
Page 2.42

This subdistrict is laid out along Ruxton Canyon and Ruxton
Creek and building siting is oriented toward these features.
Throughout the subdistrict, siting and construction must address the constraints of steep slope and terrain. Stone walls
along the street and Ruxton Creek are common. Sidewalks
are found along Ruxton Avenue, however are less common
along the other streets in this subdistrict. Although sizes
vary, there are a proportionately higher number of mediumscale residences. Most structures have street-facing gable
roof, many with cross-gables, and porches oriented toward
Ruxton Avenue. Many residences along Ruxton Avenue
are set back and have front yards that are much larger in
size than found in some of the other subdistricts.
On-street parking is common throughout the subdistrict;
for the residences that have them, garages are generally
aligned at the sidewalk. A significant number of buildings
along Ruxton Avenue, now used residentially, were originally constructed as shops and small stands catering to foot
traffic.
Craftsmanship and detailing is exemplary in both the variety of Queen Anne Victorian and Vernacular styles, as well
as in the skillfully built stone retaining walls, which surround many yards. Queen Anne-style and Oriel windows
are found on a number of houses in this subdistrict. Cut
stone and “grapevined” mortar joints are common characteristics of the walls and bridges in this area. In addition,
stone and wood shingles are often found in combination on
the larger “high-style” residences.
Structures not located on Ruxton, Fairview or Capitol Hill
Avenues are generally less formal, with smaller yards, yet
retain the orientation toward Ruxton Canyon. There is an
increased use of rubble stone retaining walls and vernacular building styles. Many buildings are single story with
street-facing gables; dormers are less prevalent, and front
porches are smaller.
There is significant infill in all areas of this subdistrict,
which adds to its diversity. Much of the infill is recent, as
new building techniques have made the constraints of steep
slopes easier to overcome. Because of the diversity of the
subdistrict, care must be given to compatibility within the
smaller neighborhoods in the subdistrict, rather than just
the subdistrict overall.
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Upper Washington Subdistrict
The Upper Washington Subdistrict reflects the historic name of this neighborhood and begins at 7 Washington Avenue through the 100 block of Washington,
and incorporates Floral Path, Lincoln Avenue and
part of Lafayette Road. Some of the notable structures within this subdistrict are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

in this area. In addition, stone and wood shingles are
often found in combination on the larger “high-style”
residences.

Mellon Cottage (36 Washington Avenue)
Creighton House (25 Washington Avenue)
Young House (33 Washington Avenue)
Mellon Carriage House or “The Rustic” (105
Washington Avenue)
11 Washington Avenue
15 Washington Avenue
Shabouh House (131 Washington Avenue)
WPA wall (Lafayette Road)

The following features characterize the Upper Washington Subdistrict:
1. Larger scale residences
2. A high level of building craftsmanship and
detailing
3. A mixture of eclectic and “resort” styles
4. Stone combined with wood shingles
5. Cut-stone and rubble retaining walls
This residential neighborhood is laid out on southfacing slopes that overlook Manitou Avenue and
the picturesque views across the valley and toward
Engleman Canyon, Red Mountain, Cameron’s Cone,
Pikes Peak, and Mount Manitou. Siting takes advantage of the full sun exposure, with large front yards
contained by stone walls on the downhill-facing lots.
Sidewalks are common on Washington Avenue. Sizes vary – there are a number of grandly-sited largescale residences and a mixture of more modest homes
within the subdistrict.
Craftsmanship and detailing are exemplary in both
the variety of Craftsmen and Victorian styles, as well
as in the skillfully-built stone retaining walls, which
surround many yards. Cut stone and “grapevined”
mortar joints are characteristics of some of the walls
Page 2.46

Architectural Detailing, Capitol Hill Avenue,
Manitou Springs, CO

Residential Structure, Lafayette Avenue, Manitou Springs, CO
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Villas Subdistrict
The Villas Subdistrict is a small neighborhood located on the east side of the City consisting primarily of
a limited number of large-scale historic residences.
This subdistrict incorporates areas of El Paso Blvd.
and Manitou and Mayfair Avenues. Several of the
properties in this subdistrict were included in a Historic Survey and Inventory of Manitou Avenue completed in 1991. This document may contain more
detailed and specific information regarding the history and features of some of this subdistrict. Copies
of the individual Inventory Forms and the Final Report can be obtained from the Planning Department.
Some of the notable structures within this subdistrict
are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Briarhurst Manor (404 Manitou Avenue)
Red Crags (302 El Paso Blvd.)
Rockledge (328 El Paso Blvd.)
Onaledge (332 El Paso Blvd.)
Craftwood Inn (404 El Paso Blvd.)
Green Willow Motel (328 Manitou Avenue – see
discussion of this property below)
• Feeney House (326 Manitou Avenue)
• Mayfair Bridge
• Dr. Bell’s Carriage House B&B

mal presence. Smaller compatible secondary buildings
(carriage houses and outbuildings) complement the
main villas and do not compete with them. It is important to maintain and reinforce this sense of hierarchy,
spaciousness and grand scale. Construction that fails to
do this would threaten the character of the subdistrict.
Included within this subdistrict because of its physical proximity, but not consistent with the surrounding
large-scale residence development, is the Green Willow Motel property – a complex of cottages dating
from 1909 and one of the last remaining examples of
the early history of auto-tourism development in Manitou Springs. This property features informal stonework
along Fountain Creek, primarily single story buildings
with clapboard siding, and simple detailing. With small
scale buildings and park-like setting and character, the
Green Willow is a distinctive resource within this Subdistrict and for the interpretation of the Historic District
as a whole.

The Villas Subdistrict’s defining characteristics are
as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Very large-scale “villas” on large sites
Craftsman and Victorian style residences
Stone construction
Extensive lawns, terracing and gardens
Stone fences, gates and archways

The buildings in this subdistrict are located on extensive, well-defined sites that take advantage of
the scenic vistas to the south. Landscaping features
large lawns, terraces, gardens, and plantings, as well
as extensive stone walls, gates, and archways, with
some wrought iron fencing.
Large, English Craftsman and Victorian primary
residences of stone construction create a strong forPage 2.50

Villas Bridge Detail, Manitou Avenue, Manitou Springs, CO
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Commercial Core Subdistrict
The Commercial Core Subdistrict is the business
core of the City and features buildings along Manitou Avenue from approximately Memorial Park in
the 500 block to 1007 Manitou Avenue. This subdistrict also incorporates areas of El Paso, Park and
Canon Avenues and the first block of Ruxton Avenue
up to #25. A Historic Survey and Inventory of this
area was completed in 1991 and contains much more
detailed and specific information regarding the history and features of this subdistrict. Copies of the
individual Inventory Forms and the Final Report can
be obtained from the Planning Department. Notable historic structures within this subdistrict are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

City Hall (606 Manitou Avenue)
Bridges at El Paso and Old Man’s Trail
Wheeler Town Clock (802 Manitou Avenue)
Wheeler Bank Building (717 Manitou Avenue)
Carnegie Library (701 Manitou Avenue)
St. Andrews Episcopal Church (808 Manitou
Avenue)
Cliff House Hotel (306 Canon Avenue)
Wheeler House (36 Park Avenue)
Wheeler Carriage House (42 Park Avenue)
Manitou Place Steps (900 Block Manitou Avenue)
Arcade (924 Manitou Avenue)
Spa Building (934 Manitou Avenue)
Spa Building Bridges
James House (723 Manitou Avenue)
Davis Block (102 Canon Avenue)
Smith Block (106 Canon Avenue)
Ogilbee House (202 Canon Avenue)
Soda Springs Pavilion (1016 Manitou Avenue)
Post Office (307 Canon Avenue)
Canon and Park Avenue Bridges
Cheyenne Spring House (932 Manitou Avenue)
Shoshone Spring House (902 Manitou Avenue)
The Loop (953-963 Manitou Avenue)
Art Deco Gas Station (1007 Manitou Avenue)

The defining characteristics of this area are as follows:
1. A mixture of one to three story buildings with
storefronts on the ground floors and primarily
residences in the upper floors.
2. Stone, brick, clapboard, and stucco
3. Mainly flat roofs with decorative parapets, with
some notable exceptions
4. Most buildings cover 100% of the lot area
5. Broad, pedestrian-friendly sidewalks
6. Commercial street lighting and amenities (park
benches, lighting, etc.)
Buildings are oriented toward the street and generally
aligned at the sidewalk edge. Sidewalks and streetscape
improvements are standard. Areas of vegetation and
open space are found around the Cliff House, the Public Library, Memorial Park, Seven Minute Spring Park,
Mansions Park, Wheeler Town Clock, Shoshone Spring
Park, Cheyenne Spring Park, Wheeler Spring Park, and
in Soda Springs Park.

Architectural Detailing: Commercial Core Subdistrict,
Manitou Springs, CO

The Cliff House, Canon Avenue, Manitou Springs, CO
Page 2.54
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West Manitou Subdistrict
The West Manitou Subdistrict starts at 1013 Manitou Avenue and extends to the western edge of the
historic district. A Historic Survey and Inventory of
this area was completed in 1991 and contains more
detailed and specific information regarding the history and features of this subdistrict. Copies of the
individual Inventory Forms and the Final Report can
be obtained from the Planning Department. Notable
historic structures within this subdistrict are:
•
•
•
•
•

Ute Chief Bottling Plant (1310 Manitou Avenue)
Schueler House (1228 Manitou Avenue)
Colorado House (1143 Manitou Avenue)
1124 Manitou Avenue
Commercial Building (1107-1109 Manitou Avenue)
• Western Gateway Arch
• Ute Chief Gusher Spring (1300 block Manitou
Avenue)

the road; commercial buildings are located against the
sidewalk edge. Extension of the streetscape improvements found in the Commercial Core is encouraged.
Additional information regarding the archway is located in the El Colorado Subdistrict.

Residential Structures, West Manitou Subdistrict,
Manitou Springs, CO

The defining characteristics of the West Manitou
Subdistrict are as follows:
1. A mixture of commercial and residential structures.
2. Clapboards, shingles and stucco
3. Siting and landscaping which blends with the
setting
4. Stone walls on the “uphill” side of the street
primarily associated with residential style
buildings.
5. Building Heights and roof lines vary between
the commercial and residential style buildings.

Commercial Buildings, West Manitou Subdistrict,
Manitou Springs, CO

This area provides for a continuation of the City’s
business core with a mixture of residential buildings.
There are more opportunities for development/redevelopment within this subdistrict than the Commercial Core Subdistrict to the east, and new construction should enhance the mixture of commercial and
residential character in this area.
The street layout and siting relationships contribute
to the character of the area. Sidewalks are common.
In general, residential buildings are sited back from
Page 2.58

Bottling Plant, West Manitou Subdistrict, Manitou Springs, CO
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Architectural Styles: Introduction
The Historic District includes diverse building types and architectural styles that reflect settlement and development patterns. Many structures throughout the District have significant historic significance. When viewed
individually, most buildings exhibiting a specific architectural style do not contain each and every architectural
feature listed in the style descriptions, which leads to the eclectic diversity of subdistricts and neighborhoods
The following brief overview represents several of the most frequently recognized styles in Manitou Springs.
Additional information may be obtained from the Planning Department. A Field Guide to American Houses, by
Virginia and Lee McCalaster (1984) is a good reference for information regarding specific styles.

Pioneer (1820-1940)
The Log Cabin/Rustic style is primarily found in
the Keithley Log Cabin National Register Historic
District (Log Cabin Subdistrict). These structures
were generally constructed of round logs, hewn logs
or log slabs in alternating tiers as a basic shelter by
early Manitou pioneers. The typical chinking material consisted of a mixture of animal hair, clay, straw
or other natural materials. It includes the following
characteristics:
• Rough-sawn wood trim
• Log construction with some shingle or clapboard typically in gable ends
• Small paned windows
• Overhanging roof
• Stone chimney
• Low-sloped gable roof

This cabin exhibits several characteristics representative of Pioneer style architecture. Off of El Monte Place,
Manitou Springs, CO

Gothic Revival (1840-1880)
The Gothic Revival style in America was built between 1840 and 1880. The surviving Gothic Revival
homes were made popular by fashionable architects
following the lead of an American Architect named
Alexander Jackson Davis. Davis published the first
house plan book in this country. The High Victoria
Gothic or Revival phase was principally applied to
public and religious buildings. This style includes
the following features:
• Steep pitched roof
• Steep cross and multiple gables
• Side gabled
• Decorated barge boards at gables
• Windows extend into gables with pointed arch
shape
• One-story wide porches supported by flattened
Gothic arches
Chapter 2: Historic Context

Gothic Revival, Episcopal Church
Manitou Springs, CO
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Italianate (1840-1885)
The Italianate style began in England along with the
Gothic Revival as part of the Picturesque movement.
These Old World classical prototypes were modified
and adapted in America to include:

This building exhibits several characteristics of Italianate.
Manitou Avenue, Manitou Springs, CO

• Two to three stories (rarely one story)
• Low-pitched roof with wide overhang eaves and
decorative brackets beneath
• Tall, narrow windows with arched or curved
elaborate crowns (inverted U shape)
• Mansard or low pitched hipped roof on square
shaped towers or cupolas
• Rusticated basement or first floor
• Pedimented window details, arched or triangular
• Belt course with quoins
• One or two-story bay window
• Paired entry doors

Victorian: Second Empire (1855-1885)
The Victorian Second Empire style imitated the latest French building fashions and was considered
very modern. The distinctive roof was named for the
17th century French architect Francois Mansart. The
square roof line was considered to be a functional
aspect which allowed full use of the upper story as
floor space or attic storage. It includes the following
characteristics:

This building depicts several characteristics of the Second Empire. Canon Avenue, Manitou Springs, CO
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mansard dual pitched hipped roof
Dormer windows on steep lower roof slope
Molded cornices at roof
Decorative brackets beneath eaves
Cresting along roof line
Cupola with round windows
Patterned roof tiles
Paired entry doors
Belt course and quoins
Hooded and bracketed windows
One-story porch
One or two story bay windows
Projecting central pavilion
Chapter 2: Historic Context
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Victorian Stick (1860-1890)
The Victorian Stick style links the preceding Gothic
Revival with the subsequent Queen Anne period. The
three principle subtypes for Stick are:
1. Gabled Roof – side or front gabled, cross gables
2. Towered – square or rectangular tower
3. Town House – flat roofed, square bay windows
Attention is drawn to details on the exterior wall
surface with decorative elements applied to doors,
windows or cornices. The Stick style is considered to
be simply the wooden version of the High Victorian
Gothic Style. The patterned wood walls are further
developed in the Queen Anne Style. The identifying
features include:

This image depicts a residential structure that contain several
characteristics of Victorian Stick Architectural Style.
Cave Avenue, Manitou Springs, CO

•
•
•
•
•

Steep gabled roof with cross gables
Wide overhang eave, sometimes with a flare
Embellished truss
Exposed rafter tails or brackets
Wooden wall cladding with horizontal, diagonal
or vertical raised boards
• Porches with decorative diagonal or curved
braces
• Asymmetrical

In Townhouses:
• Squared bay window with cornice or brackets
• Vertical detailing at windows or corners
• Wide band of trim under cornice, paneled with
brackets
• False gable

Chapter 2: Historic Context
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Folk Victorian (1870-1910)
The Folk Victorian structures found their decorative
detailing presence and spindle work porch detailing
due to the large woodworking machinery that could
be easily conveyed to more distant and remote destinations by the railroad. Many builders crafted this
decorative trim on traditional structure forms familiar to local carpenters. This style has principle forms
and is characterized by the following features:
•
•
•
•
This building exhibits characteristics representative of Folk Victorian architecture. Ruxton Avenue, Manitou Springs, CO

Front gabled roof on simple house form
Side-gabled roof, one and two story
Pyramidal roof
Porches with spindle work and lace-like spandrels
• Flat or jigsaw cut trim
• Symmetrical façade
• Cornice-line brackets under eaves

False Front Storefront
(1870-1900 Commercial)
The False-Front Storefront is a western vernacular
style wood framed structure concealing a sloped or
gabled roof. The façade typically consists of parapet
and cornice wood details with a full glazed storefront
window system and a recessed door.

This building exhibits characteristics representative of False
Front Storefront architecture.
Manitou Avenue, Manitou Springs, CO
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Shed or gable roof behind false-front
Corniced parapet with wood brackets
Wood siding
Full height glazed storefront
Recessed entry
Kick plate or wainscot at base
Chapter 2: Historic Context
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Victorian: Shingle (1880-1900)
Victorian Shingle style is an American adaptation to
the Stick and Spindle work Queen Anne characteristics. This style is identified by free-form, complex
shapes unified by shingle cladding for a smooth appearance rather than decorative details at doors, windows, cornices, porches or wall surfaces. Some of
the identifying features of the Shingle style are:
• Roof and wall cladding of continuous wood
shingles
• Irregular steep pitched roof lines
• Intersecting cross gables
• Extensive porches
• Multi-level eaves
• Wood shingle wall cladding with trim boards at
corners

This structure exhibits several characteristics representative of
Victorian Shingle style architecture.
Ruxton Avenue, Manitou Springs

Richardsonian Romanesque (1880-1900)
Designed by an innovative Boston architect, Henry
Hobson Richardson, the Richardsonian Romanesque
structure was modeled after Trinity Church of Boston (1879-1880). This style was predominately used
for public buildings during the 1880s but was adapted to residential homes in the 1890s after Richardson’s death. The dominant feature of the Richardsonian Romanesque style is rough surface masonry
and squared stonework. Approximately 75% of these
structures have round, polygon or square towers with
arched windows. Some of the identifying features include:
• Round, polygon or squared towers with conical
roofs
• Round arched windows in towers
• Porch supports with arches
• Rough masonry or stone walls with squared
stonework
• Asymmetrical façade
• Parapeted gabled wall dormer
• Recessed windows with arched or rectangular
shape
Chapter 2: Historic Context

This building exhibits several characteristics representative of
Richardsonian Romanesque style architecture.
Grand Avenue, Manitou Springs, CO
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Victorian: Queen Anne (1880-1910)
Victorian Queen Anne was borrowed from the late
medieval architecture that came from the Elizabethan
and Jacobean eras. The half-timbered and patterned
masonry are the identifying features accompanied by
decorative spindle work. The features of these buildings are various and include:

The Cliff House, Canon Avenue, Manitou Springs, CO

• Steep pitched roofs of irregular shape
• Dominant front facing gable roof
• Simple, single large pane windows, sometimes
surrounded by small or rectangular panes
• Patterned textured shingles
• One-story partial or full porches on one or both
sides
• Decorative spindle work on porches
• Patterned masonry
• Decorative finials
• Gable ornaments
• Decorative half timbered walls
• Asymmetrical
• Cutaway bay windows
• Towers: wood and stone
It should be noted that there are several examples
of Victorian-style architecture that are constructed
purely of stone. This is primarily a result of Gothic
influences during the transition and evolution of architectural styles from one period to the next.

Italian Renaissance (1880-1935)
Vernacular interpretations of the Italian Renaissance
style are primarily identified by masonry veneering
techniques mimicked from original Italian prototypes. Common characteristics include:

This building exhibits characteristics representative of Italian
Renaissance architecture.
Canon Avenue, Manitou Springs, CO
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• Simple hipped, low tiled roof
• Wide, eave overhang with supporting decorative
brackets
• Arches above doors and first story windows
• Recessed entry identified with classical columns
• Upper story windows rectangular, less elaborate
• Symmetrical façade
• Quoins with belt course
• Stone rusticated first story
• Sometimes parapet roof with balustrade
Chapter 2: Historic Context
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Colonial Revival (1880-1955)
Colonial Revival style refers to the rebirth of the earlier English and Dutch style structures of the Atlantic
coastline. After the Economic depression and World
War II there was a movement toward simplification
in the 1940s and 1950s. The examples were side gabled, simple door surrounds, cornices and colonial
details that mirrored the earlier renditions. These
identifying features include:
• Accentuated or extended front door with decorative crown supported by pilasters
• Symmetrical façade with windows or centered
door
• Double-hung windows usually in pairs
• Multi-pane glazing in one or both sash
• Usually side gabled
• Gambrel roof

This building exhibits characteristics representative of Colonial
Revival architecture. Canon Avenue, Manitou Springs, CO

Mission (1890-1920)
California was the birthplace of the Mission Style
based on its Hispanic heritage for inspiration. The
most typical design elements are shaped parapets,
arches & quatrefoil windows to adorn traditional
shapes. The distinguishing features are:
•
•
•
•

Red tile roof
Wide roof eaves with exposed rafters
Shaped Mission dormer or roof parapet
Arcade porch roof with large square columns
and arches above
• Smooth stucco wall surface
• Sometimes with Islamic ornamentation at windows
Chapter 2: Historic Context

This building exhibits characteristics representative of Mission
style architecture. Pawnee Avenue, Manitou Springs, CO
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American Foursquare (1895-1930)
The American Foursquare, or the Prairie Box, was a
post-Victorian style that shared many features with
the Prairie architecture pioneered by Frank Lloyd
Wright. The boxy foursquare shape provided roomy
interiors for homes on small city lots. The simple,
square shape also made the Foursquare style especially practical for mail order house kits from Sears
and other catalog companies. Creative builders often dressed up the basic foursquare form. Although
foursquare houses are always the same square shape,
they can have features borrowed from any of these
styles:
• Queen Anne - bay windows, small towers, or
“gingerbread” trim
• Mission - stucco siding and roof parapets
• Colonial Revival - pediments or porticos
• Craftsman - exposed roof rafters, beamed ceilings, built-in cabinetry, and carefully crafted
woodwork

Pawnee Avenue, Manitou Springs, CO
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American Foursquare houses usually have these features:
• Simple box shape
• Two-and-a-half stories high
• Four-room floor plan
• Low-hipped roof with deep overhang
• Large central dormer
• Full-width porch with wide stairs
• Brick, stone, stucco, concrete block, or wood
siding

Chapter 2: Historic Context
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Craftsman (1905-1930)
The Craftsman Style is recognized by the work of
two California brothers, Charles Sumner Greene and
Henry Mather Greene, who practiced together. Pattern books became available offering complete precut packages of lumber and detailing to be assembled
by the local contractor. Influenced by the English arts
and crafts movement and oriental wooden architecture, the following features are seen as the result of
extensive publicity:
• Low-pitched gabled roof
• Exposed roof rafters
• Full or partial width porches with square columns
• Decorative false beams under roof gables
• Columns often continue to ground level
• Triangular knee brace
• Stone exterior chimneys
• Gable or shed dormers
• Sometimes stickwork in gables or porches

This residence exhibits massing and detailing exemplary of many
Craftsman Style homes. Manitou Springs, CO

Pueblo Revival (1910-Present)
Similar to the Mission Style, the pueblo Revival borrows on local historical precedent for inspiration as
identified primarily with parapeted, flat roofs and
projecting wooden roof beams. Some of the features
include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Flat roof with parapeted wall
Earth colored stucco walls
Projecting wood roof beams or vigas
Irregular, rounded edges on walls and parapets
Canales or rainwater gutters
Sometimes battered sloping inward walls
Stepped parapets

Chapter 2: Historic Context

This building exhibits characteristics representative of Pueblo Revival style architecture. Manitou Avenue, Manitou Springs, CO
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Manitou Summer Cottage (1910 - 1940)
The Manitou Summer Cottage style was made popular early in the 20th century as Manitou Springs became a haven for summer tourists escaping the relentless heat of the Kansas and Nebraska plains. It
is small and simple, originally being intended only
for summer vacation use. It includes the following
characteristics:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

•

Dormers
Cut out, full width porches
Simplified Doric columns
Belt course (horizontal divider between stories)
Clapboard or shingle wood siding with corner
trim
Use of stone (foundation)
The cottage-type foundation is usually raised
above the ground a few feet on supporting piers.
These are screened with lattice or clapboards,
usually as inset panels. Each creates patterns
that add interest to a building.
Wood siding, either clapboard or shingle is the
only surfacing material for cottages. The typical
dimension of the clapboard reveal is four inches.
The siding creates a pattern, which, when seen
alongside windows and doors, helps establish
the scale of the buildings.
Porches are an important element of the cottage
house. Typically, they are supported on square
posts or simple turned columns. The railing
balustrades also are comprised of simple pieces.
The overall effect is one that is light and open.
Ornamentation is very simple on cottages.
Fancy gingerbread was not in fashion for these
buildings, and only a few plain brackets were
applied under eaves. The basic form of the
buildings, rather than their ornamentation, remains dominant.

These buildings exhibit several characteristics representative of
Summer Cottage style architecture. Manitou Springs, CO
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Spanish Eclectic (1915-1940)
The Spanish Eclectic style borrows decorative details
from the history of Spanish architecture. The primary
two typical roof tile types are: Mission-shaped half
cylinders, and Spanish-S-curve shape. Due to its free
adaptation to the Mission style and the broad roots
base, Spanish Eclectic has the following identifying
characteristics:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Low-pitched tiled roof
Mission or Spanish red roof tiles
Eaves with little or no overhang
Arches above doors and windows
Stucco wall surface
Asymmetrical façade
Elaborate chimney tops
Balconies with wood or iron railings
Partially enclosed gardens

These buildings exhibit characteristics representative of Spanish
Eclectic style architecture.
Manitou Avenue, Manitou Springs, CO

International (1925-1960)
The International Style was considered an avantgarde and primarily architect-designed structural
system that often suggests a non-structural skin.
Commercial buildings typically include asymmetrical façade and ornamentation is minimized. The defining characteristics are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Flat roof
No decorative detailing at doors and windows
Smooth, unadorned wall surface
Flush set metal casement windows
Floor to ceiling windows
Front door may be obscured
Multiple roof levels
Cantilevered roof or balconies

Chapter 2: Historic Context

This building exhibits characteristics representative of International style architecture. Grand Avenue, Manitou Springs, CO
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Modern (1935-1950)
In the mid-1930s, all structures based on historical
precedence were largely abandoned and a new style
emerged as Modern. With minimal and simplified
forms, including minimal traditional Ranch, Splitlevel, Contemporary and Shed styles developed.
Their features are identified as:
•
•
•
•
•
This building exhibits characteristics representative of Modern
style architecture. Canon Avenue, Manitou Springs, CO
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Wide overhang eaves
Flat roofs or low-pitched roofs
One or more shed roof elements
Low, front-facing gables
Exposed supporting beams or other structural
members
• Contrasting wall materials and textures
• Unusual window shapes and placement

Chapter 2: Historic Context
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Chapter 3: Sustainable Building Strategies
The City of Manitou Springs along with the Manitou Springs Climate and Air Quality Committee and the Historic
Preservation Commission encourages the design and construction of alterations, additions and new buildings that
promote energy efficiency. The City of Manitou Springs also encourages landscaping strategies that promote water conservation and that help to minimize stormwater runoff.
In 2007, the Manitou Springs Climate and Air Quality Committee was established to conduct a local emissions
inventory, forecast greenhouse emissions and recommend to City Council an emissions reduction goal and target
date. The committee is currently working with City Council to implement the Local Action Plan. In addition, the
Committee is working diligently to educate the Manitou Springs community. Additional information regarding
the Committee and additional resources may be found on the City’s website: http://www.manitousprings-co.gov

Historic Preservation and Green Building
Contributing and non-contributing structures often
contain architectural features and construction materials that are valuable from several perspectives:
1. The embodied energy and materials expenditure
that reuse of existing materials displaces,
2. The architectural features and workmanship that
may be impossible to replace and
3. The societal value of maintaining an important,
contributing structure in an historic setting.
4. Historic buildings often contain several “green
design features: operable windows, high ceilings, thermal massing and building orientation.
Because the field of sustainable construction is
evolving, the HPC supports and encourages new
and innovative approaches to materials used in alterations, additions and new construction. Property
owners who are in the process of planning an alteration, addition and/or new building are encouraged
to research current technologies that maximize the
potential longevity of a structure, not just the lowest
construction cost. Factors that should be considered
include the costs and environmental impacts of resource extraction, materials and assembly manufacture, costs and energy consumption associated with
the transport of materials and construction equipment to the construction site, construction requirements, maintenance, potential reuse of the structure
and recycling or disposal of materials.

Chapter 3:Sustainable Building Strategies

Easy Things You Can Do:
1. Preserve Old Buildings!
2. Change 5 Light Bulbs with C.F.
3. Purchase Energy Star Qualified Products
4. Heat and Cool Smartly
5. Seal and Insulate
6. Use Green Power
7. Reduce, Reuse, Recycle
8. Be Green in Your Yard
9. Use Water Efficiently
10. Spread the Word

Preservation of existing structures is a crucial component to
conservation and reuse of resources.
Briarhurst Manor, Manitou Springs, CO
Page 3.1
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To encourage property owners to assess options for
energy conservation, the HPC recommends adherence to the following key principles:

The City of Manitou Springs advocates the maintenance and repair of windows on contributing structures. This original window
includes exterior storm windows that are removed in the warmer
months. Denver, CO

1. Use less to do more: allow individual building
components to multi-task.
2. Design holistically: consider the effects of individual building systems on each other and the
building as a whole.
3. Build to last: assess options to create flexibility over time and adapt to new uses or interior
configurations.
4. Prevent future problems: minimize and disperse
structural loads.
5. Take advantage of free natural resources: integrate climate-responsive design.

Solar Orientation

This window contains rare architectural detailing that warrants
ongoing maintenance. Winter Street, Manitou Springs, CO
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Most of the location, orientation and massing decisions made in the early stages of design have a profound effect on the energy and environmental impacts of an alteration, addition or new building. This
is particularly the case for solar-responsive, daylighting and natural cooling design, where early decisions
establish the potential for passive renewable energy
use. Other environmental strategies, such as stormwater management, are also greatly influenced by
site planning.
1. Careful orientation and massing can minimize
solar energy entering the building and greatly
reduce cooling needs, especially for commercial
and retail buildings. This translates into lower
energy costs over the life of the building and less
air pollution from electricity generation.
2. Daylighting design has a major impact on the
form and orientation of a building; the building
and its openings (windows and skylights) should
be oriented to allow light to enter interior spaces
without causing glare or visual discomfort.
3. When carefully combined with daylighting and
thermal mass, natural ventilation can greatly
reduce the cooling and air conditioning needs of
a building, and minimize or eliminate the need
for mechanical cooling (in most circumstances)
in mountain communities.
4. Building sites have a role to play in reducing
Chapter 3:Sustainable Building Strategies
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the amount and contamination of stormwater
runoff. The most effective approach is to limit
the amount of impermeable surfaces on the site,
since permeable surfaces both reduce stormwater runoff and treat stormwater pollutants.

Energy Efficiency

Shed constructed of salvaged
materials. Puget Sound, WA

Architectural Salvage Yard

Trex Brasilica:
Recycled Construction Materials

Trex Prefabricated Railings:
Recycled Construction Materials

Energy Audits
The first step when beginning any significant construction or remodeling of a historic home is to assess the current energy usage. This is vital in terms
of energy conservation, occupant comfort and building durability. Ron Flax, Project Manager at Rodwin
Architecture in Boulder, Colorado, notes that “It is
important to properly understand the existing building. It is easy to accidentally create new problems
while solving others. A competent home energy audit almost always reveals some surprisingly simple
opportunities and is an essential first step.”

Weatherization
Typically the first place to save energy involves
weatherization. This underrated activity is well
within the capability of the handy “do-it-yourselfer”
with some basic education in modern Building Science. There are a number of potential pitfalls (as well
as heroic measures) to be had with weatherization
of older homes, and they should be explored intelligently, not stumbled upon by accident. Safety first!
And this applies to both your safety and the safety of
your home. Your home has endured over the years
and you need to do justice to the craftsmen who put
it together the first time.

Installing insulation manufactured
from recycled materials

Window Preservation vs. Replacement
“When it comes to saving energy in older buildings,
air infiltration measures are at the top of the list.
Nothing else comes close,” notes Flax. After initial
weatherization, the next likely culprit for air infiltration is the fit and function of existing windows. An
amazing amount of energy can be saved by spending
the time to restore proper installation. Older, wellconstructed windows that are in reasonable condition
are worth the effort! Traditional maintenance techChapter 3:Sustainable Building Strategies
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niques such as repairing broken sash components,
installing weather stripping, and fine tuning the fit
and function of the windows are simple and costeffective steps to address air leakage.

Photo-voltaic cells are often slim and can be directly mounted to
existing roof planes. Stinson Beach, CA

Replacing windows in their entirety can improve energy efficiency and occupant comfort. However, they
have a relatively small positive gain because high
quality windows that maintain the design features of
the building can be expensive to retrofit. They also
raise issues of historic accuracy and architectural integrity that can be substantial challenges for projects
that are located in Historic Districts. Retaining and/
or repairing weather stripping and storm windows
affords similar benefits and is preferred to window
replacement.
Refer to www.rodwinarch.com “Additional Technical Resources” for links regarding energy raters, historic window restoration and other related topics.

Newly relaxed regulations allow for multi-family structures to
share one satellite dish antenna.

This new residence in Boulder includes photo-voltaic cells
mounted at the same angle as the roof to match the profile of the
roof. Boulder, CO
Page 3.4

Mark Webster, a senior staff engineer at Simpson,
Gumpertz & Heger, Inc., in Boston, notes that “There
are technical benefits of traditional building design
and materials that aren’t always recognized or appreciated today.” As an example, Webster points to windows, which are a major issue repeatedly addressed
and discussed by the HPC. “On old windows you
tend to get mature materials that hold up well,” he
said. While acknowledging the environmental benefits of lower-quality, finger-jointed wood commonly
used in today’s windows, Webster said, “Their durability is poor. Once they weather, they start to open
up.” Based on his experience with modern windows,
insulated glass units (IGUs), which boast double- or
triple-pane sealed glass with high energy efficiency,
the old windows hold up better when refurbished
than the new windows. This is why the City of Manitou Springs advocates the maintenance and repair of
existing windows and/or the addition of storm windows as a means to preserve important features of
a contributing structure and also improve energy efficiency.
Owners of historic properties are often concerned
with energy efficiency. Older windows and doors are
Chapter 3:Sustainable Building Strategies
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typically key elements cited by homeowners seeking
to reduce heating bills and energy consumption.
1. If energy conservation and heat loss are primary
concerns, consider using storm windows and
doors rather than replacing historic windows
and doors.
2. The City of Manitou Springs urges preservation of all windows on contributing structures.
Technical information regarding maintenance
and preservation are included in Appendix B.
Restoration of windows is also recommended;
adding a well-sealed exterior storm window will
preserve the architectural integrity of the window and eliminate both convective heat loss and
infiltration of air. Replacement windows have
a short operational-life. These environmental
impacts combined with the energy expenditures
required to manufacture non-recyclable windows and landfill needs result in window preservation and/or restoration as being the preferred
approach. Refer to Chapter 4 for additional
information regarding window components and
repair.
3. Install storm windows on the exterior, if feasible. Match the sash and frame detailing dimensions to the original component. The storm
window should be sized to fit the opening
without the use of a subframe or panning around
the perimeter, which detracts from the historic
character of the façade.
4. Older homes often used storm windows (and
screens) that were hung from the top of a window and that fit flush with the window trim.
Seasonal installation of these storm windows
may pose maintenance and labor concerns, but
should be used and maintained if at all possible
to preserve the historic character of the structure.
5. To improve the energy efficiency of a door,
weather-stripping should be installed on all sides
of the door frame and door windows should be
caulked. These steps will minimize air leakage.
6. Storm doors can also be installed; steps should
be taken to carefully match the width of trim
and door components to that of the original door
Chapter 3:Sustainable Building Strategies

Salvaged windows and doors can be integrated into rehabilita-
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to ensure that the overall character of the door
remains visible from the street.

Solar Panels and Photo-voltaic Cells
Solar panels and photo-voltaic cells should be sensitively located to minimize the impact on the Historic
District and overall street character. Although solar
energy is encouraged, new and historic buildings
should attempt to integrate the solar collectors into
the overall roof and building form to minimize the
impact on adjacent properties.
3.1 Mount solar collectors to minimize their visibility from the street.
•

Locate solar collectors on roof planes that are
not visible from the street edge. If secondary
roof planes are available, solar panels should
be mounted on these roofs to maintain the
historic integrity of the primary structure.
Photo-voltaic panels should maintain a low
profile and extend no higher than 6” from
the roof surface; mount panels parallel to the
existing angle of the roof plane.
New construction that includes solar energy
components should consider solar orientation requirements early in the design process.
Roof form and pitches should reflect optimum solar orientation requirements in a manner that minimizes the profile of solar panels.

•

•

Satellite Dish Antennas
Although new technology is rapidly advancing to
the point of making satellite dish antennas obsolete,
property owners should work carefully with service
providers to identify locations for satellite dish antennas to minimize the visual impact from the primary street.
3.2 Mount satellite dish antennas as unobtrusively as possible; small satellite dish antennas
shall not be located on the primary building
façade.
•
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Multi-family residences or multi-tenant
commercial properties should explore com-

•
•

bining satellite antennas.
Smaller satellite dish antennas should not be
located on the primary building façade.
If satellite dish antennas are mounted to
the original structure, mounting apparatus
should be used that does not damage historic
features.

Recycled-Content Products
There are several quality recycled materials available
on the market for use in rehabilitation projects and
new construction. Products with recycled content are
“industry ready”, generally of equal or better quality
and usually require no special handling. Some products, such as outdoor lumber made with waste plastics and composite panels made with mineral waste
and plastic, are uniquely suited to some applications,
and have new uses that are still being explored. It is
important to obtain information from manufacturers
verifying that the recycled content listed for a product is actually material that would otherwise have
been discarded.

Salvaged Materials
When rehabilitating structures the exterior features
such as windows, doors and siding should be carefully inventoried to ascertain opportunities to integrate
salvaged materials into future construction.
1. Any clapboard siding that is removed from the
house could be carefully stored and incorporated
into the new addition.
2. Older windows and doors as well as hardware,
bath fixtures and other items are readily available from architectural salvage companies and
can easily be refinished and incorporated into
rehabilitation projects and/or additions.
3. Integrating old doors and windows into interior
finishing designs can lend a unique character
to a new addition that strives to maintain and
express architectural integrity.

Buy Regionally
As business owners and residents know, a healthy
community benefits when people shop locally, when
possible and regionally - along the Front Range;
Chapter 3:Sustainable Building Strategies
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building construction can aid by using localized
products and services where they are available. A
regionally-based economy can be more easily sustained than one based on imported materials and exported goods and services. Regional materials, such
as stone, tile, brick and timber, also give a building
a quality of “place”, or belonging in the region. In
addition, materials found regionally can substantially reduce the energy and environmental impacts of
transporting materials over long distances.

Exterior Site and Building Lighting
Exterior light fixtures and light levels are a special
concern to mountain communities who have enjoyed
a “dark sky” environment for generations. Exterior
lighting should be carefully located using current
technological advances in fixtures and bulbs to prevent light pollution, reduce nighttime glare and improve energy efficiency.
1. Exterior light sources should have a low level of
illumination.
2. Prevent glare onto adjacent properties by using
shielded and focused light sources that direct
light toward the ground. Exterior light sources
should be shielded, including all lighting associated with parking areas and patios. Fixtures
should be carefully located to avoid light trespass onto adjacent property.
3. Timers and motion detectors are encouraged to
minimize and control night lighting.
4. Minimize the visual impact of light spill from
the interior of a building.

Landscape and Site Improvements
Ecological, informed landscape design can minimize
a property’s maintenance and water requirements. A
plant palette and landscape design should consider
the region’s water flow, climate, native vegetation,
wildlife and urban development patterns. Understanding the ecology of a region helps property owners make informed decisions regarding the needs
of site-specific design, including solar access, wind
patterns, topography, rainfall, drainage patterns and
wildlife habitat. The Planning Department has recommended plant lists for each plant zone within the
City.
Chapter 3:Sustainable Building Strategies

1. Control solar gain and heat absorption by locating plant material on the south and southwest of a
building.
2. Trees and other vegetation can also shade paved
areas and provide a canopy for pedestrians.
3. Landscaping and landscape structures can enhance
a building’s natural ventilation and cooling by
influencing wind flow. This requires the landscape
design to respond to prevailing wind patterns and
local wind flow variations, and strategically locating trees, hedges and shrubs to direct winds.
4. Dissipating turbulent, higher velocity winds in
circulation areas around buildings can also be
achieved by placing a multi-layered planting of
large trees and shrubs with dense foliage at the
base and corners of buildings.
5. Through mulching and composting green matter,
ecologically-based landscaping can maintain and
improve soil fertility, retain soil moisture, stimulate soil-based microbial activity and maintain the
cycle of nutrients in the soil.
6. The use of native and other ecologically appropriate plants reduces water consumption, maintenance requirements, and the use of pesticides and
herbicides and increases the area’s suitability for
wildlife.

Recycling Facilities
Recycling efforts should be considered an important
attribute of a community and neighborhood. New additions and construction of new multi-family and commercial buildings should include designated recycling
areas. A clean, convenient, recycling area and/or receptacle can serve as on-site education for users about
waste separation and recycling and can mean the difference between minimal effort and a committed, successful recycling program.

Sources:
•
•
•

City of Santa Monica Green Building Program
City of Manitou Springs Climate and Air Quality Committee
Historic Preservation and Green Building: A Lasting Relationship Environmental Building and News January 2007
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Chapter 4:
Preservation, Alterations and Additions to Contributing Residential Structures
A Product of Its Own Time
The issue facing the City of Manitou Springs is not necessarily why an owner wants to build an addition, but
HOW it will be designed and constructed. The City highly recommends that property owners seek the services of
experienced design professionals who have successfully constructed additions to contributing structures within a
historic context.
Many historic structures offer evidence that they were altered over time. Shed-like appendages are often the result of adding single rooms or storage areas that were linked to the primary building. Typically, the addition was
subordinate to the primary structure, which allowed the original mass and scale of the structure to maintain its
architectural integrity.
The design of an addition and/or alteration should seek to integrate specific attributes that are consistent with the
original building, such as window size, door size, solid-to-void ratios and floor-to-floor heights. The following
Design Guidelines encourage creativity in architectural design that permits homeowners to expand and update
their properties in a manner that respects the context of the Historic District and corrects less sensitive and prior
modifications.

Architectural Character
Additions to and alterations of contributing structures are increasingly common and require thoughtful design to ensure that new elements do not detract
from the historic character and value of an existing
structure. The following guidelines should be used to
establish a conceptual design approach to an addition
and when reasonably applied, will result in an addition and/or alteration that contributes to the overall
character of the neighborhood and Historic District.

BEFORE

4.1 An addition or alteration to an historic building shall ensure that the original architectural character and style of the structure is
maintained and the addition is subordinate in
appearance to the original building.
•
•

•

Use restraint in introducing any major exterior alterations to an historic structure.
An addition and/or alteration should respect
the established architectural character of the
original building as well as historic development patterns in the neighborhood.
Alterations to key features that define the
residence’s historic character are not acceptable.

AFTER
The renovation of this house maintains the architectural
character and style of the original structure.
Modoc Place, Manitou Springs, CO
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Building Alignment
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Building Alignment
Most homes in residential subdistricts are oriented toward the
street and have a similar alignment.

Historic areas can have strong site characteristics:
the distance a building is set back from the front or
side lot lines results in a distinctive street character
that often includes sidewalks, front yards and front
walks. Although front and side setbacks often vary
within a subdistrict and/or even along a street, it is
important to respect the original alignment of a contributing structure and the relationship of the building to the street.
4.2 An addition or alteration shall not be placed
in a location where historic alignments along
the street edge would be altered or obscured.
•

YES!
NO!
YES!

Building Orientation

YES!

Building orientation in residential neighborhoods is
very specific to the topography and street patterns of
each subdistrict. Typically, a building and its front
door are oriented toward the street in a manner that
respects adjacent structures and results in a distinct
development pattern along the street edge.
Property Line

Original Structure
Proposed Addition

New additions and alterations shall maintain the orientation of the
original structure.

4.3 Maintain historic characteristics of building
orientation including neighborhood-specific
setbacks.
•

NO! Prohibited!
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Proposed addition
does not respect existing
building alignment

YES!
Proposed addition
is shorter than
original structure
FRO
FAC NT
AD
E

These characteristics should be preserved
and reinforced by orienting additions in a
manner that respects and emphasizes the
orientation of the original structure.

Building Height
Building heights can be one of the most immediately perceivable characteristics of an historic neighborhood. A residential neighborhood will exhibit a
range of heights.
Original Structure
Proposed Addition

Additions and alterations shall be similar or subordinate in height
to the original structure.
Page 4.2

Historic alignments that exist along the
street should be respected and used to guide
the location of alterations and/or additions.

4.4 Alterations and additions to historic buildings shall be equal in height or subordinate to
the original structure.
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•

•

•
•

•

•

Additions and alterations should reflect
height of existing building and be subservient to the original building.
To minimize the visual impact of a new addition, locate the addition to the rear of the
historic structure or set it back from the front
façade of the historic structure to allow the
original proportions and the architectural
style to remain prominent and readily visible
from the street.
Locating an addition on the front of an historic structure is inappropriate.
Additional floor area is often available
underneath an original structure in the basement. Short, half story basements and/or
crawl spaces can be excavated to create additional living space, which would not alter
the exterior mass of an historic building.
To allow the original proportions of the historic structure to maintain its integrity from
the street, set any side addition back from
the main building mass
Light wells constructed in conjunction with
basement windows should be located to the
sides and rear of the original structure to
minimize visibility from the street.

Mass and Scale
The mass and scale of a building located in a historic
district is a critical architectural attribute that needs
to be respected to ensure that new additions complement the historic context of a neighborhood.

The addition to this building is located at the rear of the original
structure and does not change the appearance of the house as
viewed from the street. Manitou Avenue, Manitou Springs, CO

A recent addition overwhelms the original structure, distorts the
mass and scale of the contributing building and encroaches on the
front setback.

Massing and proportion can affect the perceived
scale of a building. For example, large Victorian
houses were fragmented into smaller components by
integrating multiple roof forms, undulating building
footprints and a mixture of one-story and multi-story
components and porches. Their narrow, vertical double-hung windows, steep roof pitches, and horizontal
detailing establish building proportions.
The proportion of a building’s height to its width will
affect its directional emphasis, as will the “direction”
of its openings, materials, details and other characteristics. Historic buildings in a district will usually

This building conveys a vertical directional emphasis; it is larger
in height than width and the vertical windows accentuate the
vertical direction. Ruxton Avenue, Manitou Springs, CO
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have a predominant emphasis, either horizontal or
vertical.

New Addition

Original Structure

This new second story addition does not maintain or respect the
form of the original roof and overwhelms the scale of the original building. Denver, CO

Scale, as it relates to building design and size, refers
to the size and proportioning of a building relative to
a human frame of reference. Scaling elements, such
as windows, doors, materials and details can humanize a large building.
4.5 Maintain the historic characteristics of human scale in relation to size and proportion
of an alteration or addition.
•

Additions and/or alterations should respect
the established directional emphasis and human scale of the original structure.

Roof Form
The roof form is one of the most important features
that contributes to the character and architectural
style of a contributing structure. In each case, the
slope of the roof, overall size and the orientation of
the roof plane are individual features that contribute
to the overall character. Gabled and hip roofs occur
most frequently in Manitou Springs, although there
are many structures with shed roofs as the primary
roof form; flat roofs are typically located in the Historic Core.
A variety of roof forms can be seen throughout the Historic District. Manitou Springs, CO

Most residential roofs are sloped, forming triangular
shapes that are visible at each end of a building. The
repetition of this triangular shape contributes to the
visual unity of the hillsides when viewed from a distance. These shapes also create unity on individual
blocks when viewed from the street edge.
Any alteration to an historic roof form, as well as introduction of an atypical roof form will have a negative effect on the overall District character.
4.6 Preserve the character of a historical roof.
•

The roof material on this church complements the existing landscape and does not call undue attention to itself.
Manitou Springs, CO
Page 4.4

The roof form of additions and/or alterations
should complement the form of the original
roof.
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•

The roof form of additions and/or alterations
should be perceived as secondary to the
original form.

Roof Materials
Roof form and roof color are important features that
can impact distant views of the hillsides. In early
days, most roofs were made of wood shingles and,
therefore, were typically the same color, scale and
texture, which did not detract from the view corridors across the valley to the mountain ridges.
When reroofing existing buildings, the preferred approach is to use the historic material. Asphalt and
fiberglass composite are suitable materials; Roll
roofing (except as required by code due to low roof
pitch) and “T-lock” shingles are not permitted. For
example, Facsimiles of historic roofing are available
and should be considered.

This standing-seam metal roof contrasts with the historic architectural style, is highly reflective and is generally not permitted.
Denver, CO

Unlike some mountain towns in Colorado, metal
roofing was not historically used in Manitou Springs.
Metal roofing alternatives are now available that are
similar to scale and appearance of asphalt or wood
shingles and are not reflective (stone coated). These
metal alternatives may be acceptable. Reflective
(standing seam) metal roofs are generally not appropriate.
4.7 New or replacement roof materials shall convey a sense of scale, color and texture similar
to those used on historic structures. Roof material of an addition shall replicate the roof
material of the primary structure.
•

•

When replacement of a roof is necessary,
use a material that is similar to the original
historic roof in style and physical appearance.
Select a roof color that is similar to colors
of historic roofs, typically darker earth tone.
Roof colors should appear to recede into the
hillside and allow the architecture to read
from a distance without the color or material of the roof calling attention to itself from
across the valley.

This is an example of a ceramic tiled roof; additions or alternation to homes that have tile roofs should incorporate similar roof
materials. Denver, CO

The thickness and uneven dimensions of this asphalt shingle roof
mimic traditional wooden shingles. Denver, CO
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•
•

Specialty materials such as tile or slate
should be replaced with the same material.
Flashing should be in scale with the roof
material.

Chimneys
Chimneys are an important architectural detail that
contribute to the architectural integrity of the structure and the overall roof form and ridgeline of a
roof.

The chimney on the left has been covered with siding during a
recent alteration project and conceals the original brick, which
provided visual interest from the street. The chimney on the right
has been tuck-pointed during recent renovations. Denver, CO

4.8 New chimneys shall be the same scale and
material as those seen on the original structure or other historic structures of the same
architectural style.
•
•

Yes!
The face of this
shed dormer wall
is set back from the
exterior wall below
and the dormer rests
within the primary
roof plane creating
depth and shadows

Simple details can be integrated into dormer additions/alterations to ensure that the dormer does not impact the overall architectural integrity of the house.

•

A new chimney should reflect the width and
height of historic chimneys.
Non-functioning chimneys should be preserved as an original historic detail of the
building.
Direct vent fireplace units should not be
placed on the front façade.

Dormers
Dormers are a common means of introducing light
and expanding the functions of interior attic space.
4.9 Carefully design and locate new dormers to
match the style and proportion of the building.
•
•
•

A new dormer should be proportional to the
existing wall plane.
Dormer forms should be subservient to the
main roof.
The mass and scale of a new dormer should
be subordinate to the original roof form and
the scale of the original structure.

Skylights
Skylight retrofits are an effective way of introducing light to interior attic space. However, skylights
must be sited carefully in the historic district. Study
Avoid locating skylights on roofs visible from street; this is a photograph of a “bubble skylight”, which is not permitted.
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the proportions of the original building and roof form
and analyze the visual impact of proposed changes to
the plane of the roof. Avoid disrupting symmetry or
balance inherent in the original roof design.
4.10 Do not locate skylights on roof slopes that are
visible from the street or on roof planes that
face the street.
•

•

•

Flat, integral skylights should be used that
parallel the roof plane, lie flush within the
frame of the skylight and are located to the
sides or rear of a roof structure.
Locating a skylight on the front roof plane
will only be considered if there are no other
alternatives.
Bubble skylights are not permitted.

This porch includes transparent balustrades that allow visual
access to the front door and front façade of the building from the
street. Ruxton Avenue, Manitou Springs, CO

Porches
Front porch location and size are key elements of
historic buildings. Transparent porches that allow
for visual access to the primary building façade are
particularly characteristic of Manitou Springs’ historic residential areas. Front porches usually face the
street and highlight the front door to a home.
4.11 Preserve an original porch and maintain the
historic size, shape, proportions, and orientation of entrances and porch projections.
•

•

Enclosing a front porch is not preferred; if,
however, a front porch must be enclosed,
use materials that allow the primary architecture attributes, such as posts and railings,
to be readily visible from the street. Use
materials that allow for light to penetrate
through to the front building wall.
If a front porch needs to be replaced, reconstruct the porch to match the original form
and detail, including posts, railings and
picket size (both spacing and form).

The porch reconstruction project includes posts, railings and
pickets that are similar in form and material to the original,
missing pieces. Manitou Springs, CO

Porch Materials
Typical materials are stone or wood. Porch railings

This enclosed porch allows for visual access to the front façade
and includes window mullions that are the same scale as used on
other windows of the same structure. Boulder, CO
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and balustrades are typically wood and are found in
a wide variety of patterns. Ornate “jigsaw” brackets
and turned posts, except on some balustrades, are not
typical in Manitou Springs.
4.12 When repairing historic porches, maintain
original materials and rail height. When this
is not feasible, use materials that match the
original.
•

•
•

This window contains sash, glass, mullion and trim details that
are critical components of the primary façade composition and
architectural style of the building.
Winter Street, Manitou Springs, CO

•

Repeat the existing balustrade design when
making repairs. If replication is not possible, use a simplified version of the original
design.
Avoid using ornate brackets if they were not
used originally on the building type.
When repairing rails, the original rail height
should be matched. If the building code
presently requires a different height, you
may file for an historic structure exemption.
Avoid removing or covering historic materials and original details on a porch.

Windows
Windows are one of the most important attributes of a
historic building façade. The height, width and composition of the windows define the scale of a façade
and create visual interest. Many architectural styles
illustrated in Chapter 2 have distinct window patterns. A critical detail associated with historic windows is the depth of the window opening. Rarely is
a window set flush with an exterior façade; windows
have sills and casings that create depth and shadows.
Because of the role that window size and placement
has in defining the historic character of a structure,
replacement windows and/or new window characteristics are important to the overall success of an addition and/or alteration.

These windows create a unique pattern and provide visual interest from the street. Manitou Avenue, Manitou Springs, CO
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Historic buildings tend to have distinctive and highly
consistent façade proportions and window patterns.
Traditional Victorian windows are taller than they
are wide, which contributes to the vertical emphasis
of a Victorian-style building. Large bow windows are
not an historic attribute of Victorian styles, but may
be appropriate for later styles, such as International
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and Modern style residences. Most traditional Victorian windows are double sash, one above the other.
Queen Anne style windows are sometimes bordered
with small square panes of colored glass.
Specific parts of a window include the frame, sash,
mullions, sills, heads, jambs, moldings as well as
trim details. The City advocates the repair of frames
and sashes, whenever feasible.

Unacceptable Window Trim

4.13 Historic windows, window materials, scale
and their arrangement and location on a
building façade shall be preserved, especially
any façade visible from the street.
Historic Window Materials
• When possible, recondition historic windows and add exterior storm windows for
thermal efficiency.
• When using new double-glazed windows,
retain historic window grid configurations
by using external grids that retain actual
shadow lines.
• Preserve the original glass, whenever feasible.
• Sealing a window opening in an historic
structure is inappropriate.
• When window sashes need replacing, use
new frames that match the originals. Consider having new replacements custom made
to match the original windows to maintain
the historic integrity of the building.
• Historic wooden windows should be repaired, not replaced.

This façade remodel has minimized the window detailing; the
trim, sill and sash depth are not thick or deep enough to create
depth and shadows.

Historic Window Location and Arrangement
• Retain the original shape and scale of the
window.
• There may be greater flexibility to install
new window openings on the rear of a historic building.

Doors
Doors, especially front doors, are important architectural elements that give scale to a building and along
with window locations and groupings, provide viDiagram of Window Components
Chapter 4: Preservation, Alterations and Additions to Contributing Residential Structures
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sual interest from the street. Historic doors are often
noted for their size, materials and finish. Because the
wrong style of door can impact the overall character of a building façade, changes in doors and door
frames should be designed and constructed to maintain the architectural integrity of the historic building
façade.
4.14 Historic doors and the location of the original front entry shall be preserved.
•
•
The front door adds pedestrian-scaled interest to the front façade
and reflects the character of other contributing structures in the
subdistrict. Manitou Springs, CO

•
•

•

•

This restoration includes an appropriately detailed front door
and screen door that maintains the architectural integrity of the
building. Boulder, CO

•
•

Preserve historically significant doors.
Maintain the original size of a door and its
opening: altering a door’s size and shape is
inappropriate.
When an historic door is damaged, repair
and maintain it, whenever feasible.
New doors should be in character and style
with the existing historic structure and
should be sized to fit the original door frame.
If a new screen door is necessary, ensure that
the screen door complements the character
of the existing door.
Screen door dimensions and materials
should be significantly smaller in scale than
the primary door and constructed to allow
the details of the original door to be visible
through the screen.
A salvaged door from a similar style building should be considered.
Ornate replacement doors that include
detailed wood carvings and stained glass
should be avoided unless photographs indicate that such ornamentation was an original
attribute of the structure.

Architectural Details
Elaborate ornamentation on historic buildings is not
typical in Manitou Springs. A common mistake in
renovation is the temptation to add too much ornamental detail. Maintain existing details by keeping
them painted and dry. When replacement is necessary, replicate the original detail, if possible, or select
a new design that is similar.
Original architectural details should be considered assets to
contributing structures in the historic district and should not be
removed. Boulder, CO
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sual assets. If pieces of ornamentation are already
badly decayed, first attempt repairing them with epoxy consolidant. If repair is not feasible, consider
replacing them with replicas that match the original,
or with a simplified version that maintains the strongest lines of the original. Adding ornamentation may
be appropriate if old photographs can document that
what was there originally is being matched. Paint
them to prevent weathering.
4.15 Architectural details, such as trim, combine
to establish distinct character and shall be
preserved, whenever feasible. Damaged and/
or missing detailing shall be replaced and
shall match the original detailing.
•

•

•

•

•

The design of the replacement detail should
be substantiated by historic photos or physical evidence to avoid creating misrepresentation of the building’s heritage. When
inadequate information exists to allow for
accurate reconstruction, use a simplified
interpretation of the original. The new element should still relate in size, shape, scale
and finish. DO NOT GUESS – RESEARCH
historic designs for replacement parts.
Avoid removing or altering any significant
architectural detail. Distinctive stylistic features and examples of skilled craftsmanship
should be treated with sensitivity.
Avoid adding decorative elements or details
that are out of scale or character with the
original building. Details such as decorative
millwork or cornices should not be added
to a building if they were not an original
feature of that structure or added during the
period of significance.
Repair only those details that have deteriorated or are damaged. Isolate and stabilize
areas of damage. Use approved techniques
for cleaning, refinishing and repairing architectural details.
When selecting a preservation treatment, use
the least invasive, cleanest means possible to
achieve desired results. Treatments such as
rust removal, caulking, limited paint remov-

The architectural detailing including the window trim and parapets have been maintained and retain their original scale and
character. Manitou Springs, CO

The addition of this awning to the front entrance conceals architectural detailing and is out of character with the building façade
and architectural style.

Ornamentation has been added that results in obscuring the
original architectural style of the building.
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•

•

•
•
The railing, pickets, posts and windows combine to create a
pedestrian-scaled front entrance. Washington Avenue, Manitou
Springs, CO

•

al and reapplication of paint are recommended. A list of National Parks Service Technical Briefs pertaining to building preservation
is available at the Planning Department.
A damaged detail should only be removed
and replaced when repairing that detail is
not feasible.
Document and label each piece of a disassembled element in a manner that allows
reassembly in the exact location.
If possible, replace missing original details
using the same material as the original.
If substitute materials must be used, the materials should match the visual appearance
of the original materials in design, scale,
proportion and finish.
Salvaged materials from buildings of the
same architectural style is encouraged.

Foundation Ornamentation and Details
Latticework is a typical means of screening exposed
building foundations. The pattern created by the latticework, when repeated along the street, contributes
to the visual character of the area. Because the use of
stone as a traditional building material is considered
an historic feature of a contributing structure, it may
be preferable to remove the lattice work to expose
the historic rock foundations.
The architectural detailing of this rehabilitated International
Style residence maintains the pedestrian scale of the front entry.
Grand Avenue, Manitou Springs, CO

4.16 When renovating an exposed stone foundation, preserve and maintain the existing stone
veneer.
•

When expanding or altering an existing
foundation, match exposed foundation materials as well as the height of the exposed
foundation as measured from finished grade.

4.17 When renovating an exposed foundation
that includes latticework, inset the lattice in
between posts and/or structure piers to create
depth and shadows.
•
Preserve and maintain stone foundations and veneers.
Manitou Springs, CO
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If maintenance of the latticework is a concern, consider mounting the lattice on
plywood painted black; this will continue
to express the pattern of the lattice while
screening the exposed foundation.
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Materials
Maintaining the condition of historic building materials is an important measure for protecting the character of the Historic District. The repetition of the
patterns created by building materials contributes to
the visual continuity of the District. Materials found
frequently are clapboard, shingles and stone. Unfinished materials, such as concrete block, are not typical.
New research about how historic building materials
respond to various modern methods of renovation
continues to improve our ability to maintain and repair historic features of treasured buildings. In some
cases, research has identified problems with earlier
rehabilitation techniques, in which the efforts to improve the building have actually caused damage.
Since the technology is changing, however, the Manitou Springs Planning Department maintains a library
of the latest publications in this field and should be
consulted before undertaking a renovation, addition
or alteration in the Historic District. Additional information regarding maintenance of brick, stone, mortar
and clapboard can be found in Appendix B.

The building materials on this house include shingles, clapboard,
wooden trim and lattice. When undertaking an addition or alteration, it is important to maintain a similar materials palette and
match the proportions of each material as seen on the original
structure. Manitou Springs, CO

New Addition

Existing Structure

4.18 Maintain original materials, textures and
finishes on the existing structure.
•
•

Avoid covering or removing historic building materials when renovating.
In instances where original materials no
longer exist, use similar historic buildings or
original photographs as a guide to determine
appropriate materials and exposures.

The addition to this house used similar materials to minimize the
visual impact of the addition to the original structure. Manitou
Avenue, Manitou Springs, CO

4.19 Additions to existing contributing structures
shall use materials and finishes that maintain
the scale and character of the original structure.
•
•

New materials should complement the materials used on the original structure.
Use of highly reflective materials is discouraged.
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This addition includes materials and a
color palette that is in keeping with the
existing structure. Winter Street,
Manitou Springs, CO
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•

•

•

Material sizes, profiles and shapes may be
milled from new material to match existing
historical materials.
On additions and alterations, match the
dimensions and proportions of clapboard
or shingles to any existing materials on the
building.
New materials can be introduced if they result in a cohesive appearance that integrates
the new addition/alteration with the original
structure.

The alteration of this contributing structure introduces materials
and architectural details that obscure the original architectural
style of the home. Denver, CO
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Chapter 5: Guidelines for New Residential Construction
The residential buildings of Manitou Springs embody those picturesque qualities that contribute to the unique
identity of the community. The Guidelines for new residential construction seek to protect the unique characteristics of historic subdistricts and encourage individualism that is equally a part of the city’s tradition. Designing a
new building to fit within an historic context requires three primary components:
1. An analysis of existing development patterns along the street
2. An understanding of key attributes of the historic subdistrict in which the parcel is located
3. Identification of the fundamental components of historic structures: building orientation, building mass
and scale, building form and façade composition
New construction within an historic context should reinforce existing development patterns between the front
façade of the building and the street edge/curb. Imitating historic styles and construction in order to make a new
building appear to be an historic building is inappropriate and can result in a “theme” that many people refer to
as a “Disneyland” approach to design and construction - meaning that what is being constructed is not “real”.
The age of a structure should be readily apparent by its style, detailing, materials and construction; contemporary
interpretations of historic architectural styles are encouraged and should respect and respond to established development patterns within the Historic District.

Key Features of Historic Context
By analyzing existing development patterns within
an historic subdistrict, it is possible to identify a series of features that contribute to the character of a
neighborhood. They include the mass and scale of
a building, front setbacks, side setbacks, location of
the front door and entry features such as front porches, walkways and front yards. By analyzing the features of existing buildings and their relationship to
one another, it is possible to orient a new building
in a manner that is compatible with other buildings
located on the same street and the historic context of
the subdistrict.

Key Features of Historic Structures
Historic structures located in residential neighborhoods include a palette of readily-identifiable architectural features: mass and scale, porches, windows,
doors, eaves and roofs. When these design elements
are integrated into a new structure, the overall composition should result in visual compatibility with
other adjacent structures. Incorporation of these elements can result in a project that complements the
neighborhood and enhances the historic context. Additional features include:

Chapter 5: Guidelines for New Residential Construction

Before beginning to design a new structure, inventory key
features of historic structures of contributing buildings in your
subdistrict: porches, windows, doors, eaves, roofs.
Manitou Springs, CO
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•

•

Stone is durable and reflects a sense of permanence.
Spencer Avenue, Manitou Springs, CO

•

•

When designing a new building, understand how your structure
will respond to existing topography and how it will be viewed
from across the valley. Manitou Springs, CO

Materials For Residential Structures: The primary exterior building material used in residential construction was and continues to be wood
siding and wood shingles. Stone is often used as
a secondary material in many foundations and
tower structures. There are several stone structures; stone is durable and reflects the sense of
permanence espoused by city founders and subsequent builders.
Site and Landscape: Existing buildings are integrated into the topography of the hillsides, the
system of meandering roads and the Fountain
Creek drainage; site improvements and plant material typically complement the area’s predominant red and green stone and the semi-arid mountain environment.
Architectural Details: Buildings were constructed and detailed using craftsmanship that favored
neatly cut and fitted wood siding and shingles
and other attributes created by local artisans.
View Corridors: There was and continues to be
an appreciation of and respect for the vistas that
give Manitou Springs its spectacular backdrop.
While the city does not protect individual view
corridors, there is overwhelming agreement that
the view across the valley and to the mountains
is one of the most treasured characteristics of the
Historic District.

Building Alignment
Alignments in residential neighborhoods are very
specific to the topography and street patterns of each
subdistrict. For example, many of the houses in the
Midland Subdistrict observe uniform setbacks with
full front yards. On Pilot Knob, on the other hand, a
house may be located within feet of narrow streets on
steep terrain.
5.1 New buildings shall match the alignment of
adjacent existing structures.
•

Locate your new building in a manner that respects the alignment of existing contributing single family residences along the
streets.
Page 5.2

Analyze the front setback of existing buildings along the street and align the front setback of the new building to match the front
setback of adjacent structures to maintain
visual continuity along the street edge.
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•

Sheds and storage buildings should not be
placed in the front yards.

Building Orientation
The orientation of a structure refers to the relationship of the front entrance of a building to the street as
well as the relationship of the primary building mass
to the property lines. Undulating topography along
the hillsides in many of the subdistricts often results
in irregular shaped parcels. However, the front façade of the majority of residential structures typically parallels the street edge and results in consistent
orientation of structures along the street.
5.2 The relationship of the front entrance to the
street shall be similar to other structures
within the neighborhood.
•

Buildings A

lign

This is an example of new residential infill development that reflects existing development patterns along the street edge; the front
façade of the new building aligns with the front façade of the building next door. The distance between the street edge and the front
façade of the new structure is the same as the distance between the
street edge and adjacent, existing contributing structures.
Lincoln Avenue, Manitou Springs, CO

If the front door is perpendicular to the
street, the front entry should be clearly defined by the front porch and walkway.

YES!
NO!
YES!

Building Height

YES!

Views to downtown and to the surrounding mountains are a unique and cherished quality of Manitou
Springs’ natural setting. New buildings located in the
Historic District should not be significantly different
in height from other structures in the subdistrict.

ards
ont Y
r
F
/
t
Stree
Property Line

5.3 New buildings shall be similar in height to
adjacent structures.
•

•

•

If the proposed height of a new building is
taller than adjacent structures, the new building should step down to match the height of
adjacent structures.
Design the front façade of a new building
to be similar in height and width to adjacent
historic structures.
The front façade should not appear taller
than adjacent historic structures or historic
structures located in the same historic subdistrict.

Original Structure
Proposed Addition

New additions and alterations shall maintain the orientation of the
original structure.

PRIMARY
MASS

SECONDARY
MASS
Subdivide large masses into subcomponents.
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Mass and Scale
PROHIBITED!

PREFERRED!

The size of a building is expressed by its mass and
scale. In analyzing large historic houses, monumentality in mass is fragmented by multiple roof forms,
undulating building footprints and combinations of
one- and multi-story components and porches.
5.4 The mass and scale of a new building shall be
similar to existing historic structures located
in the historic subdistrict.
•

The cascading of cookie-cutter shaped structures detracts from
the unique attributes of the Historic District.

•
MIRROR IMAGE: PROHIBITED!

Subdivide large masses into small components that are similar in size and form to
historic buildings by changing planes in the
facades.
The mass and scale of new buildings should
match the mass and scale of adjacent structures from the street edge.

5.5 Cascading of multi-family residential developments is prohibited. The design of individual units shall not be repeated.
PREFERRED!

•

•

Mirror imaging of duplexes and triplexes is discouraged.

•

•

Traditional mountain communities include
small-scale buildings whose orientation and
location respond to topography.
Large building masses that include repetitive
architectural elements create monotony and
appear intrusive on the landscape.
Any residential structure that contains more
than one housing unit should not be comprised of repetitive forms that result in a
“cookie-cutter” appearance from the street
edge and when viewed from the surrounding
hillsides.
Multi-family structures should be designed
to appear as a single family structure and
should not be designed in a manner that results in each half of the structure appearing
as a mirror image of the other.

Building Materials
The mass and scale of a new building shall be similar to existing
historic structures in the subdistrict.
Capitol Hill Avenue, Manitou Springs, CO
Page 5.4

A variety of building materials were used to construct
buildings through Manitou Springs. There are wooden structures and there are also homes constructed of
masonry. Also evident are homes that combine both
Chapter 5: Guidelines for New Residential Construction
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wood and masonry in diverse patterns that result in
the distinct character of the Historic District.
5.6 New buildings should employ materials and
finishes that complement existing historic
resources contained in the subdistrict.
•
•
•

Use of highly reflective materials is discouraged.
Building materials should complement the
existing character of the neighborhood.
New buildings should use materials that
contribute to the traditional sense of human
scale as viewed from the street

Roof Form

The materials used in the construction of this new garage
complement the existing character of the neighborhood and subdistrict. Grand Avenue, Manitou Springs, CO

Historic structures are often composed of simple
forms. The juxtapositioning of repeated forms along
a street or hillside influences the character of a neighborhood. Roof forms impact the overall character of a
building, whether viewed from a distance or at close
range. Each roof form contributes to the character of
the neighborhood and this is critical in an area with
both localized and distanced view corridors. It is important to recognize that new roof forms will be visible from opposite sides of the valley and new structures should not call undue attention to themselves.
5.7 Integrate roof forms that are similar to those
forms seen on historic structures within the
historic subdistrict where the new construction is proposed.
•
•

•

The building materials used on this new single family residence
complement the existing character of the neighborhood and other
adjacent, historic masonry residences, Denver, CO
New Roof Form

Existing Roof Form

New roof forms should not overwhelm adjacent buildings.
Existing roof forms include gable and hip
roofs that appear as simple triangles and/or
rectangles from the street. Exotic roof forms
such as A-frames and geodesic domes are
not permitted.
Flat roofs are not a traditional form in the
residential subdistricts.

Integrate roof forms that are similar to those that are seen on
historic structures. Denver, CO
Chapter 5: Guidelines for New Residential Construction
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Roof Materials
5.8 Roof materials shall appear similar in scale
and texture to those materials used on historic structures.
•

•

Locate porches on the front façade of a building to create visual
interest from the street. Denver, CO

New buildings should use roof materials and
textures that simulate historic roofing materials (i.e., wood shingles), such as dimensional asphalt or fiberglass shingles.
Roof materials should be dark tones and
have a matte, non-reflective finish.

Porches
Front entrances and porch projections have a primary impact on building character and are important
components to established development patterns in
historic subdistricts and also to historic structures.
5.9 Locate porches on the front façade of a new
structure to maintain the historic orientation
of the front entrance of a building toward the
street.
•

The architectural trim on this new residence reflects the character of existing historic structures in the subdistrict. Capitol Hill
Avenue, Manitou Springs, CO

Not Recommended!

Large expanses of stucco are not a traditional material in residential subdistricts. Denver, CO
Page 5.6

New buildings should integrate an open,
covered porch element that is visible from
the street.

Architectural Details
Architectural detailing adds visual interest to building façades. Front door proportions, window patterns
and trim contribute to the overall appearance of a
building. Replication of historic detailing can create
confusion as to authenticity and impact the integrity
of the historic subdistrict.
An important architectural detail that contributes to
the overall character of the structure is an exposed
foundation. The extreme topography present in most
of the subdistricts creates the need for excavations
and foundations that can be visible from the street
and sideyards. The integration of a new building into
the existing topography exhibited in most of the historic subdistricts will likely result in some or part of
an exposed foundation, which impacts a building’s
perceived mass, scale and height.
Chapter 5: Guidelines for New Residential Construction
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Chapter 6: Additions and Alterations to Non-Contributing Structures
Architectural diversity is a critical component to the eclectic character of Manitou Springs. Individual subdistricts
contain non-contributing structures that represent a variety of specific architectural styles and time periods. Noncontributing structures are buildings that are either less than 50 years old, or older structures that have withstood
significant alterations resulting in overall loss of architectural style, character and/or historic significance. While
improvements to these structures do not warrant extensive regulation, it is important that additions respect and
contribute to the character of the subdistrict. Additions and/or alterations to non-contributing structures create an
opportunity to enhance the existing neighborhood and improve compatibility with adjacent historic, contributing
buildings.

Building Orientation
A critical component to a residential neighborhood is
the depth of “public space” that exists along the street
edge. This is often a direct result of established, historic front setbacks (the distance between the front
building façade and the front property line, which is
typically a sidewalk or curb). The alignment of front
building façades along the front property line creates
a specific character and results in visual continuity.
It is important that any improvement within the Historic District respect the established front setbacks.
Most homes constructed in higher density residential neighborhoods include a primary entrance that is
oriented to the street. The front door is both visible
and accessible from the public right-of-way and includes specific attributes, such as a front porch and/
or a paved walkway.
6.1 For additions and/or alterations to the primary building façade, orient the primary building entrance to the street.
•
•

Building entrances should be accessible and
visible from the street.
If the front door is perpendicular to the
street, the front entrance should be defined
by a walkway and front porch that is visible
from the street.

Mass and Scale
New construction should not overwhelm existing
structures. If an addition is too big, it detracts from
the overall character of the original structure and

Building entrances should be accessible and visible from the street.
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draws undue attention to itself. A larger structure
casts larger, longer shadows, can block important
view corridors and impact adjacent homeowners’
privacy along side and rear setbacks.
New additions and/or site improvements to noncontributing structures and/or properties shall be
compatible with the existing historic context of the
neighborhood.
PROPOSED
ADDITION IS
TOO LARGE!

PROPOSED ADDITION IS
SCALED TO
COMPLEMENT EXISTING
STRUCTURE

Additions and/or alterations should not overwhelm existing
structures.

ORIGINAL
STRUCTURE

NEW ADDITIONS/
ALTERATIONS

6.2 Larger additions shall be divided into smaller
components that are similar in scale to the
original structure.
•

Building forms should be similar in shape
to those seen in the neighborhood and not
detract from the visual continuity of the
neighborhood.

Building Materials
Repetition of patterns generated by building materials contributes to the visual continuity of the Historic
District. Materials frequently used include clapboard,
shingles and stone.
6.3 Materials shall appear similar in scale and
finish to those seen on historic resources.
•

New additions shall be divided into smaller components.

Highly reflective materials are inappropriate
and are not allowed.

Roof Forms
Roof form is one of the most prominent features of a
home and contributes to the character of a building.
The slope of a roof, materials and orientation of the
roof plane also help to define the architectural style
of a building. Gabled and hip roofs are prevalent
throughout the Historic District, although there are
also shed roofs and flat roofs that are integral components to several architectural styles.
6.4 Use roof forms that are similar to those roof
forms exhibited on other structures in the
neighborhood.
The new roof on this building is not in keeping with the scale and
massing of other buildings on the same block and overwhelms the
original structure. Denver, CO
Page 6.2

•

Pitched roofs, such as gable and hip roofs,
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•

•
•

are appropriate primary roof forms.
Flat roofs should only be used on new additions to structures that already include flat
roofs.
Eave depths should match those traditionally
seen along the street.
A-Frame roofs and geodesic domes are
discouraged.

Architectural Details
Architectural details are indicative of a building’s
style as well as the time period in which the building
was constructed.
6.5 Use building components that are similar
in shape and size to those seen on historic
resources.
•

•
•

The architectural detailing on this new single family home
includes features that are visually compatible with adjacent
historic structures. Denver, CO

Roof forms, eave depths, window proportions, doors, porches are traditional building
components whose dimensions can impact
the scale and character of new construction.
Imitation of historic styles is discouraged.
Architectural features should be arranged to
create visual compatibility.

The architectural detailing of this porch is overly ornate and not
in keeping with the architectural style of the house. Denver, CO
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Chapter 7: Guidelines for New Building Construction in the Commercial Core
The Commercial Core embodies those picturesque qualities that create a unique identity for the City of Manitou
Springs and serves as a vital, active hub for business and tourism. The Commercial Guidelines seek to protect the
characteristics of the subdistrict and also encourage creativity that is equally a part of the City’s tradition. Unlike
other chapters, Guidelines for additions and/or rehabilitation of existing contributing and noncontributing buildings and for construction of new structures in the Commercial Core are included in this Chapter.
Architectural diversity is a critical component to the eclectic character of the Commercial Core of Manitou
Springs. Existing historic resources represent a variety of specific architectural styles. Designing a commercial or
mixed use building to complement an historic context requires three primary components:
1. An analysis of existing patterns along the street
2. An understanding of key attributes of the Commercial Core
3. Identification of the fundamental components of historic structures: building orientation, building
mass and scale, building form and architectural detailing
Any alteration, addition or new construction within an historic context should reinforce existing development patterns. Imitating historic building styles and construction in order to make a new building appear to be an historic
building is inappropriate and can result in a “theme” that many people refer to as a “Disneyland” approach to
design and construction - meaning what is being constructed is not “real”. The age of a structure should be readily
apparent by its style, detailing, material and construction.

Key Features of Historic Context
By analyzing existing development patterns, it is possible to identify a series of features that contribute
to the character of the Commercial Core Subdistrict.
They include consistent building alignment along the
edge of the sidewalk, building orientation and the relationship of the front door to the street and the mass,
scale and form of a structure. By analyzing the attributes of existing buildings and their relationship
to each other, it is possible to design an alteration,
addition or a new building that is compatible with the
existing historic context.

Key Features of Historic Structures
Historic commercial structures include a palette of
readily-identifiable architectural features such as
front entries, display windows, architectural detailing and awnings. When each of these design elements is integrated into a new structure, the overall
composition should result in visual compatibility
with other historic structures. Incorporation of these
elements can result in a project that complements the
core, enhances the historic context and preserves the

This building contains several historic attributes: display windows along the first floor, stone masonry detailing and a recessed
entrance. Manitou Avenue, Manitou Springs, CO
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integrity of the subdistrict. A few of these elements
are listed below:

Manitou Avenue exhibits diverse architectural styles that result in
the eclectic charm of downtown. Manitou Springs, CO

1. Building materials such as stone and brick that
reflect permanence espoused by city founders
and subsequent builders
2. The natural setting that includes steep and undulating topography, meandering paved streets
and Fountain Creek, which weaves through
downtown and includes a series of historic stone
bridges
3. The craftsmanship of buildings, bridges and retaining walls constructed of finely cut and fitted
materials with intricate detailing
4. Color palettes and plant material that complement the area’s predominant red and green stone
and its semi-arid, mountain environment
5. An appreciation of and respect for the views
from downtown to surrounding hillsides and
from hillsides across the valley to the mountains
beyond that create a spectacular backdrop for
the community

Franchise Architecture

Franchise architecture that has been modified according to design guidelines for a community in New Mexico.

This example of corporate architecture integrates native materials and architectural detailing into the building form.
Silverthorne, Colorado
Page 7.2

A major issue facing historic downtowns concerns
franchise architecture and the impact that franchised
designs have on the character of a community. Many
communities throughout the country have adopted
design standards that require national franchises to
respond to local character and image concerns by
altering prototype architectural and landscape plans.
The impact of one unsuitable building or development is disruptive and jeopardizes the architectural
integrity of a community that is interested in preserving its historic character. Issues and impacts associated with commercial franchise designs include:
1. Oversized signage
2. Unarticulated (long and straight) façades on
“big box” storefronts that do not contain pedestrian-scaled architectural details
3. Site planning that emphasizes automobile access
and surface parking with nominal regard for
pedestrian safety as well as minimal pedestrian
connections to adjacent properties
4. Architectural forms that serve as corporate sig-
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nage; often times, combinations of massing and
architectural detailing result in distinct building
typologies that consumers identify with specific
restaurants and/or services
5. Architectural detailing such as awnings, oversized doors and windows, roof forms and other
elements that do not respect historic context or
features
6. Primary building entrances that orient toward
parking lots rather than a pedestrian-oriented
street.
7.1 The architecture, architectural details and
lighting typically associated with franchise
development shall be tailored to reinforce the
design traditions of Manitou Springs.
•

Most buildings in the commercial core abut the sidewalk edge
and are located on the front property line. Manitou Avenue,
Manitou Springs, CO

Prototype or “cookie-cutter” architecture
is not appropriate in the Commercial Core.
National franchises shall comply with the
Commercial Design Guidelines contained in
this document.

Building Alignment
Building alignment in the Commercial Core responds
directly to the street edge. The uniform “wall” of
building fronts (i.e. the street “wall”) is critical to
maintaining the integrity of the Commercial Core
and should be preserved.
7.2 Align a new building to match the alignment
of adjacent structures to maintain visual continuity along the street edge.
•

•

The majority of commercial structures abut
the front property line and this tradition
should be respected and maintained.
When a portion of the front façade must be
setback from the sidewalk edge, use structural components such as railings, walls in
addition to changes in paving to define the
sidewalk edge.

Infill and redevelopment should respect
existing building alignments.

PROPERTY
LINE

BUILDING
FOOTPRINT

ALLEY

NO!

YES!

YES!

YES!
SIDEWALK

Building Orientation
Commercial buildings in the Commercial Core were
typically oriented toward the street. This allowed for

STREET
Locate the primary building façade along the street edge.
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easy pedestrian access from the street to the front
door and allowed pedestrians to see goods that were
on display in the large windows on the first floor of
the building. Locating the front façade of the building
along the primary street creates visual interest along
the street edge and reinforces development patterns
traditionally seen in the Core.
7.3 The front façade of a new building or commercial building undergoing renovation shall
orient toward the street or primary pedestrian thoroughfare.
This new building occupies the corner of the street; display windows and a recessed entrance are visible from the sidewalk and
respect historic development patterns. Steamboat Springs, CO

•

The front façade should parallel the sidewalk edge and/or curb to allow both display
windows and building entrances to be visible from the street.

Mass and Scale

Larger buildings are concentrated along the valley floor. The Spa
Building, Manitou Avenue, Manitou Springs, CO

Buildings in the Commercial Core range from one
story to over five stories for some of the older spa
and lodging establishments. Each block offers unique
combinations of building heights, but an overall sense
of unity in scale is achieved and has been maintained
over time. Traditionally, most commercial structures,
especially in the 900 block of Manitou Avenue are
two stories in height. There are several larger structures in the Commercial Core, including the Barker
House and the Spa Building, which are located in the
valley floor, in close proximity to the Fountain Creek
drainage; the surrounding hillsides create a backdrop
for the larger structures that minimizes the overall
mass and scale of these structures.
7.4 The height and width of a building shall be
similar to existing historic structures in the
Commercial Core.
•
•
•

This building occupies one entire block, but the façade has been
subdivided into modules to reflect historic building widths seen
elsewhere in the city. Boulder, CO
Page 7.4

Maintain the traditional range of building
heights seen on the block.
Buildings should appear similar in width to
historic structures on the same block.
On blocks where the typical storefront is approximately 25’ to 30’ wide, consider dividing larger structures into smaller modules.
Large buildings should include variation in
wall plane and the overall building length
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•

should be articulated by offsets, structural
delineation, exterior trim and/or awnings to
reduce the overall building mass along the
street edge and provide visual interest.
Upper stories may be added to existing
buildings, but should be set back from the
original façade to maintain the architectural
integrity of the original structure.

Building Form
One of the most unifying elements of Manitou Springs
is the similarity of building form. Existing, contributing, commercial buildings are typically comprised
of a hierarchy of simple rectangular forms, typically
taller than wide.

Buildings along Manitou Avenue are typically comprised of a
hierarchy of simple rectangular forms. Manitou Springs, CO

7.5 The form of an addition, alteration or new
building shall be similar to existing historic
structures located in the Commercial Core.
•

Rectangular forms, including balconies,
windows and doors are the dominant shape
of buildings in the Commercial Core.

Roof Form
Roof forms are primarily flat; this is an important
characteristic of commercial development in the
Commercial Core and should be maintained and reflected in new infill and redevelopment projects.
7.6 Flat roofs should be the dominant roof form.
•

•
•

Flat roofs are the dominant roof form in the Commercial Core.
Manitou Springs, CO

A gently sloping roof that slopes to the rear
of the building or a flat roof should be used
on all building rehabilitations and new infill
and redevelopment projects.
Parapets on side façades should step down
toward the rear of a building.
Gabled roof forms may be considered if they
are obscured from public view by a “false
front” storefront similar to historic falsefront storefront.

Storefronts
The Commercial Core should continue to evolve as a
pedestrian-oriented environment. Streets, sidewalks,
Chapter 7: Guidelines for New Building Construction in the Commercial Core

Street level features are clearly distinguishable from
upper stories. Manitou Springs, CO
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Anatomy of a Building
FINIAL

BRACKET

WINDOW HOOD

SASH

A decorative terminal
form at the top of a
feature.

A supporting member for
a projection, typically
shaped like an inverted L.

A projecting structural
member above a window,
on Main Street typically
of wood or cast iron.

A frame for glass to close
a window.

CORNICE
The projecting member
at the top of the exterior
wall.

SILL
Horizontal member
immediately below the
window assembly.

UPPER FLOOR
The usually non-retail
volume above the retail
ground floor, multistory
Main Street buildings are
typically between 2 and 4
floors.

LINTEL
Structural member above
a storefront that supports
the parapet or upper wall.

STOREFRONT

ROSETTE

The front exterior wall of
commercial space,
typically with large areas
of glass.

A typically circular motif
that helps secure the
lintel to the structure
behind.

BULKHEAD

COLUMN

The areas that support
the display windows; can
be of wood or metal, or
can be glazed.

A vertical structural
member.

DISPLAY
WINDOW
The main areas of clear
glass on a storefront
behind which goods are
arranged.

TRANSOM
Upper windows in a
storefront; can be
operable or fixed, clear or
patterned.
Source: Illinois Main Street

alley connections, pedestrian connections to adjacent
neighborhoods and open spaces including parks and
plazas should encourage walking and pedestrian activities. Buildings should be visually interesting and
offer opportunities to display retail goods. Emphasizing the traditional attributes of historic storefronts is
important to maintaining the vitality of downtown.
Street level architectural features on historic structures are clearly distinguishable from upper stories.
First floors include display windows and recessed
building entries resulting in a solid-to-void (wall-towindow) ratio that is significantly different from the
upper stories. Upper stories typically include smaller, double hung windows and larger spaces of wall
between windows.
This commercial redevelopment project includes new interpretations of storefront features such as display windows, recessed entrance and decorative elements that result in a visually interesting building at the street edge. The distinction between the street
level and upper level floors is readily apparent due to changes in
moldings, windows and window alignment. Boulder, CO
Page 7.6

7.7 Infill and redevelopment in the Commercial
Core shall contribute to the pedestrianfriendly environment by providing an active,
engaging and visually interesting street edge.
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•

•

•

New interpretations of traditional building
styles are encouraged. A new design that
integrates traditional building components is
preferred and allows a building to be understood as a product of its own time as well
as compatible with neighborhood historic
structures.
The building façade should appear predominately “flat” with windows and doors inset
from the front wall plane. Decorative elements should be subordinate to the dominant
form.
Design the ground floor level of all projects
to promote pedestrian activity; storefronts
should be located at street level and include
features such as display windows, transoms
and recessed entries. Display windows
highlighting retail goods and/or services are
preferred.

This new building contains a recessed building entrance located
on the corner of the street. Architectural columns are located
along the property line to maintain alignment of the building
along the street edge. Boulder, CO

7.8 Maintain the distinction between street level
and upper stories.
•

•

•

•

Traditional floor heights should be expressed
using a belt course, moldings, windows and
window alignment and other architectural
details traditionally used to delineate each
story of a building.
The ratio of solid-to-void (wall-to-window/
doors) should be similar to that seen traditionally on commercial storefront buildings
in the Commercial Core.
First floors should be more transparent than
upper floors and upper floors should be more
solid (wall) than lower floors. The first floor
of a commercial façade should be primarily
transparent glass. Highly reflective materials
and/or tinted glass are inappropriate.
Upper-story windows with vertical emphasis are encouraged; a traditional upper story
window is twice as tall as it is wide.

This new building uses architectural details and awnings to identify the location of the building entrance. Steamboat Springs, CO

7.9 Building entrances shall appear similar to
those used on contributing buildings in the
Commercial Core.
Alignment of architectural details along the street edge can reinforce the overall scale and character of a street. Denver, CO
Chapter 7: Guidelines for New Building Construction in the Commercial Core
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•

•

•

•

•
Architectural details should create a composition along the street
edge. Boulder, CO

•

Clearly define the building entrance with
a recessed door, awning, canopy or other
architectural features.
A contemporary interpretation similar in
scale and character to those seen historically
is encouraged.
Typically, a front door should be recessed
approximately 4’-0” to create a threshold for
pedestrian access.
When entrances are recessed, upper floors
should be used to maintain alignment of the
front building façade at the sidewalk edge.
Transoms should be located over front
entrances to maintain the full height of the
storefront.
The entrance should be at street level to
maintain the grade between the sidewalk and
the first floor of the building.

Architectural Details

Architectural details combine to establish a distinct character.
Boulder, CO

Patterns are created along the street by the repetition
of similarly sized building elements. Windows, ornamentation, cornices and structural columns recur
frequently on historic commercial building façades.
These details add depth to a relatively “flat” façade
and create shadows that result in a three-dimensional
character. They combine to form a cohesive composition for each building. Patterns within a façade
composition create visual interest along the street
edge.
Detail alignment is also important and reinforces
the overall scale and character of downtown. Window moldings at the top of display windows, cornices, window sills and headers can each be aligned
and result in an overall composition along the street
edge that is one of the strongest characteristics of the
Commercial Core.
7.10 The front façade of a commercial building
shall be visually compatible with historic
commercial structures located in the Commercial Core.

The new window mullions located in the display windows distract
from the historic façade. Denver, CO
Page 7.8

•

Window moldings, tops of display windows,
cornices, transoms and parapets should cre-
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•

•

ate a composition along the street edge that
is compatible with adjacent structures.
When large buildings are designed to appear as several, smaller, individual building
widths, architectural detail alignment should
vary slightly to reinforce the overall reduction in building mass.
Trim dimensions should reflect those dimensions traditionally seen on historic commercial structures.

7.11 Architectural details combine to establish
distinct character and shall be preserved,
whenever feasible. Damaged and/or missing
detailing shall be replaced and shall match
the original detailing.
•
•

•

•

•

•

Avoid removing or altering any significant
architectural detail.
Avoid adding decorative elements or details
that are out of scale or character with the
original building. Details such as decorative
millwork or cornices should not be added
to a building if they were not an original
feature of that structure.
Distinctive stylistic features and examples of
skilled craftsmanship should be treated with
sensitivity.
A damaged detail should only be removed
and replaced when repairing that detail is
not feasible. Isolate and stabilize areas of
damage.
Use approved techniques for cleaning, refinishing and repairing architectural details.
When selecting a preservation treatment, use
the least invasive, cleanest means possible to
achieve desired results. Treatments such as
rust removal, caulking, limited paint removal and reapplication of paint are recommended. A list of National Parks Service Technical Briefs pertaining to building preservation
is available at the Planning Department.
When disassembly of an historic element is
necessary for restoration, use methods that
minimize damage to the original material.
Document and label each piece of a disas-

Distinctive stylistic features and examples of skilled craftsmanship should be treated with sensitivity. Troy, NY

Avoid removing architectural detailing. This old alarm detail
adds character and interest along the street. Troy, NY

A new building entrance was cut into the side of this historic
structure. The added canopy obscures architectural detailing.
Denver, CO
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•

sembled element in a manner that allows
reassembly in the exact location.
If substitute materials must be used, the materials should match the visual appearance
of the original materials in design, scale,
proportion and finish.

7.12 Replacement of missing or deteriorated details shall be based on original features.
•

The adaptive reuse of the Spa Building resulted in an extensive
interior renovation that also reinforced the original detailing of
the exterior of the original building. Manitou Springs, CO

•

•

•

The design should be substantiated by historic photos or physical evidence to avoid
creating misrepresentation of the building’s
heritage.
When inadequate information exists to allow
for accurate reconstruction, use a simplified interpretation of the original. The new
element should still relate in general size,
shape, scale and finish.
Do not introduce new architectural detailing or decorative elements that are out of
character with the architectural style of the
building. DO NOT GUESS – RESEARCH
historic designs for replacement parts.
Salvaged materials from buildings of the
same architectural style are encouraged.

Materials
New window mullions, recessed entrances and signage maintain
the character of this contributing commercial building.
Denver, CO

New buildings should use materials that contribute to the traditional sense of human scale as viewed from the street.
Steamboat Springs, CO
Page 7.10

Maintaining the condition of historic building materials is the most important measure for protecting
the character of the Historic District. The repetition
of the patterns created by building materials contributes to the visual continuity of the District. Materials
found frequently are clapboard, shingles, masonry
and stone. Unfinished materials, such as concrete
block, are not typical.
New research about how historic building materials
respond to various modern methods of renovation
continues to improve our ability to maintain and repair historic features of treasured buildings. In some
cases, research has identified problems with earlier
rehabilitation techniques, in which the efforts to improve the building have actually caused damage. Additional information regarding maintenance of brick,
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stone, mortar and clapboard can be found in Appendix B.
7.13 To the extent feasible, maintain original
materials, textures and finishes on the existing buildings.
•
•

Avoid covering or removing historic building materials when renovating.
In instances where original materials no
longer exist, use similar historic buildings or
original photographs as a guide to determine
appropriate materials and exposures.

7.14 Additions to the existing building should
employ materials and finishes that maintain
the scale and character of the original structure.
•
•
•

•

New materials should complement the materials used on the original structure.
Use of highly reflective materials is discouraged.
On additions and alterations, match the
exposure of clapboard or shingles to any
existing materials on the building.
New materials can be introduced if they
result in a cohesive appearance, which integrates the new with the old.

7.15 Infill and redevelopment projects in the
Commercial Core shall be constructed of materials that appear similar to those of existing
contributing structures and establish a sense
of visual continuity.
•

•

•

Maintain original materials, textures and finishes on the
existing commercial buildings. Canon Avenue,
Manitou Springs, CO

Materials found frequently in the Historic District include stone,
similar to this structure at 515 Manitou Avenue.
Manitou Springs, CO

Brick, stone and wood are the existing dominant materials and their use in new construction is preferred.
Materials and finishes that maintain the
scale and character of contributing structures
along the same street are encouraged.
Use of highly reflective materials is discouraged
Materials and finishes on new structures should complement the scale
and character of the Historic District. Canon Ave, Manitou Springs, CO
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•

Windows should be trimmed with wood,
painted metal, anodized aluminum or other
comparable materials.

Awnings
Projecting shade elements add visual interest and
color to a building façade and can influence the perceived scale of a building from the street.
7.16 Awnings shall be compatible in size and
shape with those found on historic buildings
and depicted in historic photographs.
•
Awnings should reflect the shape of the window that is being
shaded; arched or rounded awnings should only be used to shade
arched windows. Troy, NY

•

•

•

•
•

Awnings should reflect the shape of the window that is being shaded; arched or rounded
awnings should only be used to shade arched
windows.
Awnings should be mounted at least 8’-0”
above grade to allow for pedestrian activities under the awnings and shall not project
more than 4’-0” from the face of the building into the public right-of-way.
Awning pitch shall not exceed 10:12 and
front face of the awning should be no more
than 33% of the total height of the awning.
Signage on awnings should be limited to the
front face of the awning that parallels the
front building façade.
Awnings should be constructed of canvas
over a permanent metal frame.
Wood mansard awnings, wood shingles and/

Awnings should reflect the shape of second story windows.
Troy, NY

These awnings reflect the length of the display windows and contribute to the character of the building.
Manitou Avenue, Manitou Springs,
Page 7.12

This awning is too big for the building and conceals architectural
detailing that contributes to the building’s character.
Denver, CO
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or aluminum awnings are inappropriate and
should be replaced with canvas.

Nonconforming Commercial Buildings
Noncontributing structures within the Commercial
Core represent a variety of architectural styles and
time periods. These structures are either less than 50
years old, or are older structures that have withstood
significant alterations resulting in overall loss of architectural style, character or historic significance.
While improvements to these structures do not warrant extensive regulation, it is important that additions and/or alternations respect and contribute to the
character of the Commercial Core Subdistrict.

Façade and site improvements have resulted in loss of architectural style and character. Manitou Springs, CO

7.17 Additions and/or alterations to non-contributing structures shall enhance the existing
neighborhood and improve compatibility
with adjacent, historic contributing buildings.
•

•

•

•

•

A critical component to the Commercial
Core is the consistent alignment of commercial facades that flank Manitou Avenue.
This is a direct result of established, historic
setbacks that creates visual continuity along
the street edge.
Additions and/or alternations should not
overwhelm adjacent commercial structures
or draw undue attention to itself.
New additions and site improvements to
noncontributing structures and/or properties
shall be compatible with the existing historic
context of the Commercial Core Subdistrict.
Building forms should be similar in form
to those seen in the Commercial Core and
not detract from the visual continuity of the
street.
Roof form, window proportion and door
location are traditional building components
whose dimensions can impact the scale and
character of additions and/or alterations both
at street level and on upper stories.

Facade renovations have eroded the character and historic
significance of the original structure. Fayette, Missouri
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CHAPTER 8

Guidelines for New Construction and Additions:
•
•
•
•
•

Log Cabin Subdistrict
El Colorado Lodge Subdistrict
Villas Subdistrict
Cliff Dwellings Subdistrict
West Manitou Avenue Subdistrict
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Chapter 8: Guidelines for New Construction and Additions in the
•
•
•
•
•

Log Cabin Subdistrict
El Colorado Lodge Subdistrict
Cliff Dwellings Subdistrict
Villas Subdistrict
West Manitou Avenue Subdistrict

In addition to the Commercial Core Subdistrict, there are five additional subdistricts that include commercial as
well as residential uses. Guidelines for each of the subdistricts are contained in this chapter:
• Log Cabin Subdistrict
• El Colorado Lodge Subdistrict
• Villas Subdistrict
• Cliff Dwellings Subdistrict
• West Manitou Subdistrict
Each subdistrict includes unique site and architectural characteristics that should be considered when initiating
infill and/or redevelopment projects. However, architectural diversity is a critical component to the eclectic character of Manitou Springs. Existing historic resources represent a variety of specific architectural styles. Designing
a commercial, mixed use or residential building to complement an historic context requires three primary components:
1. An analysis of existing patterns along the street and/or within the subdistrict
2. An understanding of key attributes of the Manitou Springs Historic District
3. Identification of the fundamental components of historic structures: building orientation, building
mass and scale, building form and architectural detailing
Any alteration and/or addition to a contributing or noncontributing building or new construction within an historic context should reinforce existing development patterns. Imitating historic building styles and construction
in order to make a new building appear to be an historic building is inappropriate and can result in a “theme” that
many people refer to as a “Disneyland” approach to design and construction - meaning what is being constructed
is not “real”. The age of a structure should be readily apparent by its style, detailing, material and construction.
In addition, guidelines for both the rehabilitation of existing contributing and noncontributing buildings and for
construction of new structures are included in this Chapter.

Key Features of Historic Context
By analyzing existing development patterns, it is possible to identify a series of features that contribute to
the character of a subdistrict. They include building
alignment, building orientation and the mass, scale
and form of a structure. By analyzing the attributes
of existing buildings and their relationship to each
other within a subdistrict, it is possible to design an
alteration, addition or a new building that is compatible with the existing historic context.

Key Features of Historic Structures
Historic commercial structures include a palette of
readily-identifiable architectural features such as

Briarhurst Manor, Manitou Avenue, Manitou Springs, CO
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Color palettes used in the Cliff Dwellings Subdistrict complement
the area’s mountain environment. Manitou Springs, CO

front entrances, window patterns and architectural
detailing. When each of these design elements is integrated into a new structure, the overall composition
should result in visual compatibility with other historic structures that complements the historic context
and preserves the integrity of the subdistrict. A few
of these elements are listed below:
• Building materials such as stone, brick, stucco
and siding that reflect permanence espoused by
city founders and subsequent builders
• The natural setting that includes steep and undulating topography, meandering paved streets and
Fountain Creek, which weaves through the West
Manitou and Villas Subdistricts and includes historic stone bridges and retaining walls.
• The pragmatic craftsmanship of buildings, bridges
and retaining walls constructed of finely cut and
fitted materials with intricate detailing
• Color palettes and plant material that complement
the area’s predominant red and green stone and its
semi-arid, mountain environment
• An appreciation of and respect for the views to
surrounding hillsides and from hillsides across the
valley to the mountains beyond that create a spectacular backdrop for the community

Architectural Details of
Historic Structures
The bottling plant located on West Manitou Avenue includes architectural detailing and roof forms indicative of local industrial
structures. Manitou Springs, CO

Patterns created within individual subdistricts include
the repetition of similarly sized building elements.
Windows, ornamentation, cornices and structural
columns recur frequently on historic commercial and
residential building façades. These details add depth
to a relatively “flat” façade and create shadows that
result in a three-dimensional character. They combine to form a cohesive composition for individual
buildings and create visual interest along the street
edge.
8.1 The front façade of new buildings shall be
visually compatible with historic commercial and residential structures located in the
Subdistrict.
•

This commercial structure faces West Manitou Avenue and contributes to the character of the street. Manitou Avenue, CO
Page 8.2

When large buildings are designed to appear as several, smaller, individual building
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•

widths, architectural detailing should be
used to achieve continuity within the Subdistrict.
Trim dimensions should reflect those dimensions traditionally seen on historic commercial and/or residential structures in the
Subdistrict.

8.2 Architectural details combine to establish
distinct character and shall be preserved,
whenever feasible. Damaged and/or missing
detailing shall be replaced and shall match
the original detailing.
•
•

•

•

•

•

•

Avoid removing or altering any significant
architectural detail.
A damaged detail should only be removed
and replaced when repairing that detail is not
feasible. Isolate and stabilize areas of damage. Additional information regarding repair
of existing architectural elements is located
in Appendix B.
Avoid adding decorative elements or details that are out of scale or character with
the original building. Details should not be
added to a building if they were not an original feature of that structure.
Distinctive stylistic features and examples of
skilled craftsmanship should be treated with
sensitivity.
Use approved techniques for cleaning, refinishing and repairing architectural details.
When selecting a preservation treatment, use
the least invasive, cleanest means possible to
achieve desired results. Treatments such as
rust removal, caulking, limited paint removal and reapplication of paint are recommended. A list of National Parks Service Technical Briefs pertaining to building preservation
is available at the Planning Department.
When disassembly of an historic element
is necessary for restoration, use methods
that minimize damage to the original material. Document and label each piece of
a disassembled element in a manner that
allows reassembly in the exact location.
If substitute materials must be used, the

Architectural details, such as this shingle siding, should be preserved, whenever feasible. Manitou Springs, CO

This railing is an example of craftsmanship that should be treated
with sensitivity. Manitou Springs, CO

Stylistic features such as the roof form, shingles, porch brackets
and railings are original features that should be maintained.
Manitou Avenue, Manitou Springs, CO
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materials should match the visual appearance of the original materials in design,
scale, proportion and finish.
8.3 Replacement of missing or deteriorated details
shall be based on original features.
•

•
The stone cladding added to the this brick structure conceals
original masonry detailing and detracts from the architectural
character of the building. Denver, CO

•

•

The design should be substantiated by
historic photos or physical evidence to
avoid creating misrepresentation of the
building’s heritage.
When inadequate information exists to
allow for accurate reconstruction, use a
simplified interpretation of the original.
The new element should still relate in
general size, shape, scale and finish.
Do not introduce new architectural detailing or decorative elements that are out
of character with the architectural style
of the building. DO NOT GUESS – RESEARCH historic designs for replacement parts.
Salvaged materials from buildings of the
same architectural style are encouraged.

Franchise Architecture

The stucco siding combined with the small windows conceals the
original commercial character of this masonry building.
Denver, CO

A major issue facing historic towns concerns franchise architecture and the impact that franchised designs have on the character of a community. Many
communities throughout the country have adopted
design standards that require national franchises to
respond to local character and image concerns by
altering prototype architectural and landscape plans.
The impact of one unsuitable building or development is disruptive and jeopardizes the architectural
integrity of a community that is interested in preserving its historic character. Issues and impacts associated with commercial franchise designs include:
•
•

Franchise architecture that has been modified according to design guidelines for a community in New Mexico.
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•

Oversized signage
Unarticulated (long and straight) façades
on “big box” storefronts that do not contain pedestrian-scaled architectural details
Site planning that emphasizes automobile
access and surface parking with nominal
regard for pedestrian safety as well as
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•

•

•

minimal pedestrian connections to adjacent properties
Architectural forms that serve as corporate signage; often times, combinations
of massing and architectural detailing
result in distinct building typologies that
consumers identify with specific restaurants and/or services
Architectural detailing such as awnings,
oversized doors and windows, roof forms
and other elements that do not respect
historic context or features
Primary building entrances that orient toward parking lots rather than a pedestrian-oriented street.

This example of corporate architecture integrates native
materials and architectural detailing into the building form.
Silverthorne, Colorado

8.4 The architecture, architectural details and
lighting typically associated with franchise
development shall be tailored to reinforce the
design traditions of Manitou Springs.
•

Prototype or “cookie-cutter” architecture
is not appropriate in any subdistrict. National franchises shall comply with the
Guidelines for Commercial Buildings
contained in this document.

Nonconforming Commercial Buildings
Noncontributing structures within the Log Cabin, El
Colorado Lodge, Villas, Cliff Dwellings and West
Manitou Avenue Subdistricts represent a variety of
architectural styles and time periods. These structures are either less than 50 years old, or are older
structures that have withstood significant alterations
resulting in overall loss of architectural style, character or historic significance.

This example of franchise architecture integrates small signs with
existing architectural detailing. New Orleans, LA

While improvements to these structures do not warrant extensive regulation, it is important that additions and/or alternations respect and contribute to the
character of the Commercial Core Subdistrict.
8.5 Additions and/or alterations to non-contributing structures shall enhance the Subdistrict
and improve compatibility with adjacent,
historic contributing buildings.

The façade alterations have resulted in a loss of architecture style
and concealed the historic significance of the building.
Fayette, Missouri
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•

•

•

•
Most buildings in the Log Cabin Subdistrict are comprised of
simple one-story, horizontal rectangular forms.
Manitou Springs, CO

Additions and/or alternations should not
overwhelm adjacent commercial structures
or draw undue attention to themselves.
New additions and site improvements to
noncontributing structures and/or properties
shall be compatible with the existing historic
context of the Subdistrict.
Building forms should be similar in form
to those seen in the same Subdistrict and
not detract from the visual continuity of the
subdistrict.
Roof form, window proportion and door
location are traditional building components
whose dimensions can impact the scale and
character of additions and/or alterations both
at street level and on upper stories.

Log Cabin Subdistrict
The Log Cabin subdistrict differs from other historic
subdistricts and therefore, has its own set of guidelines. Log cabins are the prevalent structures, and
this particular characteristic gives the area its distinct
identity. The defining characteristics of this area are
as follows:
•
•
•
•
The Log Cabin district includes several historic residential structures constructed from round, chinked logs. Manitou Springs, CO

•
•
•
•

Horizontal single-story residences
Log cabin style, exclusively
Peeled-bark, round logs with natural chinking
Low-sloped gabled roofs with shed extensions
for porches
Building orientation and landscaping which
blends with the setting
Split rail fences
Rustic, natural landscaping, piñon and native
planting
Detailed with shingles and clapboard

Building Form

Contributing structures are typically simple rectangular forms
with gabled roofs and shed extensions. Manitou Springs, CO
Page 8.6

Most of the existing log buildings have simple rectangular shapes with occasional additions projecting
outward. Most of the existing structures are single
story, although there are several two-story buildings
in the district. Regardless of height of the structure,
the length of all buildings exceeds their height and
the typical building profile is “low to the ground”.
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This low profile contributes to the open, rural feeling of the subdistrict. Building form, massing and
scale combine to create a unique, distinct character;
buildings are typically one story and primary entrances are accessed through a front or side porch.

The foundations and roof
lines of the building are
stepped in response to
the existing topography,
which results in a low
profile.

Because of the limited number of contributing
structures in this subdistrict, homeowners are asked
to use restraint in introducing any major exterior
alterations to an historic residence.
8.6 Maintain the low profile of buildings in this
subdistrict: a one-story structure is preferred.
•

New buildings should respect the horizontal emphasis of existing contributing
structures. New buildings located on steep
topography should step up to minimize
the amount of excavation and reduce the
impact on localized ridgelines.

New construction should include stepped foundations to maintain
a simple, low, single-story profile on steep terrain.

Primary Entrances and Porches
Existing log buildings in this district have front
entrances that are readily visible from the street and
are often coordinated with the front porch that is
integrated with the primary roof form.
8.7 Front porches shall be integrated into the
front façade and the primary entrance to the
home shall be readily visible from the street/
road.

The primary roof plane of this log cabin extends over the front
porch. Manitou Springs, CO

Garages
In existing log structures, garages were typically
constructed as secondary structures, constructed
as an appendage to the main structure or accessed
through the foundation, depending upon the topography of the site.
8.8 Garages shall be separate structures or integrated into the primary structure and accessed from the side or rear of the structure.
8.9 A two-car garage shall utilize two separate
garage doors to minimize the overall size and
scale of the garage entrance.

Most buildings in the Log Cabin Subdistrict are comprised of
simple one-story, horizontal rectangular forms.
Manitou Springs, CO
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Building Materials
Whole logs and split log veneers are the predominant building materials in this area. New residential
structures constructed in the Log Cabin Historic
Subdistrict should utilize log siding: whole logs,
rough-hewn logs with chinking, or squared logs fitted tightly. Split logs may be appropriate as a covering over other building materials.
8.10 Maintain log siding as the predominant
building material.
•
This detached garage reflects similar massing and scale of the
primary residential structure. Manitou Springs, CO

•

Use conscientious maintenance and repair procedures to preserve existing historic log structures.
Additions to existing historic log structures should match the siding used on the
original building.

El Colorado Lodge Subdistrict
Located on Manitou Avenue and comprised of the
El Colorado Lodge, this subdistrict contains single
story cabins and one two-story main building that
were constructed in the 1920s and is an example of
motor-travel amenities and development that flank
the eastern end of Manitou Avenue.

Building Alignment
An example of rustic siding in the Log Cabin District.
Manitou Springs, CO

Building alignment in the subdistrict responds directly to the alignment of Manitou Avenue as well
as the topography of the site. The relationship of the
front building façade is critical to maintaining visual
continuity along the street edge.
8.11 Align new buildings to match the alignment
of existing and/or adjacent structures.
•

•
El Colorado Lodge: Historic Photo
Manitou Avenue, Manitou Springs, CO
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The majority of buildings parallel the
street edge and this tradition should be
respected and maintained.
When the front façade must be setback
from the street edge, structural components such as railings and retaining walls
should be used to define the sidewalk
edge.
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Building Orientation
Existing buildings are internally oriented toward a
surface parking lot, which allows for easy pedestrian
access for customers to the front door. Additions and/
or new structures should locate the front façade along
the primary street to create visual interest along the
street edge and reinforce development patterns traditionally seen along Manitou Avenue.
8.12 The front façade of a new building or commercial building undergoing renovation shall
orient toward the street or primary pedestrian
thoroughfare.
•

The front façade should parallel the sidewalk edge and/or curb to allow building
entrances to be visible from the street.

This photo depicts the two-story building in the El Colorado
Lodge Subdistrict that faces Manitou Avenue.
Manitou Springs, CO

Mass and Scale
Buildings in the El Colorado Lodge subdistrict range
from one to two stories, but the topography of the
site results in terraced development that impacts the
sense of enclosure along the street edge.
8.13 The height and width of a new building shall
be similar to existing historic structures in the
El Colorado Lodge Subdistrict.
•

Maintain the traditional range of building
heights seen in the subdistrict.

Building Form

This single-story cabin includes Pueblo-Revival style architectural detailing. The retaining wall is constructed of Manitou
Greenstone. Manitou Avenue, Manitou Springs, CO

One of the most unique characteristic of the El Colorado Lodge subdistrict is the similarity of building
form.
8.14 The form of an addition, alteration or new
building shall be similar to existing historic
structures located in the Subdistrict.
•

Simple forms, including rectangular windows and doors are the dominant form.

Roof Form
Roof forms are flat; this is an important characteristic of commercial development in the Subdistrict and

The majority of the structures are oriented toward an internal
drive/access road. El Colorado Lodge, Manitou Springs, CO
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should be maintained and reflected in new infill and
redevelopment projects.
8.15 Flat roofs should be the dominant roof form.
•

A gently sloping roof that slopes to the
rear of the building or a flat roof should
be used on all building rehabilitations and
new infill and redevelopment projects.

Materials

Structures are comprised of simple, rectangular shapes with
architectural detailing. Manitou Avenue, Manitou Springs, CO

Maintaining the condition of historic building materials is the most important measure for protecting
the character of the Subdistrict. The repetition of the
patterns created by building materials contributes to
the visual continuity of the Historic District. The primary building material in the subdistrict is stucco.
New research about how historic building materials
respond to various modern methods of renovation
continues to improve our ability to maintain and repair historic features of treasured buildings. In some
cases, research has identified problems with earlier
rehabilitation techniques, in which the efforts to improve the building have actually caused damage. Additional information regarding maintenance can be
found in Appendix B.

All the buildings in the El Colorado Subdistrict include flat roofs.
El Colorado Lodge, Manitou Avenue, Manitou Springs, CO

8.16 To the extent feasible, maintain original materials, textures and finishes on the existing
buildings.
• Avoid covering or removing historic
building materials when renovating.
• In instances where original materials no
longer exist, use similar historic buildings or original photographs as a guide to
determine appropriate materials and exposures.
8.17 Additions to the existing building should employ materials and finishes that maintain the
scale and character of the original structure.
•

All buildings in the El Colorado Lodge Subdistrict are comprised
of similar forms and constructed of similar materials that unify
the subdistrict. Manitou Avenue, Manitou Springs, CO
Page 8.10

•

New materials should complement the
materials used on the original structure.
Use of highly reflective materials is discouraged.
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•

New materials can be introduced if they
result in a cohesive appearance, which integrates the new with the old.

8.18 Infill and redevelopment projects in the El
Colorado Lodge Subdistrict shall be constructed of materials that appear similar to
those of existing contributing structures and
establish a sense of visual continuity.
•

•

Stucco is the existing dominant material
and its use in new construction is preferred.
Materials and finishes that maintain the
scale and character of contributing structures along the same street are encouraged.

Each building includes an informal front entry that connects the
front door of the cabin to the access road. Manitou Springs, CO

Villas Subdistrict
The Villas Subdistrict consists of large, historic
structures that were once residences of prominent
business owners. Many of the buildings include
stone elements as well as landscape features, which
link the properties to Manitou Avenue and/or El Paso
Boulevard.
The Guidelines found in Chapters 3, 4, 5, 6, 9, 10
and 11 (as applicable) should be utilized in the Villas
Subdistrict. This neighborhood is dominated by residential structures, although several structures have
been converted to commercial uses. Both residential
and commercial structures exhibit similar characteristics, such as siting, exterior materials, porches and
architectural detailing. New construction should be
residential in character. Commercial buildings similar to those found in the Commercial Core would not
be appropriate for this subdistrict.

This historic barn located in the Villas Subdistrict includes a
hipped roof with dormers reminiscent of residential buildings.
Manitou Avenue, Manitou Springs, Colorado

Cliff Dwellings Subdistrict
The Cliff Dwelling Subdistrict is located on the north
side of US Highway 24. Because existing structures
are somewhat “self-contained” in that they are only
visible once you enter the site, new construction will
need to respond to the existing architectural character. Along with the reassembled Anazasi ruins, the

The building massing of a new development in the Villas Subdistrict includes balconies, dormers and gabled roofs.
Manitou Avenue, Manitou Springs, CO
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site contains Pueblo-Revival style structures and a
multi-story log building.

Building Alignment
Building alignment in the subdistrict responds directly to the alignment of the surface parking lot as
well as the topography of the site. The relationship
of front building façade to both the dwellings and pedestrian access to the gift shop creates an enclosure
to the western edge of the site.

The Cliff Dwellings are comprised of authentic Anazasi ruins,
which were relocated to Manitou Springs in 1902, prior to the
Federal Antiquities Act. Manitou Springs, CO

8.19 Align new buildings located to the east of the
site along the edge of the surface parking lot
to match the alignment of existing and/or adjacent structures.
•

The majority of buildings parallel the
edge of the parking lot and this tradition
should be respected and maintained.

Building Orientation
Existing buildings are oriented toward a surface parking lot, which allows for easy pedestrian access for
customers to the front door as well as to a meandering pedestrian trail. Additions and/or new structures
should locate the front façade along the edge of the
parking lot to create visual interest and reinforce existing development patterns of the Subdistrict.
This commercial structure abuts the public parking lot and uses
integral color that complements the existing rock canyon. Manitou
Springs, CO

8.20 The front façade of a new building or commercial building undergoing renovation shall
orient toward the parking lot.
•

The front façade should parallel the sidewalk edge and/or curb to allow building
entrances to be visible from the street.

Mass and Scale
Buildings in the Cliff Dwellings Subdistrict range
from one to four stories, but the steep topography of
the subdistrict results in terraced development.

The log supports and small windows are characteristic of the
Cliff Dwelling Subdistrict. Manitou Springs, CO
Page 8.12

8.21 The height and width of a building shall be
similar to existing historic structures in the
Cliff Dwellings Subdistrict.
•

Maintain the traditional range of building
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•

heights seen in the subdistrict.
Upper stories may be added to existing
buildings, but should be set back from the
original façade to maintain the architectural integrity of the original structure.

Building Form
One characteristic of the Cliff Dwellings Subdistrict
is the building form. Existing, contributing, commercial buildings are typically comprised of a hierarchy
of simple rectangular forms.
8.22 The form of an addition, alteration or new
building shall be similar to existing historic
structures located in the Subdistrict.
•

This log structure includes multiple roof forms and overlooks the
visitor entrance and gift shop. Cliff Dwellings,
Manitou Springs, CO

Rectangular forms including balconies,
windows and doors are the dominant
shape.

Roof Form
Roof forms are primarily flat; this is an important
characteristic of commercial development in the
Subdistrict and should be maintained and reflected in
new infill and redevelopment projects.
8.23 Flat roofs should be the dominant roof form.
•

A gently sloping roof that slopes to the
rear of the building or a flat roof should
be used on all building rehabilitations and
new infill and redevelopment projects.

The log supports, small windows and stucco are compatible with
the ruins and other commercial structures. Manitou Springs, CO

Materials
Maintaining the condition of historic building materials is the most important measure for protecting
the character of the Subdistrict. The repetition of the
patterns created by building materials contributes to
the visual continuity of the Subdistrict. Building materials in the Subdistrict range from stucco to wood
siding.
New research about how historic building materials
respond to various modern methods of renovation
continues to improve our ability to maintain and repair historic features of treasured buildings. In some
cases, research has identified problems with earlier

An existing structure constructed of adobe brick and log.
Manitou Springs, CO
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rehabilitation techniques, in which the efforts to improve the building have actually caused damage. Additional information regarding maintenance of brick,
stone, mortar and clapboard can be found in Appendix B.
8.24 To the extent feasible, maintain original
materials, textures and finishes on the
existing buildings.
•
•
The interior ceiling of an existing structure located at the Cliff
Dwellings, Manitou Springs, CO

Avoid covering or removing historic
building materials when renovating.
In instances where original materials no
longer exist, use similar historic buildings or original photographs as a guide
to determine appropriate materials and
exposures.

8.25 Additions to an existing building should employ materials and finishes that maintain the
scale and character of the original structure.
•
•
•

Architectural detailing of an existing structure.
Cliff Dwellings, Manitou Springs, CO

8.26 Infill and redevelopment projects in the Cliff
Dwelling Subdistrict shall be constructed of
materials that appear similar to those of existing contributing structures and establish a
sense of visual continuity.
•

•

The front façade of the bottling plant located at the western edge
of the Historic District, facing Fountain Creek and Manitou
Avenue. Manitou Springs, CO
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New materials should complement the
materials used on the original structure.
Use of highly reflective materials is
discouraged.
New materials can be introduced if they
result in a cohesive appearance, which
integrates the new with the old.

Stucco and wood siding are the existing
dominant materials and their use in new
construction is preferred.
Materials and finishes that maintain the
scale and character of contributing structures are encouraged.

West Manitou Avenue Subdistrict
The West Manitou Subdistrict extends from 1013
Manitou Avenue to the western edge of the Historic
District and contains diverse architectural styles due
to the many different types of uses. The subdistrict
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contains a mix of residential and commercial buildings that flank Manitou Avenue. In addition, several
historic elements, including Fountain Creek and an
Historic Gateway Arch are located in the Subdistrict.
The integration of both commercial and residential
style buildings results in an eclectic and unique character, which differentiates West Manitou Avenue
Subdistrict from other neighborhoods in the city.
The Guidelines found in Chapters 3, 4, 5, 6, 9, 10
and 11 (as applicable) should be reviewed and adhered to for new construction and/or additions to
residential structures that are either conforming or
non-conforming buildings. Similarly, the Guidelines
found in Chapters 8, 10 and 11 should be reviewed
and adhered to for new construction and/or additions
to commercial structures that are either conforming
or nonconforming.

Existing residential contributing structure facing Manitou Avenue, Manitou Springs, CO

Existing small scale, mixed-use development includes retail
spaces at the street level with office spaces and/or residential
uses on the upper stories. This building also exhibits the traditional setback of a commercial building. The primary facade is
located on the property line and abuts the public right-of-way. In
this particular location, the traditional setback of 0’-0” results in
a minimal sidewalk width that is too narrow for comfortable, safe
pedestrian access along the street. Manitou Springs, CO
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Chapter 9: Secondary Structures
Secondary structures include garages, studios, carriage houses and sheds. Traditionally, each of these elements
was important to the day-to-day functioning of residences as well as lodging accommodations for spa and spring
visitors. These important structures help interpret how an entire site was historically used.
An important feature of secondary structures is the configuration of multiple buildings and the relationship of
these structures to the primary residence. The spaces between each structure as well as the public and private
spaces resulting from these relationships contribute to the overall character of the street and the neighborhood, as
well as the secondary pedestrian walks that link the commercial core to adjacent residential neighborhoods.

Secondary Structures
9.1 When a secondary structure is historically
significant, it should be preserved. This includes maintaining the structure in its present condition, rehabilitating it or adapting it
to a new use so that the building continues to
serve a function.
•

•
•

Maintain the visual unity of building clusters
on individual sites. Use materials, colors,
and roof shapes that match and/or complement those of the main house.
If an existing secondary structure is beyond
repair, then replacing it is encouraged.
An exact reconstruction of the secondary
structure is not necessary. The replacement
should be compatible with the overall character of the primary structure while accommodating new uses.

9.2 Do not locate sheds and storage structures in
front yards where they are visible from the
street or public right-of-way.

This carriage house has been adapted to serve as a home office.
Denver, CO

Garages
When the automobile was introduced to Manitou
Springs, homeowners began constructing garages,
which were typically located at the street edge of
the property and with the front wall set flush with a
retaining wall or fence (depending on the relationship of the slope to the hill). Stone that matched the
retaining wall was often used. An alternate garage
style was to add the garage at the back of the lot as
Chapter 9: Secondary Structures

If an historic secondary structure exists, then its preservation
is encouraged. This original garage was rehabilitated to match
alterations of the primary structure.
Modoc Place, Manitou Springs, CO
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a secondary structure. In both cases, garages were
traditionally single car structures.
9.3 Double-car garages that are more appropriate to modern lifestyles should be set back
out of view to the degree possible, should
reflect the building style of the primary structure, and if the garage door is visible from the
public right-of-way should be or appear to be
two single doors.
•
The secondary structure should be designed to reduce the overall
scale and include detailing that complements the primary structure. Falls Church, VA

•

•

•

Not Permitted!
This carport faces the street and is located in the front setback
and masks the front façade of the house; this approach and use of
corrugated plastic is not permitted, Denver, CO

Prohibited!!
This carport has been retrofitted to an existing structure and
conceals the primary building. It impacts the character façade of
the street and would not be permitted. Denver, CO
Page 9.2

For garages abutting a street right-of-way,
maintain the continuity of existing retaining
walls by using materials that are similar in
color and textures.
The preferred location for a garage is to the
rear of a parcel so that the garage and garage
doors are not visible from the street or public right-of-way.
Garage doors that are visible from the street
should be similar in height and width to
historic garage doors. Double garage doors
are inappropriate.
If a two-car garage is desired, the front
façade of the garage (if visible from any
public right-of-way) should be designed to
reduce the overall scale of the structure by
subdividing the front façade into two separate doors or using other architectural detailing to fragment the façade.

Car Ports, Shade Structures
Many unique and historic features of the historic
districts pre-date the automobile and as a result,
many contributing historic residences do not have
on-site covered parking. Similarly, shade structures
were typically seasonal items, such as tents and/or
awnings that were temporary or retractable. Secondary attached structures such as car ports and shade
structures are not in keeping with traditional forms
seen on contributing historic structures. However,
because these structures help to integrate new uses
with historic structures and because they are typically construed to be subordinate to the primary structure, greater flexibility in the treatment of detached
structures may be considered.
Chapter 9: Secondary Structures
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9.4 Construct carports and shade structures to
be subordinate to the primary structure.
•

•

•

•
•
•

•

•

Avoid attaching a garage or carport to the
front and/or side façade of a historic primary
structure.
If the carport is to be located to the side of
a structure, set the carport back from the
primary façade to maintain the architectural
character of the building as seen from the
street.
Carport roof pitches should be similar to
shed roofs of the existing structure and/or
other historic structure in the neighborhood.
Temporary tent-like carports or metal pole
carports are not permitted.
Posts, beams and architectural trim should
be similar in scale to the original structure.
Shade structures should be designed to
complement the existing massing and scale
of a structure.
Shade structures should be designed to be
visually compatible and subservient to the
primary structure.
Shade structures should be muted in color.
Large, white tents and/or awnings are reflective and should be avoided to minimize the
impact on neighboring properties and view
corridors.

Shade structures should be visually compatible and subservient
to the primary structure. This stained wood trellis is designed to
complement the wooden shingle siding of the primary structure .
Boulder, CO

This trellis complements the architectural detailing of the original
structure. Grand Avenue, Manitou Springs, CO
Chapter 9: Secondary Structures
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Chapter 10: Site Improvements for Residential and Commercial Properties
The character of a neighborhood, street, block and home is greatly influenced by the configuration of specific
landscape elements and the relationship of those elements to both the building and the street edge. Hardscape
surfaces such as walkways, steps, patios and walls combine with plant material to create welcoming front and side
yards that contribute to the overall character of the community. Because these spaces are visible from the street
and from the sidewalk, they are often referred to as “the public realm” in that the public and neighborhood benefit
from elements located in this important zone. Elements addressed in this chapter include retaining walls, exterior
stairs, bridges, fences, vegetation, exterior lighting, mechanical equipment, service areas, automobile access,
parking and site drainage. Each of these elements plays an important role in establishing the overall character of
a structure and should be carefully considered in the design and construction process.

Stone Retaining Walls, Bridges and Stairs
One of the most striking characteristics of the Historic
District is the stone retaining walls, bridges and stairs
that occur throughout the Historic District. Because
of existing topography and the meandering course of
Fountain Creek, many residential and commercial
properties contain stone walls, bridges and stairs that
add a distinct and memorable element to public spaces and neighborhoods. Constructed from a variety
of local stones and laid in a range of patterns, they
form a unique element that weaves the subdistricts
together. However, the steep topography also presents significant challenges for those property owners
hoping to expand existing structures. In most cases,
significant cuts in the hillside are required to expand
existing foundations as well as create outdoor living
spaces. Many residential properties include terraced
gardens that respond incrementally to the topography. Because of the pressure that accumulates over
time and shifting soils, older retaining walls on both
commercial and residential sites require ongoing
maintenance to ensure their longevity.
Exterior stairs are a traditional feature for many Manitou Springs residences and often connect the public
right-of-way to private front yards and terraced gardens. Many stairways are constructed of the same
material as adjacent retaining walls, resulting in visual continuity along the street edge. Stone stairs and
steps are an historic resource and are located along
Manitou Avenue, demarking the entrance to secondary pathways and pedestrian routes to adjacent
neighborhoods.

Stone bridges are evident throughout the Commercial Core.
Canon Avenue, Manitou Springs, CO

Stone walls and stairs add distinct and memorable elements to
the Historic District. Ruxton Avenue, Manitou Springs, CO
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10.1 Preserve all existing stone walls, bridges
and stairs.
•

•

•

Historic stone and masonry retaining
walls, bridges and stairs should not be
painted or covered with stucco or cement coatings.
The height of existing retaining walls
should be maintained. If additional security is necessary atop the stone wall,
consider using transparent picket or
wrought iron fencing to ensure that the
focal point remains the wall and not the
fence.
Historic stone stairs on residential parcels should be considered a valuable asset and should be preserved and maintained.

10.2 In areas of steep topography, incorporate
traditional entry features such as retaining
walls, bridges and stairs into the site plan.
•

These existing stone stairs link Manitou Avenue with adjacent
residential neighborhoods. The stone stairs, piers and retaining
walls are integrated and read as one cohesive site element from the
street. Manitou Springs, CO

•

•

New retaining walls should match the appearance and alignment
of existing and/or adjacent retaining walls. Winter Street,
Manitou Springs, CO
Page 10.2

•

Changes in grade due to excavation and/
or new construction that result in steep
slopes should incorporate a retaining
wall. Small changes in grade are preferred
and can result in gardens and patio spaces
that are comfortable and attractive, without the excessive use of extremely high
retaining walls. Ideally, a retaining wall
height should be between 30” and 42”
inches to maintain a human scale. This is
especially important along the street edge
and any secondary pedestrian paths.
Match the alignment of adjacent retaining
walls. If the alignment with an existing
wall is not possible, a transition element,
such as a stone pier or corner stone should
be introduced.
Where a transition in wall heights must
occur, gently transition the wall height
at stair entrances or corners using stone
piers or corner stones.
New stone stairs should be carefully inte-
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grated with existing retaining walls and/
or foundations to provide transitions between outdoor plazas and individual parcels
10.3 New retaining walls, bridges and stairs
shall match the appearance and alignment of
existing and/or adjacent walls, as well as the
character, quality and appearance of other retaining walls, bridges and stairs in the Historic
District.
•

•

•

•
•

•

Use materials similar in color and texture
to original walls, bridges and stairs; stone
is preferred and encouraged.
Strive to maintain the same quality of
material, workmanship and detailing exhibited by existing historic walls.
New stairs constructed that connect to the
public right-of-way or located in public
plazas shall be constructed of stone or
stone veneer.
Visible Shotcrete is not an appropriate solution for slope retention.
Greenstone, Field Stone or Red Sandstone is preferred and encouraged. Although Manitou Greenstone is no longer
quarried, planning staff can assist in identifying potential suppliers of similar stone
for use in both foundations and wall construction.
Concrete block, railroad ties, stucco,
stamped concrete and Shotcrete are highly discouraged.

New exterior stairs should be integrated with retaining walls and
foundations. Manitou Avenue, Manitou Springs

Existing exterior stairs and retaining walls should be preserved.
Spencer Avenue, Manitou Springs

Site Drainage
The topography of Manitou Springs combined with
the course of Fountain Creek elevates the importance
of site drainage and stormwater run-off. Before the
mid-20th century, most streets and parking areas were
pervious surfaces often surrounded by trees and covered with gravel to minimize mud problems. Large
paved surfaces, including rooftops, increase stormwater run-off; stormwater and drainage issues should
be addressed early in the planning and design phases
of additions, alternations and/or new construction of
residential and commercial structures.

This detention facility filters stormwater from adjacent surface
parking lots. The grasses provide visual interest throughout the
year. Denver, CO
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•

•
•
•
•
•
Drainage systems should be designed to divert water away from
building foundations. Denver, CO

•

The design and conveyance of stormwater
shall minimize erosion, protect water quality
and promote water conservation.
Design drainage systems to divert water away
from building foundations.
Integrate gutters and downspouts into the architectural detailing of a building.
Use gravel channels and perforated piping to
connect downspouts to underground drains.
Specify porous paving to control storm water
runoff, whenever feasible.
Consider an impervious barrier below a pervious surface to direct runoff to an oil-water
separator and/or a treatment facility, where
treatment of runoff water is required.
For large paved surfaces, consider porous
landscape detention elements to allow stormwater to infiltrate turf or plantings in a sandyloam soil.

Automobile Access and Parking

This small, surface parking lot was added to an adaptive reuse
project to provide on-site parking for a local business.
Capitol Hill Avenue, Manitou Springs, CO

In residential and commercial neighborhoods, parking was historically directed to the rear of businesses and to carriage houses that were distances from
the primary structure. Retrofitting historic development patterns and site plans to accommodate on-site
parking and loading/service access is challenging.
However, thoughtful configurations of buildings and
landscape elements can help to mitigate the visual
impacts of vehicle access.
10.4 New driveways, service access and dropoff zones shall be designed to minimize the visual impact on the overall streetscape, including the sidewalk.

Rear Parking Lot with Alley
or Side Street Access
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Vehicle access should utilize existing
curb cuts.
Do not alter the grade of the sidewalk to
accommodate parking access.
A change in paving material can be used
to differentiate access/drop off zones
from the sidewalk.

On-site parking should be located to the side or rear of new or
renovated buildings.
Page 10.4
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10.5 Parking areas and surface parking lots shall
be screened from view.
•

•

•

Although there are a number of surface
parking lots located to the sides of existing historic structures, on-site parking in
the Historic District should be minimized.
Parking for commercial businesses should
be directed to public parking lots or to onstreet parking spaces; residential parking
should be accommodated on site and/or
in secondary structures (See Chapter 9).
Large surface parking lots should be
screened from the public right-of-way and
sidewalks by a planted buffer containing
a combination of shade trees, shrubs, perennials and/or ground covers, or a combination of fencing and plant material.
Plant materials and/or a combination of
fencing and plant materials should be used
to prevent light trespass from automobile
headlights onto adjacent property.

A combination of fencing and plant material should be used to
screen parking areas. Manitou Springs, CO

Mechanical Equipment and Service Areas
New technology and adaptive uses can create challenges for older structures requiring the retrofitting
of new systems to buildings that did not originally
allocate adequate space for duct work, ventilation,
HVAC equipment, loading and storage. Depending
on the size and use of a structure, these new elements are often located on the roof of a commercial
building or to the sides and/or rear of a residential
structure to minimize the impact of mechanical units
along the street.

Fencing along the street edge should be 42”, maximum to allow
for visual access to the front door of a building.. Denver, CO

10.6 Mechanical equipment and services areas
shall not be a dominant component along the
street edge.
•
•

•

Minimize the visual impact of mechanical equipment.
Low profile mechanical equipment
should be located on the roof, whenever
possible.
Low profile mechanical equipment located on the roof should be screened to mini-
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public right-of-ways.
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•
•

•

•
This dumpster is located on a primary street and detracts from
the character. Screening of dumpsters and loading docks is preferred. Manitou Springs, CO

•

•

mize the visual impact on view corridors
into downtown from adjacent hillsides.
Mechanical equipment located at street
level should be screened.
Minimize the visual impacts of utility
connections and service boxes by locating them to the rear of a building.
Mechanical boxes and telecommunications equipment should be constructed of
materials in muted colors to blend in with
building materials.
Individual air conditioning units shall not
be mounted on any façade visible from a
public street.
Do not physically alter an historic façade
to accommodate standpipes, meters or
other service equipment.
Screen service areas, including dumpsters
and loading docks from the street.

Fencing

Minimize visual impact of utility connections.
Manitou Avenue, Manitou Springs, CO
Private

Transitional

Public

Historic properties often include fenced yards. An
important distinction between privacy fencing and
perimeter fencing is the height as well as transparency of the fence material. Traditionally, front yard
perimeter fences were approximately 36” tall, which
allows a pedestrian walking along the street to have
visual access to the front yard, front porch and front
building façade. This type of fencing is also used in
commercial areas to separate outdoor dining areas
from the busy, pedestrian corridors. These types of
fencing are not opaque, but are typically comprised of
pickets to allow for visibility along the street edge.
In the Log Cabin Subdistrict, there are a variety of
fencing types and fencing materials. Wood fencing is
the dominate material and may be stained, painted or
unpainted. Most fencing is approximately 36”- 60”
in height and pickets are evenly spaced.

Porch

Front Yard

Street

The front yard contributes to the character of the street.
Page 10.6

Generally, fences align at the sidewalk edge and,
in combination with retaining walls and stairs, are
an important feature of many streets in Manitou
Springs. The repetition of fence lines along the street
edge also contributes to the visual continuity of a residential neighborhood. Fencing was rarely combined
Chapter 10: Site Improvements for Residential and Commercial Properties
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with stone retaining walls that were 36” or taller.
•

•

•

•
•

•

•

•

Historic fencing should be preserved,
whenever possible to maintain the historic character of the street edge.
Any fencing visible from the public rightof-way should be constructed of wood,
wrought iron or wire. Chain link and privacy fencing should be only used in side
and/or backyards that do not abut a public
right-of-way.
Fencing visible from the public right-ofway in the Log Cabin Subdistrict should
be constructed of wood.
Maintain existing historic fences in good
repair and without alteration.
Replacement fencing should incorporate
materials similar to the original fence.
Replacement fencing located in the front
yard and/or along the street edge should
be transparent, permitting views from the
street into the “public realm” of the front
yard.
Contemporary interpretations of traditional wood and wrought iron fencing
should be compatible with existing historic resources.
Fencing components, such as posts, piers,
pickets and railings should be proportional to historic fencing components.
In cases where two adjacent neighbors
want to erect a fence on a side yard between two historic structures, the fence
should be set back from the primary
building façade to minimize visual impacts from the street.

The combination of fencing and stone piers on this newly constructed bridge in the Villas Subdistrict matches the character
of existing fencing and stone piers seen throughout the Historic
District. Manitou Avenue, Manitou Springs, CO

This picket fencing creates a distinct edge along the street and
allows for views into the garden. Manitou Springs, CO

Streetscape
The Commercial Core contains several streetscape
features that contribute to the overall identity of the
city. Street trees, tree grates, pedestrian lighting,
furnishings, decorative paving, public plazas, walkways, public art, fencing, stone retaining walls and
stone bridges contribute to the spirit and image of the
Historic District. Several blocks contain publicly accessible plazas, courtyards and secondary pedestrian

Public open space should be designed to accommodate yearround pedestrian activities and seasonal requirements, such as
snow storage. Manitou Avenue, Manitou Springs, CO
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connections to adjacent streets and residential neighborhoods. These public spaces and paths contribute
to the charm of downtown and result in a pleasant
and desirable commercial center that is cherished by
local residents and visitors.
Continuity along the street edge is equally important
and can be achieved by maintaining existing grades
at the street level and installing furnishings, exterior
lighting and plant material that complement the existing streetscape improvements recently installed
along Manitou Avenue.
10.7 Infill and redevelopment projects shall
maintain the tradition of contributing to the
ambience of downtown by including site elements and enhancements that complement the
streetscape and associated public spaces in the
Historic Core.
•

•
The Historic Core contains streetscape features that contribute to
the overall identity of the city. Although streetscape improvements
are typically concentrated within the public right-of-way, each
infill and redevelopment project should include site elements that
link and complement the character of the streetscape. Manitou
Avenue, Manitou Springs, CO

•

•
Bulbout with
Specialty Paving,
Ramps

Parallel
Parking

•
Corner
Building
with Irregular
Setback to
Accomodate
Outdoor Dining

•
Parallel
Parking

Ornamental Fencing + Specialty
Paving to Delineate Sidewalk Edge
+ Maintain Building Alignment
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Open spaces such as paved plazas or front
yards should read as secondary accents
along an established public right-of-way.
In general, the majority of the sidewalk
edge of a single downtown block should
consist of building façades.
If a public space is integrated into a building façade that abuts the street edge, 60%
of that façade should be set at the sidewalk edge. No more than 40% of the
frontage of a property in the Commercial
Core should be open space.
Public open space should be designed to
accommodate year-round pedestrian activities and seasonal requirements, such
as snow storage.
Site plans for public open space should
maximize opportunities for sun and
shade; solar access should be considered
in locating site furnishings and areas for
pedestrian activity.
Deciduous shade trees, awnings, and
shade structures should be strategically
located to provide shade during the summer months.
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Vegetation
Plant material contributes to the historic setting of the
residential and commercial subdistricts and helps to
integrate new buildings into existing historic neighborhoods. Continuity along the street edge is important and can be achieved by sensitive placement of
trees, shrubs, perennials and annual displays. Historically, the yards of homes in Manitou were small
and simply landscaped. Border flower beds, lilacs
and climbing plants, such as clematis, were popular.
Trees, primarily deciduous, were traditionally oriented toward the street and helped to unify the street
edge and neighborhood.
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Historic landscapes and the individual
elements that comprise those landscapes
should be preserved.
Landscape elements should be located
to allow for visual access from the street
edge to the primary building façade; low,
dense plantings are encouraged.
Landscape improvements should be compatible with the existing historic context
of the street and neighborhood.
Avoid removing or altering any significant site feature, including mature trees,
retaining walls and stairs that connect to
the street.
The front yard should remain visually accessible, allowing views from the street
to the front façade of the building.
Established vegetation should be protected during construction to avoid damage;
fence off all drip lines under mature tree
canopies to minimize compaction of soil
and tree roots.
Plant material should be selected based
on its size at maturity and spaced to allow
full growth as well as adaptability and
suitability to Manitou Springs’ semi-arid
climate.

The Log Cabin Subdistrict includes distinctive
vegetation patterns that contribute to the character of
the Subdistrict. Although both native and non-native
plant material are located strategically throughout the

This retaining wall outside the Library creates a distinct edge
and seating area along the street.
Pawnee Avenue, Manitou Springs, CO

Native vegetation contributes to the rustic character of the Log
Cabin Subdistrict. Manitou Springs, CO
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Subdistrict, including in entry gardens and perennial
beds, native grasses, shrubs and trees are the dominant landscape material in front yards and adjacent
open fields. Natives, especially yucca, scrub oak, and
cedar contribute to the “rustic” character of the area.
•
•

•
Commercial Lighting: These individual lights are used to illuminate both the display windows as well as an outdoor dining terrace. The fixture is appropriately scaled and does not overwhelm
the historic architectural detailing and is also painted to blend in
with the building’s façade. Denver, CO

Maintain and use the native vegetation
found in the neighborhood.
Integrate native plant material in site improvements and landscape restoration
projects, whenever possible.
Protect existing native vegetation during rehabilitation and new construction.
Minimize construction impacts on adjacent land.

Lighting
Exterior lighting of buildings and outdoor spaces
is a critical component to all projects and must be
done with sensitivity. Light emanating from within a
building can impact the character of a street at night.
Large areas of glass can often create nighttime glare
and impact the ability to see along the street and into
the night sky.
10.8 Exterior lighting shall not compete with
pedestrian lights installed in the public rightof-way, but shall supplement the overall street
lighting scheme to create a pleasant and safe
pedestrian experience at night.

Residential Lighting: These light fixtures are indicative of
period lighting that complements the architectural style of the
structures located in the Historic District.
Manitou Springs, CO

•
•

•
•

•
•
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Minimize the visual impacts of site and
architectural lighting.
Low intensity, shielded light sources that
are directed downward toward the sidewalk are preferred.
Shield lighting associated with service areas and parking lots.
Install timers and motion detectors in areas where extended lighting is not warranted.
Minimize light trespass onto adjacent
properties.
Exterior lighting schemes should high-
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light the details of a building and at the
same time, ensure that the sidewalk directly in front of the building and the building
entrance is adequately illuminated. Do not
wash the entire building façade in light.
Shadows create visual interest at night.
10.9 Exterior light fixtures shall be similar in
character and intensity to those used traditionally on the exterior of contributing commercial
or residential buildings.
•

The design of the fixture should match the
historic architectural style of the original
structure, but not be overly ornate and call
undue attention to itself.

Color schemes that harmonize with the building’s original architectural style are preferred. Dudley Avenue, Manitou Springs, CO

Security
Security can be a major concern for local business owners. Older and highly visible security devices can impact the perceived character of a commercial district.
Pull down screens and wrought-iron security grills
that cover large expanses of glass in display windows
can alter the appearance of a building façade at night
and create a negative impression during evening hours
when pedestrian are walking through the commercial
district. It is possible to provide adequate on-site protection and simultaneously maintain the character of a
commercial street by using a combination of lighting
and alarm systems that are mounted in unobtrusive locations and contribute to the architectural detailing of
the building façade.

Contributing structures in the Historic District include color
schemes that reflect the eclectic and creative diversity of the community. Pawnee Avenue, Manitou Springs, CO

10.10 Security features shall not be discerned as a
primary component to the front building façade
during day, evening or night hours.
•

•

Permanently mounted metal grates should
not be used on any building façade that abuts
a public right-of-way, including pedestrian
walkways and public plazas.
Security devices and systems should not alter the physical appearance of the primary
building façade.
Commercial storefronts include architectural detailing and awnings that allow for diverse and creative color palettes. Manitou
Avenue, Manitou Springs, CO
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Integral Color: Roofing, Natural Stone,
Grout, Concrete
The colors of roofing material, natural stone, grout
and concrete sidewalks are reviewed by Planning Staff
to ensure that color palettes complement the existing
character of the Historic District.
10.11 Integrally colored materials such as stucco,
roofing, stone, mortar and concrete will be reviewed by Planning Staff.
•

Applying paint to materials that are traditionally unpainted is not permitted.

Painting and Surface Treatments
The eclectic and diverse nature of the Manitou Springs
community results in unique combinations of materials and colors that contribute to the character of the
subdistricts. The traditions of historic coloring allow
for a great deal of variety and creativity. Traditionally,
muted colors were applied on large expanses of siding and accent colors were reserved for architectural
details. Color schemes resulted in a composition that
respected and celebrated the architecture.
•

•

Select color schemes that contribute to and
do not distract from the historic character of
the subdistrict and building’s architectural
style.
Primary, contemporary neon and fluorescent colors were virtually non-existent in
the Victorian palette and should be avoided.

These photographs illustrate how color is used to highlight historic details of commercial and residential structures. Manitou Springs, CO
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Historic District Color Palette
The following photographs of existing structures are examples of exterior color palettes that are based on
the natural environment surrounding Manitou Springs. The arrows in the photographs link colors found in
the landscape to exterior building colors.

Sky Blue

Ochre

Cream

Willow
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Chapter 11: Building Relocation
A critical component to a building’s architectural and historical integrity is based on its location on the site and
the relationship between the building, the street and adjacent structures. This is especially true in historic districts
where historic properties combine to create neighborhood character. Removing or relocating a historic structure
jeopardizes the historic integrity of a street and neighborhood. However, if relocation is the only alternative, steps
should be taken to ensure minimal structural damage during transport and placement.
Moving an historic structure is preferred to demolition and may be the only viable option to saving an important
resource. Relocation of a historic structure may be considered in limited circumstances. This chapter includes
design guidelines for relocating historic structures and applies to primary and secondary structures.
11.1 Avoid relocating an historic building if at
all possible. If a building is threatened with
destruction at its present site and all other reasonable means have been exhausted to save it,
relocate it on the same site or to a different site
that will maintain critical site characteristics.
•

•

•
•

The significance of the relationship between the building and the curb should be
considered.
In siting a historic structure on a parcel
within a historic subdistrict, historic development patterns must be analyzed and
front and side building alignments should
be respected.
Site the structure in the same direction as
exemplified by its original location.
Do not move an existing historic primary
structure to the rear of a parcel for the sole
purpose of constructing a new building at
the front of a parcel.

11.3 A newly constructed foundation for the relocated structure shall be similar in exposed height
and materials to the historic foundation.
•

•

If a stone foundation was used in the construction of the original foundation, the new
foundation should be clad in stone, using
similar sized components and mortar joints.
Window wells are permitted to allow light
into below-grade spaces. The size and spacing of window wells should respect the existing scale of the historic structure.

11.2 Relocation requests will be considered by
the Historic Preservation Commission on a
case-by-case basis.
•

•

A plan must be developed and presented
to the HPC that identifies the steps to be
used to secure the structure and minimize
damage to historic features.
The design for new construction on the
site that once included the historic structure will be subject to the City of Manitou
Springs Historic District Design Guidelines.

Chapter 11: Building Relocation

Site the structure in the same direction as exemplified by its original location. This building has been relocated, but both the front
entrance and side doors are oriented toward the street as before.
Boulder, CO
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Appendix A:

Secretary of the Interior Standards
Treatment of Historic Properties

The Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for the Treatment of Historic Properties contain the most widely used
standards and guidelines for the preservation, rehabilitation, restoration, or reconstruction of buildings in historic
districts in this country and include four separate sets of standards:
• Standards for Rehabilitation
• Standards for Restoration
• Standards for Reconstruction
• Standards for Preservation

Secretary’s Standards for Rehabilitation
The City of Manitou Springs Design Guidelines for Historic Districts are based on the Secretary’s Standards for
Rehabilitation. “Rehabilitation” is defined in the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards as, “the act or process of
making possible a compatible use of a property through repair, alterations and additions while preserving those
portions or features that convey its historical, cultural or architectural values.” Rehabilitation assumes that at least
some repair or alteration of a historic building will need to take place in order to provide for an efficient contemporary use; however, these repairs and alterations must not damage or destroy the materials and features, including finishes, that are important in defining the building’s historic character. This standard most closely describes
the intent of the specific guidelines herein, and is the least restrictive of the Secretary’s Standards.
1. A property will be used as it was historically or be given a new use that requires minimal change to its
distinctive materials, features, spaces, and spatial relationships.
2. The historic character of a property will be retained and preserved. The removal of distinctive materials
or alteration of features, spaces, and spatial relationships that characterize a property will be avoided.
3. Each property will be recognized as a physical record of its time, place, and use. Changes that create a
false sense of historical development, such as adding conjectural features or elements from other historic
properties, will not be undertaken.
4. Changes to a property that have acquired historic significance in their own right will be retained and
preserved.
5. Distinctive materials, features, finishes, and construction techniques or examples of craftsmanship that
characterize a property will be preserved.
6. Deteriorated historic features will be repaired rather than replaced. Where the severity of deterioration
requires replacement of a distinctive feature, the new feature will match the old design, color, texture, and,
where possible, materials. Replacement of missing features will be substantiated by documentary and
physical evidence.
7. Chemical or physical treatments, if appropriate, will be undertaken using the gentlest means possible.
Treatments that cause damage to historic materials will not be used.
8. Archeological resources will be protected and preserved in place. If such resources must be disturbed,
mitigation measures will be undertaken.
9. New additions, exterior alterations, or related new construction will not destroy historic materials, features, and spatial relationships that characterize the property. The new work will be differentiated from
old and will be compatible with the historic materials, features, size, scale and proportion, and massing to
protect the integrity of the property and its environment.
10. New additions and adjacent or related new construction will be undertaken in such a manner that, if
removed in the future, the essential form and integrity of the historic property and its environment would
be unimpaired.
Appendix A: Secretary of the Interior Standards
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The Secretary’s Standards for Preservation, Restoration and Reconstruction are included for reference by owners interested in following these more restrictive standards. Additional federal tax advantages may be applied to
projects which accomplish preservation or restoration of historic structures. These owners are also directed to the
National Park Service’s website (www.nps.gov/history/hps/tps/standguide) for additional information regarding
standards.

Secretary’s Standards for Restoration
“Restoration” is defined as, “the act or process of accurately depicting the form, features, and character of a
property as it appeared at a particular period of time by means of the removal of features from other periods in its
history and reconstruction of missing features from the restoration period. The limited and sensitive upgrading
of mechanical, electrical, and plumbing systems and other code-required work to make properties functional is
appropriate within a restoration project”
1. A property will be used as it was historically or be given a new use which reflects the property’s restoration period.
2. Materials and features from the restoration period will be retained and preserved. The removal of materials or alternation of features, spaces and special relationships that characterize the period will not be
undertaken.
3. Each property will be recognized as a physical record of its time, place, and use. Work needed to stabilize, consolidate and conserve materials and features from the restoration period will be physically and
visually compatible, identifiable upon close inspection, and properly documented for future research.
4. Materials, features, spaces, and finishes that characterize other historical periods will be documented
prior to their alternation or removal.
5. Distinctive materials, features, finishes, and construction techniques or examples of craftsmanship that
characterize a property will be preserved.
6. Deteriorated historic features from the restoration period will be repaired rather than replaced. Where
the severity of deterioration requires replacement of a distinctive feature, the new feature will match the
old in design, color, texture, and, where possible, materials.
7. Replacement of missing features from the restoration period will be substantiated by documentary and
physical evidence. A false sense of history will not be created by adding conjectural features from other
properties, or by combing features that never existed together historically.
8. Chemical or physical treatments, if appropriate, will be undertaken using the gentlest means possible.
Treatments that cause damage to historic materials will not be used.
9. Archeological resources affected by a project will be protected and preserved in place. If such resources
must be disturbed, mitigation measures will be undertaken.
10. Designs that were never executed historically will not be constructed.

Secretary’s Standards for Reconstruction
“Reconstruction” is defined as, “the act or process of depicting, by means of new construction, the form, features, and detailing of a non-surviving site, landscape, building, structure, or object for the purpose of replicating
its appearance at a specific period of time and in its historic location.”
1. Reconstruction will be used to depict vanished or non-surviving portions of a property when documentary
and physical evidence is available to permit accurate preconstruction with minimal conjecture, and such
reconstruction is essential to the public understanding of the property.
2. Reconstruction of a landscape, building, structure, or object in its historic location will be preceded by
a thorough archeological investigation to identify and evaluate those features and artifacts which are
essential to an accurate reconstruction. If such resources must be disturbed, mitigation measures will be
undertaken.
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3. Reconstruction will include measures to preserve any remaining historic materials, features and special
relationships.
4. Reconstruction will be based on the accurate duplication of historic features and elements substantiated
by documentary or physical evidence rather than on conjectural designs or the availability of different
features from other historic properties. A reconstructed property will re-create the appearance of the nonsurviving historic property in materials, design, color, and texture.
5. A reconstruction will be clearly identified as a contemporary re-creation.
6. Designs that were never executed historically will not be constructed.

Secretary’s Standards for Preservation
“Preservation” is defined as, “the act or process of applying measures necessary to sustain the existing form,
integrity, and materials of an historic property. Work, including preliminary measures to protect and stabilize the
property, generally focuses upon the ongoing maintenance and repair of historic materials and features rather than
extensive replacement and new construction. New exterior additions are not within the scope of this treatment;
however, the limited and sensitive upgrading of mechanical, electrical, and plumbing systems and other coderequired work to make properties functional is appropriate within a preservation project.”
1. A property will be used as it was historically, or be given a new use that maximizes the retention of
distinctive materials, features, spaces, and spatial relationships. Where a treatment and use have not
been identified, a property will be protected and, if necessary, stabilized until additional work may be
undertaken.
2. The historic character of a property will be retained and preserved. The replacement of intact or
repairable historic materials or alteration of features, spaces, and special relationships that characterize a property will be avoided.
3. Each property will be recognized as a physical record of its time, place, and use. Work needed to
stabilize, consolidate and conserve materials and features from the restoration period will be physically and visually compatible, identifiable upon close inspection, and properly documented for future
research.
4. Changes to a property that have acquired historic significance in their own right will be retained and
preserved.
5. Distinctive materials, features, finishes, and construction techniques or examples of craftsmanship
that characterize a property will be preserved.
6. The existing condition of historic features will be evaluated to determine the appropriate level of
intervention needed. Where the severity of deterioration requires repair of limited replacement of a
distinctive feature, the new material will match the old in composition, design, color, and texture.
7. Chemical or physical treatments, if appropriate, will be undertaken using the gentlest means possible. Treatments that cause damage to historic materials will not be used.
8. Archeological resources will be protected and preserved in place. If such resources must be disturbed, mitigation measures will be undertaken.

The National Park Service website (www.nps.gov/history/hps) includes significant and valuable recommended
sources of technical information, including associated web links. This site also includes information on preservation planning and for understanding the context within which preservation efforts should be accomplished.
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Cleaning Brick and Stone
Harsh cleaning methods will damage the outer surface of the masonry and will actually accelerate deterioration.
Sandblasting is the most dangerous method, and is particularly destructive to brick. Once the water-protective
glaze on the outside of the brick is removed, moisture can enter the brick and cause deterioration. The gentlest
cleaning method possible should be used on masonry. Effective chemical cleaners exist, but may be too harsh for
older brick that was not hard-fired. Use some on a test patch before committing to a large-scale cleaning.
Usually soap and water and soft scrub brushes will clean most dirt. Other stains may be the result of special
conditions, which should be analyzed before determining a cleaning strategy. Finally, consider appreciating the
aged tone of an historic masonry wall. If stains and other character markings are not the cause of further decay,
consider living with them.

Repairing Mortar in Stone and Brick - Mortar Mix
Early masonry walls were built with a mortar composed of lime and sand, which was easy to work into very thin
joints. This mortar holds up well, except when it gets wet, in which case the mortar washes out.
Soon after the turn of the century, builders in the area began adding small amounts of Portland cement to the mix.
This mortar is harder than earlier ones, but still will erode under long-term saturation. Both varieties of mortar
mix can be seen today in the masonry buildings and retaining walls throughout Manitou Springs.
Mortar used in new buildings today is much harder than either of the earlier mortars. These stronger mixes are incompatible to the historic wall, however, because the new mortar performs differently during freeze/thaw cycles.
When old walls expand and contract with temperature changes, the mortar is weaker than the bricks and therefore
it “gives”, thus absorbing the forces of freeze/thaw. On the other hand, present day high-Portland cement mortars
are stronger than the older bricks themselves. Therefore, if modern mortar is used to repair mortar in old walls,
it will resist movement, forcing the bricks themselves to “give”. In this case, cracking and spalling of the bricks
will result.
When repointing joints in an historic masonry wall, use a mortar mix that will not damage the brick. Match the
hardness of the original mortar as closely as possible.

Repairing Mortar in Stone and Brick - Color, Texture and Profile
Historic masonry joints are also different from most modern ones in their visual appearance. Earlier mortar joints
are thinner, and the color of the mortar usually reflects the color of the sand used in the mixture, which in Manitou’s case would be the reddish brown of the local soil. Grey is not an historic color - if an existing mortar joint
is gray, it is most likely a non-historic patch. Finally, the profile of the mortar joint may vary from those popular
today.
When repointing mortar joints in historic masonry walls, match the original joint in color, texture and profile.
“Grapevining” is a type of joint commonly found on the historic stone walls of Manitou Springs. Repairs that do
not match the original detailing detract considerably from the character of the walls. Don’t be confused, however,
by previous repairs that might seem original, but do not reflect original techniques.
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Clapboard Maintenance
Wood siding will last for hundreds of years if adequately protected from weathering. The most important protection is to keep the wood dry by maintaining a good, painted finish, and by making certain that eaves and gutters
are in good repair so that water from the roof does not wash down the wall surface. If individual clapboards are
already damaged, they can be replaced without removing all of the siding.
Avoid covering wood siding with aluminum or vinyl siding. If the original cause of deterioration of the wood has
not been corrected, these new coverings will simply hide the problem and rot will continue undetected until it is
too late for repair.
These new siding materials are not proving to be as maintenance free as originally thought. The paint of aluminum siding can chalk over time, and the aluminum can become dented. Some vinyl sidings will crack in cold
weather. Replacing an individual piece of siding can be difficult as well, and neither of the materials holds new
paint well. Color schemes are thus difficult to alter.
The major visual problem with new siding materials, however, is that the lap dimensions used are often much
wider than the original wood clapboards. This alters the apparent size of the building itself and weakens the image established in the block by the pattern of historic siding repetition. Also, the additional thickness of the new
siding altars the proportions of the window trim and side board trim.
Maintain original wood siding by keeping it painted. Do not cover original siding with new materials.
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City of Manitou Springs Local Incentive Awards
When a proposed Material Change of Appearance Certification has received Commission approval, is completed
and received a final inspection by the Planning Staff, the property owner is entitled to apply for the following
incentive awards for approved work on contributing resources within the Historic District. Withdrawn properties
are not eligible for incentive awards.

Value Added Incentive Award*
A rebate of 100% of the City’s share of any additional property tax levied as a result of the improvements, up to five years following increased valuation.

Use Tax Refund Incentive Award*
A refund of 100% of the Use Tax collected under the Building Permit Application(s) for the project.

Planning Commission and Fire Department Fees Refund*
A refund of up to 100% of any Planning Commission and Fire Department fees and charges.

Water and Sewer Tap Fees Refund*
A refund of up to 100% of Water and Sewer Tap Fees.
* Please refer to section 17.04.060 “Incentive Awards” in the Manitou Springs Municipal Code
for more information on the above items.

Sidewalk Coloring Reimbursement
Per section 12.20.070 of the Manitou Springs Municipal Code, reimbursement of the cost of
color addition to the concrete up to 25% of the materials cost.

Exemption from Certain FEMA Regulations
Manitou Springs is a Certified Local Government (CLG) and, as such, historic structures that lie within the floodplain boundaries can be exempted from the substantial improvement regulations that can trigger flood proofing.
Additionally, existing structures listed on the National Register of Historic Places are exempt from floodplain
regulations.

Colorado State Tax Credits for Preservation
The State of Colorado provides state income tax credits to eligible property owners (and building tenants with a
lease of five or more years), for preservation, restoration or rehabilitation projects that preserve the historic character of any property on the State Register of Historic Places or locally landmarked by Manitou Springs.
Appendix C: Tax Credits and Other Incentives for Historic Preservation
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In order to be eligible, a project must meet the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation (See Appendix A), must cost over $5,000 and be completed within 24 months and must receive approval prior to beginning
the work. Because Manitou Springs is a Certified Local Government (CLG), the Commission can review a work
plan and grant tax credit approval concurrently with MCAC Design Review. Please note that tax credits may also
be available for work that does not require Commission review as well.

Federal Historic Rehabilitation Tax Credit
The Tax Reform Act of 1986 permits owners and some lessees of historic buildings to take a twenty percent
income tax credit on the cost of rehabilitating such buildings for industrial, commercial or rental residential purposes. The law also permits depreciation of such improvements over 27.5 years for a rental residential and over
31.5 years for non-residential property. The rehabilitated building must be a certified historic structure that is
subject to depreciation, and the rehabilitation must be certified as meeting standards established by the National
Park Service.
A certified historic structure is one that is, 1) individually listed in the National Register of Historic Places, or 2)
certified by the National Park Service as contributing to a registered district. A registered district is one that is listed in the National Register or designated under a state or local statute that has been certified to contain criteria that
will substantially achieve the purpose of preserving and rehabilitating buildings of significance to the district and
that is certified as substantially meeting all of the requirements for listing of districts in the National Register.

Charitable Contributions
Taxpayers may deduct from their federal income tax the value of historically important land areas and certified
historic structures donated to governments and other appropriate recipients for preservation purposes. Donations
of partial interests in such properties, e.g., easements, are also deductible.

(Please contact the Colorado Historical Society’s Office of Archeology and Historic Preservation for more information about the above two programs.)
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Appendix D: Glossary of Terms
Adaptive Reuse: The reuse of a building or structure, usually for a purpose different from the original. The term implies that certain structural or design
changes have been made to the building in order for
it to function in its new use. Examples might include
a factory building now used for loft apartments, or a
house now used as a funeral parlor.

Building’s Construction: Can refer to the actual
construction of a building or to a discussion of the
materials of which it is constructed (sub-categories
include masonry, stick, stone, wood).

Alignment: The arrangement of objects (structures)
along a straight line.

Casement: A window sash that opens outwards by
means of a hinge.

Asphalt Shingles: Roofing material composed of
layers of felt, cloth or paper and coated with tar or
asphalt and granules.

Cast Iron: Refers to the use of cast iron (distinguished from other types of iron) as a building material, often in building façades, but also as a structural
material. See also Wrought Iron, Ironwork and Metalwork.

Architectural Details: The small details like moldings, carved woodwork, etc. that add character to a
building.
Artisans: Persons whose vocation consists of manufacture by hand of pottery, textiles, woodwork, or the
like.
Balcony: A platform projecting from a wall of an upper story enclosed by a railing with an entrance from
the building and supported by brackets, columns or
cantilevered.
Baluster: A short, upright column or urn-shaped
support of a railing.
Balustrade: A row of balusters and the railing connecting them; often used as a stair or porch railing.

Building’s History: Used only when a detailed and
extensive history of a building is given.

Conservation and Restoration: Refers to efforts
to rehabilitate, structurally and cosmetically, downtowns whose buildings have generally declined as
commercial centers.
Certified Local Governments: Refers to a local government, certified or approved by the State Historic
Preservation Office (SHPO), which has an appointed
commission to oversee the survey and inventory of
historic resources, to review areas for historically
significant structures, and to develop and maintain
community planning and education programs. Used
only when the article uses this terminology.

Bargeboard: A projecting board, often decorated,
that acts as trim to cover the ends of the structure
where a pitched roof overhangs a gable.

Circa: Used only when the exact date is not known.
If an article says, “Mark Twain’s Hannibal treehouse,
constructed around 1840,” “ca. 1840” is used. But if
an article says, “Charlotte Perkins Gilman’s mansion
built in the 1890s,” “1890s” alone is used; no circa is
necessary. The same goes for centuries.

Belt Course: A continuous row or layer of stones,
tile, brick, shingles, etc. in a wall.

Cladding: A protective, insulated or aesthetic fixed
layer added to the exterior walls of a building.

Bracket: A supporting member for a projecting element, sometimes the shape of an inverted L or a solid
or triangular truss.

Color in Architecture: Used when color is an important feature of the architectural effect; it could refer
to tile, plaster, color of window frames, etc. The term
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overlaps with paint not the application of paint, but
the selection of color to achieve architectural design
goals. The San Francisco Victorian “painted ladies”
are an example of an appropriate use of this term.
Column: A slender upright structure, generally consisting of a cylindrical shaft, a base and a capital;
a pillar. Usually a supporting or ornamental component to a building.
Contributing Resource: A building, site structure or
object adding to the significance of an historic district.
Cornice: The continuous projection at the top of a
wall. The top course or molding of a wall when it
serves as a crowning member.
Cultural Landscape Preservation: Preservation of
cultural landscapes, or areas “where the interaction
between man and nature created a unique whole” or
“places in nature that have acquired significant associations with human activities and human events .
. . these landscapes seem to retain their natural forms
and features, [but] they are transformed in the minds
of those who associate historic events with them.
These landscapes are no longer strictly a product of
nature, valued for their inherent characteristics, but
also become a product of the human mind” (US/
ICOMOS Newsletter 11 [1992]; Carol J. Galbreath,
qtd. in All about Old Buildings 155).
Cultural Resource Management: Administration
or protection of a cultural resource, or “a building,
structure, district, site, or object that is significant in .
. . history, architecture, archaeology, or culture” (Bill
Murtagh, Keeping Time 214).
Cultural Resource Surveys: Inventories of sites,
buildings, structures, or objects deemed to have local, regional, national, or international cultural significance. The purpose of such surveys is to have a
record of what is significant in order to protect such
resources from development or encroachment or to
document the current appearance or condition for the
record. Often such surveys lead to the nomination of
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properties to historic registers. These were formerly
referred to as Historic Sites Surveys.
Cupola: A small structure, domed or rectangular,
surmounting a roof.
Design: As related to the determination of the integrity of property, design refers to the elements that
create the physical form, site plan, footprint, space,
structure and style of a property.
Doric Column: Of the three columns found in
Greece, Doric columns are the simplest. They have a
capital (the top, or crown) made of a circle topped by
a square. The shaft (the tall part of the column) is plain
and has 20 sides. There is no base in the Doric order.
The Doric order is very plain, but powerful-looking
in its design. Doric, like most Greek styles, works
well horizontally on buildings, that’s why it was so
good with the long rectangular buildings made by the
Greeks. The area above the column, called the frieze
[pronounced “freeze”], had simple patterns. Above
the columns are the metopes and triglyphs. The metope [pronounced “met-o-pee”] is a plain, smooth
stone section between triglyphs. Sometimes the metopes had statues of heroes or gods on them. The
triglyphs are a pattern of 3 vertical lines between the
metopes. There are many examples of ancient Doric
buildings. Perhaps the most famous one is the Parthenon in Athens, which is probably the most famous
and most studied building on Earth. Buildings built
even now borrow some parts of the Doric order.
Dormer: A window set upright in a sloping roof. The
term is also used to refer to the roofed projection in
which a window is set.
Demolition by Neglect: Allowing a building to fall
into such a state of disrepair that it becomes necessary or desirable to demolish it. Property owners have
been accused of permitting demolition by neglect on
purpose, in order to save rehabilitation costs.
Design Guideline: Standards of appropriateness or
compatibility of building design within a community
or historic district.
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Easement: Legal protection (recorded in a property
deed) for distinguishing features of the interior or
exterior of a property or in the space surrounding a
property because such features are deemed important
to be preserved. For example, a new property owner
may be prevented from making changes or additions
to a building, structure, or landscape by an easement
in the property deed itself. These are sometimes
specified as preservation easements or conservation
easements.

Gambrel Roof: A ridged roof having two slopes on
each side, the lower slope having the steeper pitch.

Elevation: An architecturally accurate drawing of
a face of a building or object, without any allowance for the laws of perspective. Any measurement
taken from an elevation will be fixed in proportion
and scale to the corresponding measurement on the
building.

Historic Landmarks: Used only when referring to
a site designated by national, state, or local officials
as a historic landmark. Primarily used to refer to National Historic Landmarks.

Façade: Front of principal face of a building; any
side of a building that faces a street or other open
space.
False Front: A front wall that extends beyond the
sidewalks of a building to create a more imposing
façade.
Fascia: A flat board with a vertical face that forms
the trim along the edge of a flat roof or along the horizontal or eaves (sides) of a pitched roof. Rain gutters
are often mounted to a fascia.
Finial: The decorative, pointed terminus of a roof or
roof form.
Form: The overall shape of a structure.
Foundation: Refers to the structure component that
serves as the base of a building.
Frieze: A plain or decorated horizontal part of a wall,
typically below the cornice.
Gable: The portion that is above eave level, on an
end wall of a building with a pitched or gambrel roof.
In the case of a pitched roof, this takes the form of a
triangle.
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Glazing: Fitting glass into windows and doors.
Hip Roof: A roof having sloped edges and sides.
Historic Districts: Used only when referring to a
neighborhood or region designated by national, state,
or local officials as a historic district.

Historic Preservation Planning: Refers to broad,
master plans for preservation, not specific plans being made for preservation of any one building.
Historic Preservation State and Local Programs:
Refers to preservation programs funded by state or
local governmental money and/or operated by a state
or local government agency.
Historic Registers: Refers to any local, state, national, or international list of significant sites, districts,
buildings, or objects. Used when such a list is the
focus of the article. Example: the National Register
of Historic Places; the World Heritage List. Articles
that simply state that a building (site, etc.) has been
listed are not included unless the article provides
substantial information about the building. Moreover, “HISTORIC REGISTERS” would not likely
apply to such an article unless the focus of the article
is on, for example, a long struggle to have the building listed in said register.
Historic Sites: This term is reserved for use for historic sites related to famous or important events or
persons (i.e. Independence Hall, Philadelphia; Monticello, etc.).
Historic Structure Reports: An HSR is an analysis
of a building’s structural condition, involving written
and photographic or photogrammetric evidence. The
purpose of an HSR is usually to provide a record of
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a building’s condition before beginning restoration
or renovation of the building. Used only when article
uses this terminology.
Impact Studies: Studies done to determine the impact that a new plan would have on an area, such as
a study to determine the effect building a new Target
store would have on a historic downtown shopping
district.
Infill: The use of vacant land and property within
a built-up area for further construction or development, especially as part of a neighborhood preservation or limited growth program.
Ironwork: Usually refers to decorative ironwork on
old buildings such as those seen in the French Quarter, New Orleans, La.
Land Management: Generally refers to the decisions local governments make about land use, e.g.
zoning and subdivision ordinances. Sometimes used
to refer to the decisions a property owner makes
about his or her individual property.
Mansard Roof: A roof having two slopes on all four
sides and the lower of the two roofs is almost vertical, the upper roof is almost horizontal.
Main Street Programs: Programs to revitalize central business districts of small cities and towns. Refers most commonly, but not exclusively, to efforts
underwritten by the National Main Street Center of
the National Trust. The term may also describe city
neighborhood Main Street Programs, such as those
in Boston, Mass.
Mass: The physical size and bulk of a structure.
Masonry: Construction materials such as stone,
brick, concrete or tile.
Metalwork: Practical and decorative use and application of metals to enhance buildings, fences, grills,
and so forth.
Mixed Use: As distinguished from a single use plan
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(as set out often in zoning regulations and laws),
mixed use refers to a variety of authorized uses for
buildings and structures in a particular area. This
could appear as, for example, a property’s being utilized in more than one way, such as a street level
market and upstairs apartments.
Mullion: A vertical strip dividing the panes of a window.
National Trusts: National organizations chartered to
provide leadership, education, and advocacy to save
historic places. Please note: while the former summarizes the mission of the National Trust for Historic
Preservation in the U.S., the charges of other national
trusts may vary.
Non-contributing Resource: A building, site, structure or object that does not add to the historic significance of a property or historic district.
Orientation: Refers to the manner in which a building relates to the street. The entrance location and the
“front façade” are determining factors in establishing
orientation.
Palladian: A motif having three openings, the center
one being arched and larger than the other two. Also
related to the buildings of the sixteenth-century Italian architect Andrea Palladio, or to the eighteenthcentury English revival of his style, which often featured arched openings.
Parapet: A low wall or railing often used around a
balcony or along the edge of a roof.
Pediment: A triangular section framed by a horizontal molding on its base and two sloping moldings on
each of its sides. Usually used as a crowning member
for doors, windows and mantles.
Pilaster: A support or pier treated architecturally as
a column, with a base, shaft and capital that is attached to a wall surface.
Preservation: Keeping an existing building in its
current state by a careful program of maintenance
and repair.
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Portico: A porch that is leading to the entrance of
a building, or extended as a colonnade, with a roof
structure over a walkway, supported by columns or
enclosed by walls.

location. A 0’-0” setback implies that the building is
located right on the property line.
Shed Roof: A roof containing only one sloping plane.
Has no hips, ridges, valleys or gables.

Quatrefoil: An ornament with four foils or lobes.
Quoin: Dressed stones or bricks at the corners of
buildings laid so that their faces are alternately large
and small. Originally used to add strength to the masonry wall and later used decoratively.
Restoration Techniques: Methods used in rebuilding buildings and structures with historically accurate
materials to achieve historical authenticity in keeping
with a particular time period or event.
Reveal: The side of an opening for a door or window,
doorway, or the like, between the doorframe or window frame and the outer surface of the wall; where
the opening is not filled with the door or window, the
whole thickness of the wall.
Revival: Used to describe later revivals of historical
styles. If the building was designed after the original
style period, “Revival” is added to the style name. For
instance, if the article says “1945 Colonial house,”
ARCHITECTURE, COLONIAL REVIVAL is used.
Rusticated: Stone masonry construction in which
the faces of the blocks are rough and the individual
blocks are separated by deep joints. Depending on
the texture of the rock surface, rusticated blocks may
be sorted as smooth, cyclopean (rock-faced), diamond-pointed, or vermiculated.
Sash: The moving units of a window.
Scale: The scale of building is determined by the
overall size of the primary building mass in combination with architectural details such as roof form,
undulating wall planes, trim, windows, doors and
porches.
Setback: The distance between the property line and
the edge of building. Many communities have required setbacks that vary depending on land use and
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Siting: How a building is oriented and located with
respect to adjacent structures, topography and property lines: “The siting of the building was similar to
other building along the same block”.
Solid -to-Void Ratio: A technical term for the number of openings in a wall plane. Windows and doors
are voids and the wall surface is the solid.
Site: The place or parcel of land where a building or
proposed project is located.
Spandrel: The triangular space between the left or
right exterior curve of an arch and the rectangular
framework surrounding it.
Spindle: A slender turned baluster, often decoratively used in rows, such as in railings.
Standing Seam Metal Roof: A metal roof with vertical seams, which are used to attach individual panels. Historically, the panels were fitted together with
hand rolled seams.
Store Front: The street level façade of a commercial
building, usually having display windows.
Streetscape: The overall character of the street that
is determined by street width, building height, location of buildings relative to the property line that
abuts the street, style and amount of street furnishings and plant material.
Street Furniture: Refers to objects such as street
lights, benches, and so forth that are part of a
streetscape.
Stucco: An exterior wall covering that consists
of Portland cement mixed with lime, applied over
a wood or metal lath. It is usually applied in three
coats.
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Terrace: An open, colonnaded platform, such as a
porch or promenade. May also refer to narrow strips
of land that are contained by a series of retaining
walls.
Transom: A window located above a door or larger
window.
Truss: A framework of triangles used to support a
roof, bridge or similar structure.
Tuck-Pointed: To finish (the mortar joints between
bricks or stones) with a narrow ridge of putty or fine
lime mortar.

Vernacular: A building or landscape that contains
details associated with local or regional characteristics. Historically, factors influencing structures
labeled vernacular were building materials, climate
and building form.
Visual Continuity: A sense of unity or belonging,
which structures exhibit due to similarities among
them.
Wainscot: The lower part of an interior wall when
finished in a material different from that of the upper
part of the wall.

Wrought Iron: Used for wrought iron, as opposed to
cast iron; usually a building or structural material.
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